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IZIRATIl4 
With the exception of Chapter 4, all the work in this thesis 
has been composed and carried out by me alone. In Chapter 4, 
the development of the method and the measuring of the rates of 
stable RNA synthesis were carried out in conjunction with Dr W.H. 
Wain, as stated at the beginning of that Chapter. The results 
of our collaboration have been published, and a copy of the article 
is found in Appendix 1. 
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In this thesis I wish to present some information about the cell 
cycle patterns of RNA synthesis and uridine uptake in the fission yeast, 
Schizosaccharomyoss 	. The synthesis of PMA and the uptake of 
metabolites used in its synthesis have been examined during the cell 
cycles of a variety of cellular material by a number of workers. Much 
of this work has been reviewed by Mitchison (1971), but relevant work 
has been published more recently (e.g. Eikhom, Abraham & Dowben, 19751 
Sogin, Carter a Halvorson, 1974; Wolfe, 1972, 1975). The work 
generally falls into two major categories i measurements of the accumu-
lation of RNA or nuc].sotids pool material often by colorimetric or cyto-
logical assays (Mitchison a Walker, 1959; Zetterberg a Killander, 19651 
Stebbing, 1971); and of the rates of precursor uptake or MA synthesis 
using pulse treatments of radioactively labelled tracers (Pfeiffer, 
1968; Sta rook C Sisken, 1972,a,b; Wolfe, 1972, 1975). There are 
two important distinctions between these types of study. First, acc-
umulation is not synthesis. It is the difference between synthesis and 
degradation, an important point in light of the rapid rates of turnover 
associated with some types of RNA (Brandhor.t & Humphreys, 1972; Fraser 
a Creanor, 1974). And second, the rats of synthesis or uptake is the 
first derivative with respect to time of the amount synthesized or taken 
up. This allows the pattern of synthesis to be described much more 
precisely than by measurements of accumulation. But if pulses of 
radioactive tracer are to be used to neasure rates of synthesis, care 
must be taken in designing the experiment to ensure that the specific 
activity of the pool of the (diate precursor to the macromolecule 
2 . 
being synthesized remains constant during the experiment (see Mitchison, 
1971, for an extensive discussion of these and related problems). 
The cell cycle of a growing cell is commonly considered to be the 
sequence of events that a freshly divided cell peaces through until it 
has itself divided into two daughter cells. During the cell cycle the 
constituents of the cell increase in mass in an ordered way in prepar-
ation for the coming division. The activities of the cell cycle are 
usually divided into an initial gap period (Gi),  a period of !IiA syn-
thesis (S), a second gap period (G2), and mitosis (M) • The length of 
a cell cycle and the relative lengths of its constituent parts is con-
stant and characteristic for a given cell type in a given environment. 
en the fission yeast, Schizosaocharomyces poithe, is grown at 32 0C in 
minimal medium, it has a 140 min cell cycle coosed of a 30 min G 1 , a 
15 min 8, a 90 min G2 , and a 5 min M (Mitchison & Creanor, 1971,b). 
But such a listing does not present the entire picture of events because 
in S. pce nuclear division occurs approximately 30 min before cell 
division. Cell division, therefore, occurs about the time of DNA syn-
thesis in these cells. 
}NA SY)BIS 
The manner in which the rate of RNA synthesis changes during the 
cell cycle varies considerably depending on the type of cell examined. 
Generally, however, RNA synthesis doubles in rate either by a continuous, 
smooth increase throughout the cycle (Tsai a Green, 1973; Stax±rook & 
Sisken, 1972,a; Gorman, Teruo, LaBarge a Halvorson, 1964; Sogun, 
Carter a Halvorson, 1974) or by a sharp, step-like increase during a 
restricted part of the cycle (Eikhce at al., 1975; Pfeiffer, 19681 
Pfeiffer a Tolmach, 19681 Wolfe, 1972). In those cell., which condense 
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their chromosomes during mitosis, the rate of RNA synthesis is greatly 
reduced during the mitotic period (Stanman, 1971; also Mitchison, 1971, 
p. 116 lists 16 further references). Stein and Farber (1972) were 
able to mimi0 this mitotic cessation of IM synthesis in vitro by adding 
mitotic phase chromososal non-histone protein to S phase chromatin. 
In the slims mold, P)y.arum polycephalum, the rate of RNA synthesis not 
only decreases at the time of nuclear division. There is a second de-
crease in rate during G2 , but the reason for its occurrence is unknown 
(Mittarmayer, Braun & Ruach, 1964). 
In many systems, the rate of RNA synthesis appears to be proportional 
to the DNA content of the cells, ranging from bacteria (Dubnau, Smith a 
)iaruiur, 19651 Donnelan, Nags a Levinson, 1965) to sea urchin eggs 
(Flickinger & aureys, 1974; von Ledebur-Villiger, 1972) and cultured 
m1ian cells (Pfeiffer a Tolmach, 1968; Novi I Baserga, 1972; 
Bikhom at al., 1975). The rates of synthesis of the major RNA species 
in BeLa cells may be under such a gene dosage control (Pfeiffer, 1968). 
The rates of non-ribosomal RNA synthesis in mouse fibroblasts (Mauck a 
Green, 1973) and possibly in the budding yeast Saccharcmyces cerevisiae 
(Sebastian, Takano a Halvorson, 1974) could also be under similar con-
trol. Furthermore, some evidence suggests that the rate of synthesis 
of ribosomal RNA (r-RNA) in S. cerevisiae doubles early in the S period 
(Fraser & Carter, 1976). But on the other hand, this rate may vary 
throughout the cell cycle without reflecting gene dosage changes (80gm 
at at., 1974) • Both the RNA content and the rate of total 1A synthesis 
in this yeast do, however, reflect cell size and overall rate of growth 
(Schweizer a Halvorson, 1969; Weiss, Kukora I Adam, 1975) • Other 
cell types which show continuous increases in their rates of RNA synthesis 
may also be pacing these rates to increases in either cell mass or 
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vol* 	(e.g. Catto]ico, Ssnner & Jones, 1973 Edwards, Stratham & 
Lloyd, 1975). 
Msthrane associated phenomena also play a part in the regulation 
of RNA synthesis in many cells. The synthesis of either total- or 
selected types of RNA can be stimulated by treating cells with hormones 
(Luck a Hamilton, 1972 O'Malley, Rosenfeld, Cometock a Means, 1972) 
and cyclic A1 (c-AMP) and its d.thut. lyl derivative, -c-AMP (Rosenfeld, 
brass, Mendelsohn, Roos, Boone & Garren, 1972; Foury a Goffean, 1975). 
Furthermore, colicins and inhibitors known to act at the cell surface 
may also inhibit RNA synthesis (Luria, 19751 Crif, Bossi, MOndOVI. & 
Strom, 1973). 
Most of theee possible regulators of JA synthesis are not neces-
sarily mutually exclusive • One type of control may not the overall 
level of IA synthesis while another modulates its pattern about that 
level (Pfeiffer, 1968; Xridsr & Plaut, 1972). 
PRECURSOR UPTAKE 
The active uptake of metabolites by cells can be mediated by 
general carriers, such as the non-specific deoxypurine transport system 
suggested for Novikoff rat hepatoma cells (Plagemann & Erbe, 1974,b) 
and the common nucleoside diphosphate kinase found in human glial calls 
(qren, PcntAn, Rcnquist a Wsstermark, 1974) • On the other hand, up-
take in often mediated by substrate specific transport sites • In 
budding yeast separate permeases and kinaa.s have been demonstrated 
for such closely related coounds as uracil and uridin. (.nson, 
1969) • Uridine and adenine uptake by S. pce is also considered to 
proceed by way of substrate specific transport system (Cmmins a 
Mitchison, 1967; Foury a Goffeau, 1975). 
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Although metabolite uptake is ultimately dependent upon use of the 
metabolita by the cell, the rate of uptake can vary independently of 
the rate of use • The amino acid pool. of Candida (Cowie & McClure, 
1959) and the adenine pool of S. 	(Cummins & Mitchiaon, 1967) both 
expand when there is an external supply of adenine. During the 
period of this pool expansion, the rate of uptake is temporarily faster 
than the rats of adenine incorporation. On the other hand, if the 
pool remains constant and the endogenous supply is also constant, then 
the rates of uptake and incorporation must be the same. Either rate, 
however, may be rats limiting. 
The cell cycle patterns of change in the rates of uptake vary with 
both the substrate being transported and the cell type studied. How-
ever, a majority of the patterns observed fall into one of three classes: 
intermittent uptake activity with peaks in the rate p 
continuous uptake activity, but with the rate doubling 
sharply at a point in the cycle p or 
3, continuous increase in rate throughout the cycle. 
In both Tetrahymana (Stone, Miller & Prescott, 1965) and mouse L 
cells (Adams, 1969) 3R-thymi&tne is only taken up during the period of 
lilA synthesis. During the remainder of the cell cycle a small nuclear 
pool of 'PIP appears to be maintained, but not turned over. Uridine 
uptake in Tetrahymena (Wolfe, 1975) in mouse L cells and in Chinese 
hamster ovary cells (Sander & Pardee, 1972), on the other hand, occurs 
throughout the cycle. But the rates of uptake double sharply once per 
cycle. In the hamster cells the rates double late in the G 1 phase, 
while in Tetrahymena the rates begin to double with the onset of ENA 
synthesis. Furthermore, Sander and Pardee reported that the rats of 
thymidine uptake paralleled that of uridine • Different culture con- 
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ditions may account for the difference between these results and those 
of Adams (1969). 
By altering the growth medium, St- rook and Sisken (1972,a) were 
able to convert the pattern of uridine uptake from one of periodic 
rate changes to one of a continuous rate increase throughout the cell 
cycle. This change was fully reversible and could be induced by grow-
ing the cells for one generation in the new medium. A linear increase 
in the rates of uridine and 2..dsoxy-D-gluoo.e uptake have also been 
reported to occur in synchronous cultures of Novikoff rat hepatoma cells, 
although the rates of chin, hypozanthine and thymidine uptake appear 
to increase discontinuously (Plagemann, Richey, Zylka & Erbe, 1975). 
A number of possible mechanisms have been described by which cells 
may control their rates of metabolite uptake. By far the most con 
type of these involves some sort of feedback from the intracellular 
metabolite pool. Feedback mechanisms have been suggested for the con-
trol of valine uptake in sea urchins (Mitchison & Cummins, 1966), and 
thymidine uptake in both nuse L cells (Adams, 1969) and Tetra hymena 
(Stone at a]., 1965) • In budding yeast, permeases specific for uridin., 
uracil and histidine have also been shown to be under feedback control 
(Grenson, 1969 Crabe.l a Grenson, 1970), as has the adenine transport 
system in S. poz±e (Cummins & Mitchison, 1967) • carter and Halvorson 
(1973,a) noted that in budding yeast a number of amino acids were trans-
ported by separate sites. Furthermore, the rates of uptake of these 
amino acids doubled sharply at different points in the cell cycle. They 
suggested that these sharp, step-like rate doi.tlings were produced by 
periodic synthesis of uptake sites in a manner analogous to the periodic 
synthesis of enzymes. 
Fluctuations in the energy supply to the active transport sites 
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could also produce changes in the rate of metabolite uptake. This 
energy may be supplied either by direct colinq to an energy-yielding 
reaction, or by harnessing the free energy present in an electrochemical 
gradient of some second molecular species (Stain, 1967). Eddy and 
Mowacki (1971) presented evidence that the active uptake of amino acids 
in Sacdar'c carlab.rgenais is driven by the active transport of 
either potassius Lana or protons. Emds and Cirilla (1974) argue 
that fluctuations in these ion exchange sedtaniaas could not only 
generate oscillations in the &.jgo  acid transport pattern., but may be 
the basis of many other cyclical biological events as well. 
tA 8YNThSI8 AND PRECURSOJI UPTAKE BY S. PO)E 
In the fission yeast, Sdizo.accb*romyce. p', RNA synthesis 
and precursor uptake have been examined in a series of papers by 
$itthiaon and his co-workers. Mitchison and Walker (1959) demonstrated 
that OM accumulated continuously throughout the cell cycle, with no 
Interruption during division. But their methods were too imprecise to 
distinguish between a linear increase and an exponential one. The 
rates of MM synthesis and precursor uptake were then examined by auto-
radiography (Witchison & Lark, 1962; Kitchison, 1963; cumstins & 
Mitchiaan, 1964; Mitchiscn, Cummins,, Gross I Creanor, 1969). Two 
distinct patterns of rat.e change emerge from thee. studies • A sudden 
doubling in the rats of 3L1-adenine uptake is apparent in the data of 
C'iamaius and Nitchison (1964) • In this study the rate appears to remain 
constant until 	the second half of the cell cycle, and then doubles 
sharply. The data of Nitchisan and Lark (1962) suggest that the rate 
Of 30i.adenins incorporation also increases during the first two-thirds 
of the call cycle. The rats then ri 4 s constant until cell division. 
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But there are similar patterns of change in cell volume and dry mass 
(Mitchison, 1957) and these two patterns may be related. 
After examining the rats of uptake and incorporation of all four 
RNA beasa and two nucisosides, Mitchiscn at a.1, (1969) concluded that 
the rates of RNA synthesis and initial precursor uptake, as well as 
the sizes of the pre-existing precursor pools and of the expanded ads-
nine pooi, steadily increase through the cell cycle following roughly 
the increase in cellular dry mass. Stabbing (1971) further reinforced 
these latter conclusions by presenting evidence from synchronous cultures 
suggesting that both total RNA and pool nucleotide material accumulate 
exponentially during the S. poe cell cycle. 
While we were devising a method to measure the rates of r1osomal 
(r-) and heterogeneous nuclear (Un-) RNA synthesis, Dr W.H. Wain and I 
noted that the rate of 3H-uridine incorporation in synchronous cultures 
of S. poche doubled sharply at the end of the cell cycle. Further ex-
periments using radioactively labelled uridine and adenine established 
that our results reflected changes in the rate of total RNA synthesis 
(Wain a Staatz, 1973) • This doubling in the rate of RNA synthesis 
occurs at the time of both cell division and 111k synthesis (Mitchison 
a Creanor, 1971,b) and may reflect a gene dosage control of trans-
cription. Theme findings and the corresponding changes in the rates 
of precursor uptake became the basis for Chapter IV, and the relation-
ships of the rates of RNA synthesis and precursor uptake to each other 
and to 111k synthesis and cell division are the topic of investigation 
of this thesis. 
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2 '-DEOXYADENOSINE 
One agent which has been used to both induce division synchrony 
and to lengthen the cell cycl, of selection synchronized cultures of 
S. ponbe is 2 '-d.oxyadenosin. (AdR) (Mitchison & Creanor, 1971,a). 
In the presence of this drug, DNA synthesis is inhibited within about 
an hour. Since DNA is normally made just after cell division in S. 
pombe, virtually all the cells are able to divide once after MR has 
been added. In log phase cultures cell numbers continue to increase 
exponentially for about a generation, while in selection synchronized 
cultures there is one burst of synchronous division. Thereafter cells 
continue to grow without dividing for at least 4 hrs • However, neither 
of these cell number increases is accompanied by DNA synthesis. About 
an hour after removing the MR there is a burst of DNA synthesis in both 
types of culture. This is followed immediately by a synchronous round 
of cell division which is accompanied by a normal S period. A second, 
apparently normal synchronous division follows 60 sin after the first. 
Deoxyadenosine, like thymidina, is a normal metabolite in the DNA 
synthetic pathway. Also like thymidine, at high concentrations AdR 
inhibits DNA synthesis in a variety of cells (Klenowr, 1959; Lark, 19601 
Young & }Iodas, 1965) • It may, therefore, produce side effects similar 
to those reported in cells which have been given a thymidine block 
(Churchill a Studsineki, 1970; t4eyn, Hewitt & Humphrey, 1973). In 
fact Xeroa (1962) showed thyniidine to be less harmful to wiivn*1ian cells 
than either MR or deoxyguanosine. MR also inhibits dihydroorotase 
activity (Breanick & Blatchford, 1964) and deoxyriboside transport 
(Plag.mann & Erbe, 1974,b) in Novikoff ascites cells. In cell free 
extracts of chick embryos the synthesis of dCMP is inhibited and its 
derivative dATP 
use stimulated by the AdR/ (Reichard, Canel]akis a Canellekis, 1960). 
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And it may well be at this latter point that MR interferes with the 
cells mechanism for governing L4A synthesis. 
In S. poobe, three enzymes whose activities increase by periodic 
steps in selection synchronized cultures show patterns of smooth, con-
tinuous patterns of increase in induction synchronized cultures 
(Sissons, Mitchison & Creanor, 1973). Two further enzymes in these 
cultures showed steps in their potential following either type of syn-
chronization. The timing of these steps in potential appears to be 
related to the time of DNA synthesis and independent of the time of 
cell division. Such differences in the patterns and timing of events 
led Mitchison (1973) to discuss the possibility of two sequences of 
events occurring during the normal cell cycles the "DNA-division 
cycle" or "DD-cycle" and the "growth cycle" • In cultures which have 
been synchronized by selection, the relationship between theee two 
cycles remains unaltered from what it was in exponential phase cultures. 
But MR induces synchrony only in the DD-cycle, leaving the growth 
cycle still exponential. This is supported by exponential increases 
in optical density, and in the accumulation of total RNA and protein 
In induction synchronized cultures (Mitchison & Creanor, 1971,a). 
When a selection synchronized culture is treated with MR, the relation-
ship between these two cycles is simply shifted in proportion to the 
length of treatment. By examining rates of precursor uptake and in-
corporation in such cultures and comparing the results to those obtained 
in normal selection synchronized cultures, it should be possible to 
assign changes in these rates to one or the other cycle. 
11. 
PLEThL 
Another possible inhibitor of 11A synthesis in S. - 	is phenyl- 
ethanol (PR), often reported in the literature as either benzylcazbinol 
or pben.thyl. alcohol. Lilley and Brewer (1953) first reported its 
growth inhibiting prcp.rties s 0.3% PE inhibited growth of most bacteria, 
yeasts and moulds tested. PE was at first thought to preferentially 
inhibit the synthesis of either DNA (B.rrah & )Ccnetzka, 19621 Treik a 
Xonetzka, 1964) or RNA (flonoyama & Ikeda, 1964; Prevost & MOSeS, 1966). 
But further work indicated that the primary site of action was in 
cellular meu*ranes (Silver a Wendt, 1967; Normark, 1971, Nunn a Trapp e 
19721 Wright, Cori I Lewis, 1973), and most of the other effects of the 
drug can be traced to the involvement of merbranes in such aspects of 
growth and metabolism as DNA synthesis (Masker a Eberle, 1972), respir-
ation and photosynthesis (Knutson, 1966; Terensi a Storck, 1969) and 
protein synthesis (Plag.m.nn, 1968,a,b). 
Budding yeast has two classes of response to PR (Burns, 1968). 
One of these is based upon a primary inhibition at the cell merane 
and includes both DNA and RNA syntheses. The other class requires 
equal inhibition at both the membrane and some internal sites and in-
cludes glucose uptake. At concentrations of 0.5% or greater, PE also 
upoetBthe cytoplasmic .ol-gal balance in this yeast (Burns, 1971). 
The one report of PR being used on S. 	, (Bostock, 1970,b) d.- 
nyyrtrated that although 0.3% PR completely inhibits DNA synthesis, 
cells grow in 0.2% PU with a generation time of about 4-4.5 hr. The 
Increase in generation time is primarily due to a 2hr G 1 period being 
inserted into an otherwise unperturbed call cycle • Furthermore, when 
0.2% PR is added to a log phase culture, DNA synthesis ceases for 2 hr 
while cell division and cell growth continue at a reduced rate, 
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Thereafter lilA synthesis resumes at a rate comparable to that of ccli 
Tram these reports it is clear that PE is not likely to be a 
selective inhibitor of lilA synthesis in S. pombe. But by allowing 
the calls to equilibrate and grow in its presence it should be possible 
to make a culture of selection synchronized cells in which lilA synthesis 
is separated from cell, division by about half a cell, cycle. In such 
a culture, events which occur near the end of the cell cycle in normal 
cells will still occur there if they are related to the growth cycle or 
to cell. division. But if they are associated with LilA synthesis they 
may occur in the middle of the cell cycle. If such LilA-related events 
occur in proportion to the aunt of lilA present, they too should stop 
increasing during the 2 hr following PE addition to an exponential 
culture. In this latter case, however, a more direct effect of PE on 
precursor pools have to be ruled out. 
STEP-DOWN 
Previous work suggested that in S. poabe the rate of RNA synthesis 
increased more or less exponentially during the cell cycle. When this 
thesis was begun, it was, therefore, decided to see if the rate at which 
a particular species of RNA was made during the cycle varied from that 
of total RNA. Since total RNA is mainly ribosomal, a minor species 
was considered more likely to show coma sort of variation. Since 
heterogeneous nuclear (Sn-) RNA was being widely discussed in the 
literature, I decided to examine its synthesis. an-RNA is generally 
described as very large (20 to 300 8), rapidly labelled RNA of hetero-
disperse size and with a short half-life (Armalin & Marques, 1972, 
Aronson, 19721 Darnell, 19681 Shearer S McCarthy, 1970). It contains 
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sequence, of polyadenylic acid (poly (A)) and polyuridylic acid (poly (U)) 
(Molloy, Thomas & Darnell, 1972; Greenberg & Perry, 1972 ,a,b; Jelinek, 
Adesnik, Salditt, Sheiness, Wall, Molloy, Philipson & Darnell, 1973), 
but its sequences and secondary structure are considered to be more 
similar to MM than to r-RNA (Jelinek & Darnell, 1972; Smith, Rough, 
Chamberlin a Davidson, 1974). It has been found in n'"n'1ian cells 
(Darnell, 1968), echinoderms (Aronson, 1972), amphibians (Loaning, Jones 
& Birnstiel, 19691 Somerville & Bill, 1973), insects (Arlin a Marques, 
1972) and higher plants (Loaning at al., 1969). On the other hand, 
Prescott, Stevens and Lauth (1971) were unable to find any high molecular 
weight "an-" RNA in either Amoeba proteus or in the literature concerning 
any other unicellular eukaryote. Later work ha., on the whole, con-
tinued to support this claim (Sillevia-Smitt, Vermsulen, Viak, Rozyjn & 
Jiolenaar, 1972; Prescott, Bostock, Gamow a Lauth, 1971). However, 
Melera and Ruach (1973) reported that the myxomycete, Physarumfl may con-
tain a giant heat labile RNA with a uridine/methyl ratio different from 
that of r-RNA. In S.ponbe, Taber and Vincent (1969) found no RNA 
larger than 38 S. It and all other RNA fractions larger than 16 S were 
shown to be ribosomal. Udem and Warner (1972) also found no n'nlian-
like high molecular weight Hn-RNA in budding yeast. But they argued 
that analogous RNA could exist as smaller species which underlie the 
ribosomal peaks in gels or gradients. fin-RNA as small as 20 S has, in 
fact, been reported to occur in mammalian cells (Darnell, 1968). 
To test their hypothesis in S. poi., I decided to try to examine 
the types of RNA made when riJA was suppressed. One method which was 
considered for inhibiting ribosomal synthesis selectively was a step-
down first devised for bacteria (Hayashi a Spiegelman, 1961). The 
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rationak behind this procedure was that since the RNA content of a cell 
is proportional to its growth rate and since most RNA in a cell in 
ribosomal, by rapidly decreasing the growth rate the cells would be 
left with too many ribosomes. The cells should, therefore, stop 
making ribosomea until the ribosomal concentration has been adjusted 
to the new growth rate. Since at that time it was thought that all 
m-RNA was rapidly turned over, Hayashi and Spiege1an felt that MINA 
synthesis should be relatively unaffected. With S.poe a rapid de-
crease in growth rate was produced by transferring an exponentially 
growing culture from complete medium to a mini mal medium containing 
4.750 enthanol (Gross I Mitcthiscn, 1962). During the half hour 
following such a step-down, many growth processes in this yeast were 
either stopped or greatly reduced. The RUA that was made did not 
appear to be ribosomal. It had !1A-like base ratios and heterodisp.rse 
sedimentation characteristic. (Mitchison & Gross, 1965). In an auto-
radiographic study of uptake and incorporation of all four RNA-bases 
following step-down, Mitieon et a].. (1969) found about half of the 
step-down RNA (SD-RNA) was located in the cytoplasm after a short pulse 
label. As various RNA fractions became better understood, interpre-
tations of results from step-down experiments have reflected these 
changes. Thus, in discussing their results, they suggested that step-
down 1A Omay be similar to cytoplasmic RNA associated with rthosomes 
(i.e. m-RNA), or it may equally well be a mixture of several typos of 
RNA (Mitchison at al., 1969, p. 421) • By relating cells to their 
position in the cell cycle according to their length they also demon-
strated a cell cycle stage-dependant change in the base ratios of SD-RNA. 
This change did not appear to be caused by changes in uptake rate or 
pool size. 
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In following mp this work, I became aware of the complexity of 
SD-RNA. It is likely that many gene products are affected in an ana-
logous way to r-RNA. Also, because of its heterodisp.rse nature, SD- 
JA proved difficult to analyse. On the technical side, the step-down 
was superseded by the much more powerful methods for isolating a-RNA 
and Bn-14A based on their polyadenylate residue (e.g. Swan, Aviv & 
Leder, 1972) • 	At the same time our experiments began to indicate that 
total IA synthesis might double in rate discontinualy during the cell 
cycle. Because of the technical difficulties in the further analysis 
of SD-RNA and because the work on total RNA merited further work, the 
work on SD-PM was abandoned. The step-down now appears to be a useful 
procedure mainly for the study of how cells control their ribosome con-
centration. 
INTENT OF THE THESIS 
The objective of this thesis is to examine the rats of RNA synthesis 
during the cell cycle of the fission yeast, Schizoeaccharceycss 
An attempt has been made to establish the sp.cifity of 3H-uridine in 
labelling RNA in this organism. This has been followed by measurements 
of the relative amounts of the different RNA species which are labelled 
after pulses of different lengths. The rates of RNA synthesis and 
3 	
been 
H-uridine uptake have /nitored in cultures which were synchronized by 
gradient selection and by induction using MR. Similar rate measure-
ments were also made in selection synchronized cultures treated with 
MR or PE. The results were compared to changes in TA content, cell 
total IA content, cell division and dry mass of the cultures. 
Suggestions have been made as to how the cell might control the rates 
of RNR synthesis and precursor uptake. 
16. 
CHAPTER II 
MATERIALS AND METHODS 
THE ORGANISM 
The fission yeast, Schizosaccharomyces pcithe, Lindner (1893), strain 
N. C. Y • C. 132, is a rod-shaped Ascomycete which, during exponential growth, 
is between 6 and 20 	long and about 4 )flU in diameter. It has a mean 
generation time of 2 hr 20 min at 32 0c, normally growing in length only. 
Division is by formation of a median septum usually called a "cell plate" 
in the literature. Cell separation occurs by splitting this cell plate. 
Strain 132 is haploid and normally has a 2C value of 28.2 fg of lilA per 
cell (Mitchison & Creanor, 1971,a). 
CULTURE CONDXTICtJS 
Edinburgh Minimal Medium 2 (EMM2), the medium used routinely for 
this work, is a defined minimal medium described by Mitchison (1970). 
It uses 10 g/l of glucose as the main carbon source, 5 g/l NH 4C1 as the 
nitrogen source and 300 mg/1 NaH2PO4 supplies the phosphate. The pH is 
maintained by 1 g/l sodium acetate which may act as a secondary carbon 
source as well. Cells enter stationary phase at a density of about 10  
calls/ml because of limiting supplies of glucose and sulphate. 
For experiments involving the incorporation of 32P into nucleic 
acids, and for step-down experiments, another medium, EMM 1, was used. 
This medium is identical to EMM2 except that it contains 1/30 of the 
phosphate, with the result that phosphate is the growth limiting factor 
and cells begin to enter stationary phase at about 1 x 1O 7 cells/mi. 
Celia used for the step-down experiments were grown up in 2% malt 
extract broth (0id). 
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Stock cultures of S. pone were maintained in 10 ml of EMM2 in 
universal bottles or McCartney bottles. Stocks were sub-cultured 
every few days by inoculating a bottle of fresh medium with a loopful 
of stationary culture 108  cells/mi). After inoculation the cultures 
were maintained at 32°C for 2 to 3 days, then stored at room temperature 
and either used within a week or discarded. Reserve cultures were also 
kept on Malt Extract Agar (Oxoid). These were sub-cultured every few 
months and stored at 40C after the initial 2 to 3 day incubation at 32 °C. 
For experiments, only cultures in mid-log phase (0.5 to 8 x 
10  
cells/ml) were used. These cultures were inoculated with about 2hz ml 
of stationary culture per liter. While they were growing up over night 
at 32°C they were either stirred continuously by a magnetic stirrer or 
they were shaken at 200 rpm on an orbital shaker. During the progress 
of the experiments the culture flasks were kept in a 32 0C water bath 
and shaken vigorously every 10 mm. 
Routine sterile techniques were used during the handling of cells, 
except during experimental manipulations. 
OPTICAL DENSITY, CELL NUMBER AND CELL PLATE INDEX 
The optical density (OD) of a culture has been used as a measure 
of the dry mass of that culture (Mitchison, 1970). With a calibration 
curve of OD vs cell nurbar the optical density can be used as a measure 
of the cell numbers in a normal, exponentially growing culture. 
Optical densities were routinely measured at 595 nm using a Unicam SP 
600 spectrophotometer and a 1 cm pathl.ngth cuvette. 
Cell numbers were determined directly with a Coulter Counter Model 
B. Sales, either 0.5 or 1.0 ml, were collected in glass tubes con-
taining 1 ml of ice cold electrolyte (0.5% formaldehyde, 1% NaCl) and 
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stored on ice for processing either later the same day or on the next 
day. Before being counted the samples were diluted to 6 ml with electro-
lyte, mixed thoroughly and sonicatad for 90 sac at 20 kHz and 2 i.m ampli-
tude with an MSE Ultrasonic Disintigrator. This broke up clumps and 
separated loosely attached pairs of cells. The cells were then diluted 
to 50 or 100 ml with electrolyte and counted using a 70 Pm aperture. 
The cell plate index is the percentage of cells containing a cell 
plate at any one time. Like the mitotic index it can be used as a 
measure to monitor the proportion of cells in a culture which are 
dividing at any given time. Cell plates were counted in a fresh drop 
of culture using dark field illumination on a Nikon S-XE microscope. 
Cell, plates first appear as a faint line, but as they mature they in-
crease in thickness and brightness. The end of the cell plate stage 
is taken to be when the plates begin to notch at the beginning of cell 
separation. By these criteria (Feed, 1959) or by a simple calculation 
(Mitchison & Wilbur, 1962), it has been estimated that cells contain 
cell plates for only 15 to 20 win of a 140 min cell cycle. 
ESTIMATION OF EMA AND RNA 
After extracting total nucleic acids from cells by the method of 
Schneider (1945), the 124A content of the extract was determined with a 
colorimetric assay based on diphenylamine (see Appendix A for detailed 
method). The method, taken from Polanshek (1973), was originally de-
vised by Burton (1956) and later modified by Giles and Meyers (1965) 
and by Bostock (1970,a). 
RNA was estimated by diluting an aliquot of the Schneider extract 
100-fold and measuring its absorbance at 260 nm. Since DVA constitutes 
only 1 to 2% of the total nucleic acids in S. poa (Mitchison & Lark, 
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1962), its contribution to the OD 260was 
 ignored. For conversion pur-
poses it was assumed that 1,0 260  - 31 Mg PiTh/mi. 
CELL SYNCHRONIZATION 
Cultures of synchronously dividing cells were usually prepared by 
the selection method of Mitchison and Vincent (1965). Approximately 
5 1 of culture were harvested on a Whatinan No. 50 filter paper, the 
cells were resuspended in 3-5 ml of medium, and then given 3-4 strokes 
in a homogenizer with a loose-fitting pestle to break up clumps and 
separate pairs of cells • The cells were then loaded on top of a 10 to 
40% sucrose gradient (80 ml) made up in medium and centrifuged at room 
temperature in an MSE 4L for 5 min at about 800 x g. The top 1-3 ml 
of the band of cells were removed from the gradient with a syringe and 
resuspended in fresh medium at 320C. 
The work in Chapter 6 was done using the deoxyadenosine induction 
method of Mitchison and Creanor (1971,a). This involved pulsing an 
exponential phase culture with 2 n4 2 '-deoxyadenosmne for 3 hrs. At 
the end of the pulse the cells were collected on a merane filter 
(Oxoid) and washed with and then resuspended in fresh medium at 32 0C. 
RADIOISOTOPES 
Stocks of radioactive tracers from the Radiochemical Centre, 
Amersham, were used at the following specific activities: 32 P as 
orthophosphate (10 ui/ml), 35 8 as sulphate (Carrier free), uridine-5- 3H 
(29 Ci/m 1), uridine-2- 
14 
 C (56 mCi/rn inol), adenine-8- 3H (24 Ci/m mol), 
and adenine-8- 4C (27.7 mCi/mi). 
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SCINTILLATIE OOUNTING 
Non-aqueous samples were counted under 6 ml of toluene containing 
0.5% butyl PBD (Ciba Ltd.), while aqueous samples were counted after 
being dissolved in a cocktail of 40% methoxyathanol and 60% toluene 
with 0.5% butyl PBD added. 
Samples were counted in glass vials for either 1 or 10 min in a 
Packard Tri-Carb 2002 or a Packard Tri-Carb 2425 Scintillation Spectro-
meter. 
KINETIC - MEASUREMENTS CE PRECURSORS 
To determine the uptake and incorporation kinetics of uridine and 
adenine,cells were labelled with either 3R-uridine or 3R-adenine. 
Samples of 1.0 ml were withdrawn on alternate minutes for uptake and 
for incorporation measurements. Uptake samples were filtered imme-
diately through a Whatman CF/A glass fiber filter disk and washed with 
4 x 10 ml of water. Incorporation samples were collected in tubes 
containing 1 ml of cold 10% trichioroacetic acid (TCA) and stored in 
an ice bath until the end of sampling. They were then collected on 
CF/A filters, washed with 3 x 10 ml of 5% TCA and 2 x 10 ml of water. 
All the filters were dried in vacuo for an hour before being counted 
as above • The difference between the uptake and the incorporation 
data was used as an estimate of the kinetics of filling of the acid 
soluble pool of radioactivity. 
RATES OF PRECURSOR INCORPORATICE 
Rates of radioactive precursor incorporation into acid-insoluble 
components of the cell were measured by shaking 5 ml of cells at 32 0C 
in the presence of the appropriate precursor. The pulse was stopped 
by adding 5 ml of ice cold 10% TCA to the flask, which was then placed 
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on ice for 20 min to allow for the extraction of small molecules. Tri-
plicate 1.0 ml samples were collected on GF/A filter disks which had 
been soaked in 5% TCA. The filtered cells were washed with 3 x 10 ml 
5% TCA and 2 x 10 ml water. They were then dried for 1 hr in vacuo 
before being counted as above. 
In synchronous cultures, rates were followed for 1 to 3 generations. 
The 5 ml aliquots of culture were pulse labelled at either 10 or 20 mm 
intervals beginning about 40 min after making the synchronous cultures. 
To examine the effect of external uridine concentration upon the rate 
pattern, uridine concentrations (and specific activities) were varied 
from 7 ng (1 pCi) per ml to 500 pg (20 DCi) per ml. Adenine was used 
at 1.5 Vg (1 uCi) per ml except in the experiments with a prefilled 
adenine pool: in these, cells were maintained in adenine (20 ug/ml) 
starting 4 hra before synchronizing the cells and were labelled with 
either 3H-adenine at 5 or 20 MCi/mi or 14C-ad.nine at 2 pCi/al). 
RATES or PRECURSOR UPTAKE  
The rates of uridine and adenine uptake were determined by the 
same basic method used to measure the rates of incorporation, but the 
filters were soaked in water containing 1 mg non-radioactive precursor 
per ml and the pulses were stopped by adding 5 ml of iced water with 
1 mg non-radioactive precursor per ml. The samples were filtered 
within 5 sin of stopping the pulse and washed with 4 x 10 ml of water 
only. 
DIGESTIIV 
Ribonuclease (RNase) was made up to 2 mg/mi in 0.15 M NaCl and 
0.015 M tn-sodium citrate (SSC). Extracted total nucleic acid 
samples were dissolved in 0.5 ml of the RNase solution for digestion. 
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Samples of whole cells were collected on CF/A filters, washed 3 x with 
10 ml of 5% TCA and rinsed twice with 10 ml of water before being di-
gested with 200 ii1 of the Mass solution. Digestion was carried out at 
37°C for at least 3 hrs. After digestion the filters were washed 3 x 
with 5% IV.A and 2 x with water before being dried. Bulk samples were 
loaded directly onto polyacrylamide gels for electrophoresis. 
STATISTICAL TREATMENT OF RATE DATA 
When uptake and incorporation rate experiments were repeated several 
times the data were pooled and analysed in the following manner: For 
selection synchronized cultures, results from several experiments were 
normalized to show a con mean level of either uptake or incorporation 
during the plateau between the first and second steps in cell number. 
This plateau was chosen as a baseline for normalization because it was 
completely included in all experiments. The data were then pooled and 
the means CX) and 95% confidence limits (95% CL) were calculated for all 
the values within each 0.1 of a cell cycle. For induction synchronized 
cultures the plateau used as a normalization baseline was that from 1 hr 
before removing the MR to 1 hr after removing it. And in exponential 
phase cultures treated with phenethyl alcohol the plateau was that from 
1 hr to 3 hr after adding the inhibitor. In both of these last 2 cases 
the data were pooled for each 10 min period, and treated statistically 
as above. 
The rates of filling of the acid-soluble precursor pools were esti-
mated by subtracting the incorporation rate data from the uptake rate 
data. In order to do this, the ratio of label taken up to that incor-
porated under the particular experimental conditions was determined. 
During the normalizing procedure, above, the mean plateau levels of the 
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pooled uptake rate and incorporation rate data were then sat that 
ratio apart. The mean values were subtracted to give the mean rates 
of pool filling. The 95% CL for the rate of pool filling was calculated 
by the formula: 
95%cL 	2 	95%cL 	2 
95% CL pool - 1.96 x 
C__ upt) inc 
+ 1.96  1.96 
SPECIFIC ACTIVITIES OP_ TOTAL RNA 
The amount of total RNA was estimated using a modification of the 
assay described by Hutchison and Monro (1961). 5 ml of culture at a 
density of 1 to e x 10  calls/ml were frozen in tubes immersed in a dry-
ice/ethanol bath. After all the samples had been collected they were 
thawed at 00  in the presence of 5 ml of 10% perchloric acid (PCA), ex-
tracted at 00  for 30 mm, and centrifuged (10 min at 1500 x g, 0°C). 
The pellets were resuspended in 5 ml of 5% PCA, left for 10 min at 0 °C 
and rocentrifuged as before. After resuspending the pellets in 1.0 ml 
of 5% PCA the samples were digested at 70 0C as for the DNA estimation 
(see Appendix A, No. 3). The amount of RNA present in each sample was 
determined as above. 
The radioactivity in an aliquot of each supernatant was then 
counted and the specific activities (cpm/pgRNA) were calculated. 
FRAIONATICNOF RNA ONPOLYARYLAIIIDEGELS 
Cells were labelled as for rate measurements using p at 1 to 
10 pCi/mi, 35-uriline or 3H-adenine at 1 to 20 Xi/ml. Labelling was 
stopped by adding an equal volume of ice-cold extraction buffer (TNT) 
containing 2% triisoprupylnaphthaleno nuiphonic acid (Eastman), 2% NaCl 
and 0.01 M Tris at pH 7.8 (Loaning, 1967). The cells were immediately 
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collected on a GF/A filter disk and rapidly frozen in 2-4 ml of TNT 
buffer. The samples were homogenized either by passing the frozen 
cells through the Eaton press (Eaton, 1962), or alternatively the 
samples were thawed and an equal volume of 40 mesh glass beads was 
added to each tube. The cells were then disrupted by grinding them 
for 10 min using a Vibro Mixer, (Braun, A. C.). 
The homogenate was deprotaunized using the method of Fraser, Creanor 
and Mitchison (1973): it was thrice emulsified with 50% v/v chloroform, 
50% v/v of the phenol/rn cresol mixture of Kirby (1965). After adding 
NaClto the aqueous phase to a final concentration of 0.3 N, the nucleic 
acids were precipitated in the cold by mixing with 2.5 volumes of ethanol. 
To remove traces of phenol and other contaminants, the nucleic acids were 
reprecipitated twice from a buffer containing 0.15 N sodium acetate, and 
0.5% sodium dodecyl sulphate (SDS) at pH 6.0 (Loaning, 1969). 
The nucleic acids were fractionated by electrophoresis on 2.2 to 
2.6% polyacrylamide gels according to the method of Loaning (1967) (see 
Appendix B for details of the procedure). Gels were then scanned for 
absorbance at 265 nm in a Joyce-Loebi Gel Scanner, frozen with dry-ice, 
and sliced into 0.4 me disks with a Nickel Gel Slicer. IA in the 
slices was hydrolysed over night at 60 0C in 10% piperidine, 1 mM E1'rA; 
then the slices were dried to remove the piperidine. The slices were 
rehydrated and the nucleotides in them dissolved with 0.5 ml of water, 
after which the radioactivity was counted. 
OLIGO (d'r) CELLULOSE AFFINITY CHIDMA.70GRAPHY OF RNA 
A polyadenylic acid sequence (poly (A)) containing fraction was 
isolated from labelled total S. ponbe RNA by affinity chromatography 
on a column of oligodeoxythymidylic acid-cellulose (oligo (dT) cellulose) 
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(Swan, Aviv & Leder, 1972). To do this, 0. lg of oligo (dT) cellulose 
was suspended in a binding buffer containing 0.414 Ned, 10 mM Trig, 1 
mM EDTA and 01% SDS (pH 7.4). After a column (0. 4m1) was packed, an 
MA sample was dissolved in 1 ml of binding buffer and passed twice 
through the column. The column was then washed with 2 ml of fresh 
binding buffer. The poly(A) sequence containing material was eluted 
from the column with 2-3 ml of a buffer identical to binding buffer ex-
cept that it contained no NaCl. The ]RNA was then precipitated with 
0 ethanol and stored at -26c. 
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CHAPTER XIX 
MBASURT OF RNA SYNTBIS IN EXPONENTIALLY GROWnfQ CULTtnU 
Several reports in the literature describe the uptake of labelled 
nucleosides and their incorporation into RN* by fission yeast (Cummins  
£ Mitch.tson, 1964 8 19671 Pbury & Goffesu, 1973 6 1975; Mitchison, 1963; 
Nitdiiaon & Lark, 1962; Mitchison it al., 1969), and by budding yeast 
(urns, 1968, 19711 Sogin, carter I Halvorson, 1974; Sill.vis-Smitt, 
at al.,, 1972) • Much of the earlier work on S. posbe involved quanti-
tative autoradiographic studies of single cells libelled mainly with 
adenine. But son comparisons were mads between rates of uptake and 
incorporation of the 14C-baees adenine, uracil, guanine and cytosine 
(Mitdiiaon it al., 1969) • Foury and Goff.au (1973, 1975) .-tried the 
effects of c-AMP on uptake and incorporation of 3B-uridine in several 
mutants of S. poe. They demonstrated that uptake proceeds at a con-
stint rats for at least 8 sin after adding the libelled precursor and 
has an apparent affinity constant (iC_) of 1.4 x 10 •5N. They also d.*-
cribd a slow incorporation which started around 3 sin after uptake. 
By 5 sin this incorporation accounted for only 10% of the uptake. 
Both uptake and incorporation were stimulated by c-A). 
In the present work 3U-uridin. has 	ben used as the primary 
radioactive label, although both 3E-adcnin. and 32  (as phosphate) have also 
been used. Libelled uridine was initially selected because of the 
previous kinetic studies (Floury $ Goff.au) and because it was readily 
and cheaply available in the laboratory. 3H-uridino in commionly used 
as a specific libel of RNA in eukaryotes. In certain cases, however, 
its rate of incorporation is net proportional to the rate of RNA syn-
thesis (Staibrook a Sisken, 1972,b). So, before using 30-uridins 
incorporation to measure RHA synthesis the following three things suet 
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be known, Whether 3R-uridine incorporation selectively labels RNA in 
proportion to its synthesis; if so, what is the optimal uridine con-
centration; and what sorts of 1A are preferentially labelled for a 
given length of precursor pulse. 
KINETICS OF H-tJRIDINE UTILIZATIIJ 
To examine the kinetics of 311-uridine utilization in S. poabe, a 
log phase culture was labelled at 3.75 iiCi/nil and 3.75 jig/ml unlabelled 
urid.tne was added with the label. Sales were withdrawn on alternate 
minutes to measure the amt of radioactivity the cells had either taken 
up from the edium or incorporated into TCA-insoluble material. Uptake 
of 30-uridine proceeded linearly for the entire 48 win of labelling 
(Fig. 3/la). Incorporation, on the other hand, increased in rate in 
an apparently discontinuous manner. In figure 3/la the incorporation 
data are presented connected by straight line segments which mast at 11 
win and 25 win. For the first 25 win, the data fit these straight 
lines perfectly. Thereafter the data are more scattered and the 
pattern of increase could be exponential. When these same incorporation 
data are plotted on semi-logarithmic axes (Fig. 3/lb), they produce a 
curve which rises rapidly at first and then slows its rate of increase. 
By 30-35 sin it is increasing at a nearly constant rate. If incor-
poration were progressing linearly with rate changes at 10-11 win and 
again at 25 win, then the semi-log plot should show cusps at these 
times. Suggestions of such cusps can be seen in Pig. 3/1b, but they 
are more in the form of exponentially increasing stretches from 6 to 
14 win and from 20 to 30 win. These are by no means proof of incor-
poration proceeding linearly and periodically changing rate. But the 
data do exclude the possibility of an exponentially increasing moor- 
3 poration of B-uridins. 
Figure 3/1. 
The kinetics of 3ff-uridin. utilization in an exponential phase 
culture. Cultures were labelled with 3.75 UM/ml, with uridine 
added to a final concentration of 15.7 UN at the ties of labelling. 
Th. results are given as cps x 1073 perml culture. The difference 
between uptake (e) and incorporation (e) is given as a measure of the 
entry of radioactive precursor into the acid iolt1e uridine pool ). 
(a) linear azes 
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Figure 3L2 . 
The kinetics of 3R-uridina utilization per cell. 
A culture was labelled as in Pig. 3/1. Results are given as 
relative cp/107 cell, Uptake (0)i incorporation (E, radio-














The difference between the uptake and the incorporation data re-
flects the behaviour of the pool of u-uridins and its acid-soluble, 
radioactive derivatives. 
Initially 3H-uridine enters these pools rapidly. But as the 
specific activity of the label in these pools approach.s that of the 
shapes 
medium the rate of entry into the pools decreases. Because of the /of the 
parent curves, the radioactive pool curve can also be presented as a 
series of linear segments. But in this case each segment has a slower 
rate of increase than its predecessor. As with the incorporation data, 
the rate changes in the pool filling data appear to occur at about 10- 
11 min and 25-30 mm. After the rate change at 25-30 mm, radioactivity 
enters the pool about as rapidly as the culture is growing (the mean 
doubling time for both in 140 mm) • So the specific activity of the 
radioactive pool may be equilibrated with that of the label in the 
medium after 25 to 30 min of labelling. Such discontinuous changes in 
the kinetics of incorporation and soluble pool filling are usually con-
sidered to represent the filling of bypass pools (C.H. Sissons, pars. 
comm.) • In yeast the two direct metabolites of uridine are uracil and 
UNP (Gr.naon, 1969) • And uracil, in turn can be converted to cytosine. 
Uracil and cytosine may, therefore, act as a bypass pool, diverting some 
of the 3H-uridine from the shorter route to RNA directly through LIMP. 
To determine how long the radioactive pool took to equilibrate 
when 3E-uridine was added to the medium, the above experiment was re-
peated. This time, however, labelling was continued for 80 mm, 
samples were withdrawn every 8 min to measure uptake and incorporation, 
and the .reeulta were plotted on a per cell basis (Fig. 3/2). As in the 
previous experiment, uptake in linear for the entire 80 min of labelling. 
The 3 H_uridine pool, as suggested in the last experiment, now clearly 
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equilibrates with the med'un during the first 30 min of labelling and 
than remains at a constant size per cell for the remainder of the cx-
psriment. Incorporation increases in rate for the first 30 min,, then 
becomes linear and increases at the same rate as uptake. The relatively 
long time between each sample maksit impossible to distinguish between 
a linear and an exponential initial increase in the cellular rate of 
incorporation. 
After the radioactivity in the incorporation samples had been deter-
mined, the filters were washed free of saintillant and incubated with 
rthcnucleaae (muse) for 4 hr. This treatment reduced the level of 
radioactivity in all the samples to the background level, thus indicating 
that virtually all of the incorporated 3U-uridine is in MA. 
Th• work described so far involved adding 3R-uri dine and non-
radioactive undue together to cultures which had never previously ex-
perienced undue. But adding undue to such cultures might temporarily 
disturb the kinetics of undue utilization. To test whether such was 
the case, a culture of S. pe was grown in the presence of undue 
(20 Vg/m1) for 3 hr. A trace aunt of 3B-uridune was than added to 
the culture and the kinetics of uptake and incorporation were followed 
for 40 min. For the first 34 min the results (Fig. 3/3) are virtually 
identical to the data presented in Fig. 3/1 for cells without previous 
experience of undue. Uptake proceeds linearly for the entire 40 mm, 
but incorporation increases its rate discontinuously at about 10, 22 
and possibly 34 min, The last change in rate of incorporation is the 
one difference between these data (Fig. 3/3) and those in Fig. 3/1. 
Further data beyond 40 min would be needed to confirm the existence of 
Figux. 3/3. 
Kinetics of 38-uridin. utilization after growth in uridin.. 
Uridine pools were filled by growing the culture in E19(2 containing 
82 uM uridine for 3 hr before labelling at 6 1Ci/l. The differ-
ence between total uptake (•) and incorporation (a) is given as a 
manure of the filling of the acid soluble uridine pool with 
uridine (ci). 






Incorporaticri of 3R-uridins an a percentage of the total uptake 
of labelled precursor during normal growth and after filling the 
uridins pools. Data for normal growth (.) is from Fig. 3/lb, 
data after growth in uridin. (c) is from Fig. 3/3. 












a rate change at about 34 mm. In any case, pulses of label as long 
as 34 min would be too long to be useful in syndtronous cultures with 
a generation time of 2.5 hr. So this possible change in the kinetics 
was not pursued. 
When the amount of 3B-uridine incorporated is presented as a per-
centage of the label taken up in the same time, a smooth curve results 
(Fig. 3/4). This curve increases from about 5% after 1-2 min of 
labelling to about 500 after 46 min of labelling. After about 30 mm 
the rate of increase appears to remain constant. This again suggests 
that the specific activity of the radioactive pool has equilibrated 
with that of the medium by around 30 mm. It is also clear from this 
figure that growing S. poe in 20 pg/mi undue for 3 hr does not 
noticeably affect the kinetics of 35-unidin. incorporation. It is, 
therefore, unlikely that adding a moderate amount of undue to a 
culture at the time of labelling should change the patterns of uptake 
or incorporation. 
RNA SPECIES LABELLED BY DIFFERENT PULSE LENGTRS. 
Pulses of labelled precursor are commonly used to measure rates of 
synthesis. But different types of RNA are preferentially labelled by 
pulses of different durations • To determine how pulse time is related 
to the labelling specificities of different RNA fractions, cultures were 
labelled with 3R-urid.tns for 1, 5, 10 and 19 min. Total nucleic acids 
were then extracted and separated electrophoretically on 2.2  and 2.4% 
polyacrylamids gels • For comparison, cells were also grown overnight 
in the presence of 32PO4, after which the nucleic acids were fraction-
ated in a similar manner. The major species of RNA described previously 
for S. poe were also found on these g.lss the 25-5 and 18-8 ribosomal 
Figure 3/5. 
Patterns of labelling of total nucleic acids by 3H-uridine 
pulses of various lengths. For comparison a culture was grown 
for 16 hr in EMMI. containing 32P. Total nucleic acids were ex-
tracted and separated elactrophoretically on polyacrylainide gels 
run for 3 hr at 50 V. Gels were cut into 0.8 mm slices and the 
amount of radioactivity in each slice was determined. Labelling 
conditions and gel cono ntrations were as follows: 
1 mm, 20 UCi/mi, 2.4%; 
5 mm, 	5 Ci/m1, 2.4%; 
10 sin, 1 pCi/mi, 2.2%; 
19 mm, i pCi/mi, 2.2%; 
p 16 hr, 0.5 pCi/mi, 2.4%. 
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4As • the 38-40-S ribosomal precursor RNA, 5-8 ribosomal RNA, and 4-S 
transfer 1iA (Taber & Vincent, 1969). As the labelling time is in-
creased, there is a parallel increase in the relative amt of label 
located in the stable, 25-S and 18-S ribosomal fractions of the RNA and 
a decrease in the amount of label found in the ribosomal precursor-
(pre-r-) and the underlying het.rodisperse fractions (Fig. 3/5). The 
relative contributions of the label in each RNA fraction to the total 
label on each gel was estimated by determining the proportion of the 
total area under each curve in Fig. 3/5 occupied by each RNA fraction. 
As a base line under the peaks, a line was arbitrarily drawn from the 
lowest point of the curve on one side of the peak to the lowest point 
on the other side of the peak. The area above the bass line was con-
sidered to represent the specified peak fraction (e.g. 25-S), while 
the area below the base line was considered to represent heterodiaperse 
RNA (Lee, pars. costa.) e This B6-IA was arbitrarily subdivided into 
two broad .ie classes s from the top of the gel to the 15-S contains 
the high molecular weight heterodisperse (lid-) sequences; from about 
15-S to the bottom of the gel contains smaller heterodisperse sequences 
(slid-) located between the mature ribosomal fractions and the 4-5-S RNA 
peaks. The relative contributions of both pre-r- and 4-5-S RNAs de-
crease rapidly with time, so that a 10 min pulse labels them to about 
the aa extent as an overnight label (Fig. 3/6). Mature high molecular 
weight r-RNA, on the other hand, increases its contribution rapidly from 
1% at 1 min to about 34% after 10 min labelling. Thereafter the per-
centage of Label in this fraction slowly increases to the steady-state 
level of around 63% • The lid-fraction shows a rapid increase in its 
relative contribution from 280 at 1 min to 40 to 45% between 5 and 19 
min. Its contribution eventually decreases to about 27% for steady- 
Figure 3/6. 
The relative contributions of several species of RNA to the 
overall patterns of labelling seen with different lengths of 
uridine pulse. The contribution of each fraction is given as 
the percentage of the total counts which that fraction contained. 
Data is taken from Fig. 3/5 and the various fractions are described 
in the text. 
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state labelling. There is an apparently linear reduction in the re-
lative contribution of the smaller heterogeneous fraction of MR as 
pulse-length is increased. 
The rapid initial decrease in the pre-r- and the concomitant rapid 
increase in the mature r.aI1As axe a result of the rapid processing of 
the ribosomal RNA fractions • This rapid processing and accumulation of 
large amounts of stable RNA is a major reason for the relative decrease 
in the amounts of label found in the other RNA fractions. The contri-
bution of the Ed- fraction decreases slowly because it contains nearly 
half the RNA labelled in 5 sin, while the 4 and 5-S-fraction decreases 
much more rapidly since it cant-in a smaller proportion to the RNA 
initially labelled. Although the slid- fraction is also small, its 
rate of decrease is moderately slow. But this fraction is likely to 
contain partial break-down products from the larger fractions, both Ed-
and pre-r-, so its relative contribution may not accurately represent 
either synthesis of new material or storage of stable material. 
The initial intention of using different lengths of 3E-uridine 
pulse was to preferentially label RNA fractions of different stabilities 
with each pulse length. But the rapid processing rate makes this in-
tention only partially possible. Thus, 10 sin is the minimum pulse-
length that could be used to get a distribution of label similar to that 
in steady state labelling. If pulses are extended to 19 sin, the 
labelling pattern remains almost unchanged, but the cells are able to in-
corporate over twice as much label as they do at 10 sin. By using 19 
sin pulses it would, therefore, be easier to measure the rate of incor-
poration accurately while still allowing up to 7 successive measurements 
to be made in a cell cycle. To measure rapidly-labelled 1A synthesis, 
39. 
on the other hand, 1 min pulses appear to be necessary because even 5 
min pulses label a significant aunt of 28- and 18S-r-JA. 
RRODISPERSE RNA 
The Rd-RNA fraction is at best an ill-defined collection of large 
RNA molecules ranging from the size of the large ribosomal precursor 
(38-0 in S. ponbe  according to Taber a Vincent, 1969) to just smaller 
than material in the 18-S ribosoma]. peak. Within this size range there 
is a "wedge of labelled material underlying the peaks, while below this 
size range there is very little labelling except in the 4- to 5-9 region. 
One reason for considering this*wedge* material to be different from 
the RNA fractions in the various ribosomal peaks comes from the pattern 
of label distribution following a 1 min pulse (Fig. 3/5a). Although 
the "wedge" of fid- RNA in labelled, of the ribosomal fractions only the 
pre-r-RNA peak contains label. A similar pattern of labelling occurs 
if the processing of pre-r-RNA is inhibited by cyclohoximide (Taber S 
Vincent, 1969) or by step-down (See Chapter 8). Udem and Warner (1972) 
suggested that similar RNA found in S. cerevisias could be analogous to 
the giant heterogeneous nuclear (Rn-) RNA found in higher eukaryotes. 
Since such Bn-RNA contains polyadenylic acid (poly (A)) sequences 
(Greenberg a Perry, 1972), it was decided to see if similar poly(A) se-
quences were present in the Hd-IA region of S. poube RNA gels. To do 
this cells were pulse-labelled with 3H-uridune for 5 min and the RNA was 
extracted in the usual manner. The poly (A) sequence-containing IJA was 
then separated from the total 1A by binding it to an oligodeoxythy-
midylic acid-cellulose (oligo (dT) cellulose) col*mei. After thorough 
washing, the poly(A) containing RNA was released from the column, con-
centrated, and separated electrophoretically on a 2.40 polyacrylamide 
Figure 3J7. 
The distribution of poly (A) -containing sequences in R? 
labelled with 3H-uridine for 5 mm. Pbly (A) -containing RNA 
sequences were isolated from total nucleic acids by binding 
them to an oligo (dT) -cellulose column. RNA was fractionated 
electrophoretically on a 2.4%  plyacrylamids gel as in figure 
3/5. 	(a) 32 P (0.5 iiCi/ml) steady-state labelled total nucleic 
acids (•), 3H-uridine (5 iCi/ml) 5 min labelled RNA (histogram); 
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gel (Fig. 3/7b). The control gel (Fig. 3/7a) contains a mixture of 
the 3R-uridine labelled RNA which had not been fractionated on the 
011900T)-cellulose ooluu and RNA which had been stead-state labelled 
with 
32 	The steady-state-labelled RNA was included to provide 
markers for the major peaks of stable RNA at 25-5, 18-S and 4 to 5-S. 
The poly (A)-contai(ng RNA is h.terodisperse in size and has a wedge-
like distribution with a maximum at the top of the gel and tapering off 
to nothing at about 7-8-S. Minor peaks appear in the regions of the 
ribosomal precursor and 25-S r-RNA, but whether they are ribosomal in 
origin is unknown. They do appear to contain poly (A) sequences, however, 
since the peaks are present in RNA which has been bound to a second 
oligo (dT)-oellulose colum after having been removed from total 1A by 
a first. 
But Hn-RNA is not the only species to contain poly (A) sequences. 
Many m-RNAs also contain such sequences (McLaughlin, Warner, Edmunds, 
Nakazato & Vaughan, 1973 Reed & Wintereberger, 1973), and much of the 
ild-fraction is likely to be messenger. Such a broad mixture of 1(A 
molecules will most likely have an equally broad range of stabilities. 
The messenger component probably has an average half-life of 40-45 mm 
(Fraser, 1975), whereas some unstable RNA& may have a half-life of no 
more than 4 mm (Zuaman & Rosenberg, 1971). 
URIDINE C JCENTRATIC* AND RATE OF UPTAKE 
In our joint paper (Wain a Staatz, 1973) we described the rates of 
30-uridine incorporation in synchronous cultures labelled at uridine 
concentrations ranging from 0.03 uM to 820 UN and found no significant 
in pattern throughout the concentration range. 
differenoes,I This finding contrasts with the results of similar experi- 
ments using Chinese hamster cells (Staabrock & Sicken, 1972a). In these 
Figur. 318. 
The rate of 3H-uridim uptake at different external uridin. 
concentrations. Cultures were labelled for 19 min at 6.5 uCi/ml 
in the presence of .03 UM to 3.7 M uridin.. 	Results are given 
as cps  x 	per 1.0 0D595 of culture labelled with 1O7 cpa/Ug 













Lineweaver-Burk plot of 3H-uridine uptake rate against 
uricitne concentration. Culture and labelling conditions are the 
same as for Fig. 3/8. The apparent affinity constants (Xm) for 
the two kinetic functions are 3.15 x 10 -5 M and 15.8 i4 respectively. 




latter calls, a step-like increase in the rate of H-uridine incorpor-
ation can be converted to a linear increase by raising the uridine con-
centration of the medium to 200 pg/mi. The reason for the change was 
shown to be a change from active uptake of label at low uridine concen-
trations to non-regulated diffusion at high uridin. concentrations. 
Unlike mammalian cells, in nature micro-organisms are likely to be sub-
jected to vast changes in their supplies of mstabolites • Camins and 
Ilitchison (1967) demonstrated that S. pombe is able to maintain a con-
stant final size of its intracellular pool of adenine metabolites in 
medium containing 0.1 to 20.0 pg/al adenine. This yeast may, therefore, 
be able to regulate the entry of metabolites at concentrations as high 
as 820 um. The rate of 35-uridine uptake was, therefore, examined as 
a function of the external uridine concentration over the range of 0.03 p11 
to 3.7 aiM. At low uridine concentrations the rate of uptake increases 
rapidly with small increases in concentration (Fig. 3/8). Between 0.5 
and 1.0 mm the increase in rate appear, to taper off, and between 1 and 
2 mm it remains more or less constant. Above about 2 mm the rate of 
uptake again increases with increases in urid in. concentration. This 
implies that below 2 mm uridine uptake follows normal saturation kinetics, 
but that the kinetics may change above this exogenous concentration of 
uridin.. A Lineweaver-Burk double reciprocal plot of this data has two 
separate and approximately linear segments (Fig. 3/9). 	A similar two- 
segment plot for uracil uptake in S. cerevisiae was interpreted by 
Grenson (1969) as two separate kinetic functions • 	/ similar 
kinetic pattern from uridine uptake studies on rat hepatoma cells has 
been taken as evidence that, at high concentrations, uridine enters these 
cells by simple diffusion (Plag.mann & Erbe, 1973) • From the present 
results, the apparent affinity constants (I() have been calculated to be 
Figure 3/10. 
Kinetics of 3U-uridtne twtake and incorporation in the presence  
of 2 mm uridins. Cultures were labelled at 20 Ci/al and sufficient 
uridins was added at the time of Labelling to produce a final uridine 
concentration of 2 mm. Results are given as cp x 
102 
 per 1.0 0D595 
of culture. Uptake (o), incorporation (.). 
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3.15 x 10 5M and 15.8 M. The change in kinetics appears to occur at 
just under 2 aM uridine. The most probable explanation for this 
change 1s that at concentrations of 2 aM or greater, 1n-uriain. enters 
the cells mainly by diffusion, whereas at lower uridine concentrations 
it enters mainly by active uptake. In their report on 30-uridine up-
take in several mutants of S. po., strain 972 , Foury and Goffeau 
(1975) did not demonstrate these two kinetic functions. But their 
at 
results appear to have been obtained/uridine concentrations of I. mM or 
1.... They determined the Km  for 3I-uridine uptake in glucose-starved 
cells to be 1.4 x 10 5M, or about half of the smaller K reported here 
for respiring cells. 
EFFECTS OF 2 aM URIDINE 
Because of these bifunctional kinetics, 3U-uridina uptake and in-
corporation Were examined in the presence of 2 mM uridine (Fig. 3/10). 
In the first few minutes of labelling, the data points are too scattered 
to interpret. But from 5 min onwards uptake increases linearly, as it 
does at lower uridine concentrations (Fig. 3/1). Incorporation in-
creases in rate for about the first 20-25 mm. Thereafter it increases 
at the same rate as does uptake. The data points are too scattered to 
discern whether the rate of incorporation increases continuously or di.-
continuously during the first 20 mm. But when cells are labelled in 
the presence of 2 mM uridine, their uridine pools equilibrate with 
uridine in the medium much more rapidly than if they had been labelled 
at a lower uridine concentration. This more rapid pool equilibration 
is reflected in the percentage of the label that a cell incorporates 
from what it has taken up (Fig. 3/11). In control culture., cell, take 
40 min to reach a constant 35% incorporation, whereas in cultures grown 
Figure 3/12. 
The effects of 4 mM uridine on growth (OD 595) and cell plate 
index. tJridine was added to a log phase culture to a final con-
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Figure 3/13. 
The effect of 2 sM uridine on the distribution of 32 P in 
various fractions of total nucleic acids • Cultures were labelled 
with 3 UC1/mi 32 P for 19 sin in the presence (histogram) and ab-
sence (.) of 2 mM uridine added 5 min before the label was added. 
Total nucleic acids were extracted and separated .lectrophoretically 
on a 2.4% polyacrylamide gel rim for 2.5 hr at 50 V. Gels were 
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in 2 mM uridine, c.l].a reach this constant level after about 20 mm. 
The initial saturation kinetics seen in Fig. 3/8 thus appear to be 
overcome by labelling cells in the presence of 2 mM uridine. By over-
coming a similar uridine uptake restriction in thin..e hamster cells 
St&aZOOk and Sisken (1972,a) were able to convert periodic doublings 
in the rates of 3H-uridin. uptake and incorporation during the cell 
cycle into continuous increases. 
Since a high external uridine concentration affects the kinetics 
of uridine utilization, it may also have other effects upon growth or 
nucleic acid metabolism. In Tetrahymena, high uridins concentrations 
have been used to induce synchronous cell division in much the same way 
that thymidine block is used on i.aimalian cells (Villadsen & Zeuthen, 
1971). In S. poie, however, uridine concentrations as high as 4 mM 
have no effect upon the rate of increase in cellular dry mass (Fig. 3/12). 
The cell plate index of such a culture also appear, similar to that of 
the control culture, although there is a marginally greater spread in 
the data points. 
To test whether RNA synthesis was affected by high uridine concent-
rations, a culture was labelled for 19 min with p (3 uCi/ml) in the 
presence of 2 mM uridine. A control culture was labelled without un-
dine in the medium. Total nucleic acids were then extracted and 
separated alectrophoretically on 2.4% polyacrylamide gels. Two things 
stand out in these gels (Fig. 3/13): the amount of label in the ribo-
somal precursor and in the 25-S r-RNA fractions in less following unidine 
treatment than in the control, and the ribosomal precursor has migrated 
further in the treated sample than in the control. More quantitatively, 
Table 3/1 shows the percentage contributions of various RNA fractions in 
thee. gels. 
51. 
Table 3/is The effect of 2 mM uridine upon the percentage of counts 
in each fraction of RNA labelled with 32P. 
Fraction Control 2mM (2mM-Control) 
Pre-r 27.58 18.28 -9.30 
25-s 34.44 27.11 -7.33 
18-S 11.26 11.61 0.35 
Bd- 21.22 34.59 13.37 
* 
sad- 5.48 8.41 2.93 
* sad-RNAs counts present from slice 57 to the 
bottom of the gel. 
This data is taken from the relative contribution of each 
fraction to the overall labelling patterns seen in Fig. 3/13. 
Figure 3/14. 
The effect of 2 u4 uridine on the labelling of DKA with 32P. 
Total nucleic acids were labelled and extracted as for Fig. 3/13 
and then digested with RNase for 4 hr at 37 0C. The digests were 
separated .].ectrophoretically on 2.4%  polyacrylaznide gels as in 
Fig. 3/13. Continuous line is 260 
 histogram is cpm; 
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The decrease in the relative contributions of ribosomal precursor 
and 25-S r-RNA upon treatment with 2 mM uridine is approximately 
balanced by an increase in the two heterodisperse fractions of RNA. 
Only 18-8 r-RNA appears to be labelled at the same rate in the two 
cultures. But both 18-S and 25-S r-RNA are produced from a single 
precursor molecule (Taber & Vincent, 1969), and such processing produces 
equiwlar amounts of the two ribosomal species (Grierson, Rogers, 
Sartirana & Loaning, 1970) • Any change in their relative contributions 
to the overall labelling patterns must include a change in the stability 
of one fraction. It is also likely that if pr.-r-- and 25-S-r-RNA are 
degraded more rapidly, some of the degradation products would be de-
tected in the heterodisperse RNA fractions • Such a decrease in 
stability might also account for the smaller size of the pre-r- peak 
detected on the gel. 
A portion of the 32P-labell.d total nucleic acids extracted in the 
above experiment were digested with Mane for 4 hr (370C) in SSC before 
being fractionated on the2 • 4% polyacrylamide gel. The only fraction 
of high molecular weight material which absorbed strongly at 260 nu 
was assumed to be DNA (Padilla, Creanor a Fraser, 1974). From the 
specific activities of the label in these fractions, the cells labelled 
in the presence of 2 mM uridine incorporated 17.1% less 32 P into their 
DM in 19 min than did the control cells (Fig. 3/14). This reduction 
in labelling could be caused by either reduced DNA synthesis or inter-
ference with the incorporation of exogenous 32P into DNA. In either 
case, the normal pathways to DNA synthesis appear to be affected by 2 sg4 
uridine. 
These experiments with 2-4 M uridine indicate that high external 
uridine concentrations alter the normal pathways or control systems for 
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nucleic acid synthesis in S. poube without appreciably affecting 
overall growth for at least 1 • 5 generations. Uperiments at such  
uridine concentrations may be useful to test whether the rate of 
uridine incorporation is limited by the rate of uptake. But precise 
information about timing of rate changes or absolute values for rates 
of synthesis would have to be carefully corrected for these metabolic 
perturbations. Another disadvantage of these experiments is purely 
technical. In order to get significant radioactive material taken up 
or incorporated by cells in 2 mH uridine, up to 20 zCi/ml 3r1-uridina 
must be used to label them. This, in turn, increases the background 
level of radiation to 20-30% of the counts incorporated by the cells 
in a 1 min pulse. Scatter of the data points inevitably is large in 
these experiments, especially those involving incorporation at short 
pulse times. 
3H-ALNINE 
Although noet of the work in this thesis was done using radio-
labelled uridina, some comparative data was also obtained with 3H- and 
12C-ad.nine. In S. post)., 3R-aderLthe incorporation can be used directly 
as a measure of RNA synthesis because there is a 100-fold excess of RNA 
over LA (Mitchison & Lark, 1962) • A thorough study of adenine uptake 
and pool formation has already been made for S. post). (Cummins & 
Mitchison, 1967). But after their work was done the strain N.C.Y.C. 132 
of S. pomthe used in this laboratory, was replaced with fresh stocks be-
cause of genetic drift. Although the replacement stocks were also 
strain N.C.Y.C. 132, significant differences have been noted between the 
two (Mitchison & Creanor, 1971,bp Creanor, pars. e.) • The kinetics 
of 3fl-wii"nine uptake and incorporation also appear to be slightly 
Fiquxe 3/15. 
Kinetics of 3P1-adenine utilization in an exponential phase 
culture. Cells were labelled with 1.7 Ci/ml in the presence of 
124 uM adenine which was added at the time of labelling. Results 
are given as cpin x 	per 1.0 0D595 of culture. The difference 
between the uptake (e) and the incorporation (e) is presented as 
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different in the "oldO and the "nee strains. As reported by Ct4r%s 
and Nitchteon, when the cells are first presented with adenine, their 
adenine pools expand, causing a rapid initial rate of uptake (Fig. 3/1.5). 
The rate of uptake then decays to a constant value after 5-10 min in 
the now strain, rather than the 15-20 sin reported for the old strain. 
Incorporation of 3 R-adenine in the present cultures starts slowly and 
increases in rate during the first 8-12 sin before becoming constant. 
This, again, contrasts with the earlier work in which the rate of in-
corporation reached a constant value after 2-3 minutes • The present 
results indicate that the pool of 3E-adenirte and its soluble derivatives 
fills at a constant rate after about 10 sin of labelling, but before 
this time the rate increases rapidly. 
These adenine pools can be filled prior to labelling by me 4 ntaining 
the cultere in medium containing adenine (20 vg/ml) for 3 hr before 
adding the label (C' 1 ns & Mitchison, 1967) • 	When these pools have 
been pre filled, the kinetics of II-adenine uptake and incorporation 
(Fig. 3/16) appear to be much more like those of 3}l-uridina (Fig. 3/1). 
Uptake proceeds at a constant rats from the start of labelling, whereas 
incorporation increases in rate for at least 40 sin. As in the case of 
uridine, the incorporation data may be interpreted as being either an 
exponential increase or a series of linear increases with periodic rate 
changes. But in the case of this present precursor, it appears to be 
much more continuous than with 3H-uridins. With the adonis pool sx-
pand.d and pre filled it takes about 30 sin for the specific activity of 
the pool to equilibrate with that of the andius when 3H-adenine is sub-
sequently added. 
Thus, the differences in the kinetics of a-aasnine uptake and 
Figure 3/16, 
Kinetics of 3H-adenine utilization after filling the adenine 
pools. Pools were filled by growing the culture in the presence 
of 148 UM adenine in BMM2 for 3 hr before labelling with 4 liCi/ini 
30-adenine. Results are given as cpm x 10
73
per 1.0 CD 595 of 
culture. The difference between uptake (o) and incorporation (•) 
is presented as a measure of the filling of the pool of adenine 
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incorporation between the 'old" and 'new" strains 132 appear to be in 
degree rather than in overall pattern. The main conclusions reached 
by Cummins and Mitchison (1967) should, therefore, remain valid for 
the strain of S. porbe used in this work. 
DISCUSSICV 
In this Chapter I have erim1ried some aspects of the labelling of 
IA with 3 H-un dine and made a few comparative observations using 
3
H-
adenine, The object of this work was to choose conditions of labelling 
for pulse-labelling experiments which would prc rential1y measure the 
rates of synthesis of different types of RNA. Previously RNA synthesis 
had been measured in S. pothe using radio-labelled adenine (Mitchison 
& lark, 1962), but the expandable adenine pool (Cummins & Mitdiison, 
1967) could cause problems of interpretation. 
The 3H-unidune pool, on the other hand, does not expand, and up-
take of the precursor proceeds at a constant rate for at least 82 sin 
after adding the label (Fig. 3/2). Although after 25 to 30 min the 
specific activity of the radioactive pool appears to be nearly equili-
brated with the label in the medium (Figs. 3/1, 3/2), this equilibrium 
is only reached on a cellular basis after about 40 min of labelling 
(Fig. 3/11). All of the label which is incorporated appears in RNase 
sensitive material, but not all of the 3S-unidun. taken up passes 
directly through tIP into RNA. At least on., and possibly two, by-
pass pools are also labelled by this tracer. The rate of 3fl-unidune 
incorporation therefore increases periodically as each bypass pool is 
filled (Fig. 3/1) • These rate changes occur at 10-12 min and again at 
25-30 sin after adding the labelled precursor (Fig. 3/1). After the 
59. 
second rate change, incorporation and uptake proceed at the same rate 
per cell. (Fig. 3/2). From the work of Grenson (1969) the most likely 
bypass pools for 3T1-uridine to enter are uracil and cytosine. Since 
both of these compounds are precursors to 1A, their incorporation 
products meet the criterion of I4aee sensitivity. 
At low or moderate uridine concentrations, 3H-uridine uptake 
appears to follow first order kinetics (Fig. 3/9), and growth in uridina 
prior to labelling does not affect the patterns of uptake or incorporation. 
But at uridine concentrations of 2 n04 or greater, the uptake kinetics 
change (Fig. 3/9). Uridine enters the cells znuth more rapidly at these 
high concentrations, and the K increases from 3.15 x 1075 M to 15.8 M. 
Grenson (1969) has reported similar functional kinetics for 3R-uridine 
uptake in budding yeast. The simplest explanation for this increase in 
the K would be that high concentrations of uridine overcome an uptake 
restriction. Diffusion would thereby become the main uptake mechanism 
at high concentrations, whereas an active transport of uridine would be 
the main one at lower concentrations • Staabrook and Sisken (1972,a) 
report that such a change in mechanism occurs in Chinese hamster cells 
at uridine concentrations above 0.82 M. 
However, the possibility that at very high concentrations, uridine 
is actively transported by an additional set of permeasea cannot be ruled 
out. 
In either case, in the presence of 2 mM uridine, the rate of incor-
poration of the radioactive precursor equals that of uptake in half the 
time it requires to do so in control cultures. 
Although uridine concentrations as high as 4 mM do not have any 
noticeable effect on either the CPI or the growth rate (from OD) of a 
log-phase culture (Fig. 3/12), 2 mM uridine causes a reduction in the 
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ei.omt of radioactivity incorporated into MA and into high molecular 
weight RNA following a 19 min puts. of 
32 
 (Figs. 3/13 1 3/14). The 
A incorporation pattern appears to be caused by a more rapid degrad-
ation of ribosomal precursor and 25-S RNA., rather than by reduced 
synthesis. But the 170 less label 	found in tEA 1s unlikely to be 
caused by degradation. tEA synthesis could be reduced, but a 17% re-
duction should manifest itself rather quickly by a change in either the 
CPI or growth rat. • A second possibility is that a high intracellular 
uridine concentration causes a breakdown of polyphosphate granules in 
the cell. And this internal supply of phosphate might be preferentially 
used in DNA synthesis. 
The length of the 3H-uridine pulse determines to a very great ex-
tent the type of RNA labelled. After 1 min of labelling, most of the 
label in found in the unstable ribosomal precursor and h.terodisp.rse 
fractions, but some label is also found in the 4-5 S fractions (Figs. 
3/5 a 3/6). Following a 10 min pulse, the distribution of label is 
very similar to that in steady state labelled RNA. From a practical 
point of view, however, 19 sin pulses were convenient, because they could 
easily be started either 10 or 20 sin apart, thereby allowing either 7 
or 14 samples to be taken during a 140 sin cell cycle. And they 
allowed twice as much radioactivity to be incorporated as in a 10 sin 
pulse with no significant change in the pattern of labelling (Fig. 3/5). 
Since S. poube contains 100-fold more RNA than ILA, 3H-adsnin. can 
be used as a second radio-label for RNA (Mitchison a Lark, 1962). As 
reported by C'n.(ie and Mitchison (1967), the 
3  H_adenine pools in S. 
pcebe expand when the cells are first given adenine, causing a rapid 
initial uptake of the precursor (Fig. 3/15). The rate of uptake then 
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decays to a constant value after 10 sin. During this same period the 
rate of incorporation increases, and by 10 sin after adding the adenine, 
uptake and incorporation increase at the same rate • To bypass the 
effects of the expansion of the adenine pools, cultures can be maintained 
with adenine in the medium for a generation before adding labelled 
adenina • When this is don., 3H-adenine uptake increases at a constant 
rate and incorporation increases in rate for at least 30 sin (Fig. 3/16). 
So to use that rate of 3H-adnine incorporation as a measure of the rate 
of IA synthesis, both the prefilled and the empty-pool conditions must 
be examined. 
From the above considerations, it was decided to label cells with 
3H-uridine in the presence of 1-2 mg/ml (4.2-8.4 tiM) unlabelled uridine. 
Rates of stable RNA synthesis and of precursor uptake would be followed 
using 19 sin pulses, whereas rates of unstable RNA synthesis would be 
followed using 1 sin pulses. For oonparative purposes cultures would 
also be labelled with 35-adsnine. Some of these latter cultures would 
have their adezine pools filled prior to labelling, while others would not. 
Before beginning experiments on synchronous cultures, 7 parameters 
of culture growth and 3B-uridine metabolism were determined in log phase 
cultures (Fig. 3/17). As expected, cell. nuibers, 0D 595 (cellular dry 
mass), RNA content, IA content, and the rates of 3B-uridine uptake and 
incorporation (19 sin pulses) all increase exponentially for at least 8 
hr (about 3 generations). During this time the cell plate index (CPI) 
ranged from 6 to 91A with a mean of 7% • The slight differences in the 
slopes of the various lines in Pig. 3/17 can be accounted for by the 
small differences in the generation times of individual cultures. These 
ti 	ranged from 135 sin for 3H-uridina uptake rate to 150 sin for 3 H- 
P'igur._3/17. 
Some parameters of growth in an Exponential Phase Culture. 
3R-uridine uptake at 1 TACi and 2mg/al, in cpa x 
3H-uridins incorporation at 1 UCi and 2 pg/al, in cpa x 
cell numbers x 
0D595 x 101 
(a) 11A/al in 0D260 of PCA extract; 
DNA/al as corrected 0D595 of Diph.ny14n. reaction; 
cell plate index, from right hand abscissa. 

































uridine incorporation rate • In all of the above 7 curves the scatter 
is relatively minor. 
These results show that the methods are reasonably accurate and 
give a log phase growth base line with which further experiments can 
be compared. In the remainder of this thesis I wish to examine the 
relationships between changes in the rate of RNA synthesis and various 




Earlier work on RNA accumulation (Mitchison I Walker, 1959) and 
on rates of precursor uptake and incorporation into RNA in S. po 
(Mitchiscn & Lark, 1962; Mitchison, 19631 Cummins & Mitchiaon, 1964; 
Mitchison at al., 1969) has been intazpreted as showing that the rates 
of RNA synthesis are continuous and approximately exponential during 
the cell cycle. Most of this work is based upon autoradiograpic 
measurements of single cells positioned in the cell cycle according to 
their size. On the whole, the.e data appear to indicate that rates 
increase either exponentially or parallel to dry mass and cell volume 
changes. Cummins and Mitchison (1964), however, presented data indi-
cating a step-uke doubling of the rate of adenine uptake during the 
cell cycle. Data from bulk measurements of Mitchison at .1. (1969) 
suggest that the rate of adenine incorporation may also step in selection 
synchronized cultures • None of these experiments gave data for more 
than 5 points during the cell cycle or examined several successive cell 
cycles. 
Because of the conflicts in the earlier work it was decided to 
measure the rate of RNA synthesis at up to 14 points during the can 
cycle and to follow the rate for at least two generations in selection 
synchronized cultures • Since the rate measurements were made with re-
latively short pulses of radio-labelled uridine and adenine, care had to 
be taken to account for any cell cycle specific changes in the specific 
activities of the internal pools. Such changes could alter the rate 
of precursor incorporation while the rate of RNA synthesis remained 
constant. Factors which could affect the specific activity of an 
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internal precursor pool are: (1) a change in the rate of precursor up-
take at a point in the cell cycle; (2) a change in the size of the 
pool when the labelled precursor is added, especially if the precursor 
concentration in the median changes appreciably (expandable pool), 
(3) an alternation of the size of the pool, at a point in the cell cycle, 
and (4) a change in the ratio between the contributions of the external 
and internal supplies of precursor to the synthetic pathway at some 
point in the cell cycle. The rates of uridins and adenine uptake and 
incorporation were, therefore, measured under a variety of conditions. 
Part of the work presented in this Chapter was done with Dr W.B. 
Wain and has been published as a joint paper with him (Wain & Staatz, 
1973; See Appendix I). Of the material presented both here and in 
the paper Dr Wain and I each contributed about half the work on the 
following: Development of the method for measuring rate of incorpor-
ation; the measurement of the 19 =in pulse-rates of incorporation of 
uridine, adenine and 35, and the determination of specific activities 
of the PCA-extracted RNA after 19 min uridine pulses (Figs. 4/1, 4/2 a 
4/3). The ribosomal protein patterns and the specific activity of 
uridine incorporated into isolated ribosomes described in the paper were 
wholly the work of Dr Wain and are not presented here. 
By slight modification of the methods devised for the above work, 
the rats of uptake and the short-pulse rates of incorporation were 
measured after Dr Wain had left this Department. The rate of uridine 
incorporation at 500 g/ml was likewise examined after publication of 
the above paper, the highest concentration used in our joint paper being 
200 pg/al. Rats. of RNA synthesis and of precursor uptake are examined 
here at up to 14 points per cell cycle and for at least 2 cell, cycles in 
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selection synchronized cultures. cells were pulse-labelled with radio-
active precursors over a wide range of precursor concentrations (7 ng 
to 500 sag/el) added at the time of labelling. Some cultures were also 
grown for 3 to 4 hours in the presence of precursor (20 pg/el) before 
synchronization, to see if pre-filling the precursor pøola had any effect 
tcn the rates of precursor use during the cell cycle. To compare the 
rates of synthesis of rapidly-labelled MA synthesis with that of stable 
1A separate cultures were given pulses of 1, 5, 10 or 19 sin. 
RATES OF 3H-URX DINE, 3H-AIZNINE and 
35 
 8 XNC0RP0RATIQ 
To get detailed information about the rate of precursor incorporation 
into stable RNA during the cell cycle, aliquots from a selection syn-
chronized culture (Mitdiiscn £ Vincent, 1965) were pulse-labelled for 
19 sin with 3B-uridine (1 pCi/al) and Na2 SO4 (carrier-free) or with 
4C-uridin. (0.5 pCi/al). Uridine concentrations in the labelling 
medium, ranged from 0.03 pM to 820 pM and successive pulses were started 
either 10 to 20 sin apart. The data from 6 uridine and 
2 353 .q).ri-
ments were normalized as described in Chapter 2, and presented as means 
+ 95% confidence limits for all points within each tenth of a cell cycle. 
The rate of uridins incorporation doubles in a sharp step-like manner at 
the time of cell division (Fig. 4/la). The rate of sulphate incorpor-
ation into the same cells increases exponentially (Fig. 4/1c) demon-
strating that the step in the un dine pattern is not a product of 
differential loss of cells at different ties. during the cell cycle. The 
two most likely things that could cause step-like changes in the rate of 
unidine incorporation are either a chanqe in the rats of RNA synthesis or 
a change in the specific activity of the internal unidine pool as described 
above • To see if the step in rate of incorporation was United to the 
Figure 4/1. 
Rates of incorporation of uridine, adsnine and sulphate into 
the acid-insoluble fraction of whole cells during the cell cycle. 
Cells were pulse-labelled for 19 mm • The mean value of the 
plateau between the first and second peaks in the cell plate in-
dex of each experiment was normalized at 4.0. The data from re-
peat experiments were then pooled and the means and 95% confidence 
limits were calculated for all points within each Oe 1 cell cycle. 
from 6 synchronous cultures labelled with 14C-uridine or 
3R-uridine, with uridine concentrations in the labelling 
medium ranging from 0.03 UM to 820 UN in separate experiments; 
from 2 synchronous cultures labelled with 3H-adenine in the 
presence of 1.5  g adenine/ml of culture; 
(C) from 2 synchronous cultures labelled with Na 2 35SO4 in the 
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uridine pathway in S. p., the rate of 3H-adenins incorporation was 
measured in experiment, analogous to those just described for 3a-uridine. 
In this case, data from 2 synchronous cultures which had been labelled 
in the presence of 1.5 jig adenine/ml culture were normalized and pooled. 
The rat. of 3H-adenine incorporation clearly doubles in a discrete step 
at the time of cell division (Fig. 4/lb). Since both the purine base, 
adenine, and the pyrimidine nucleoside, uridine, are incorporated in a 
similar manner, the step-like rate doublings are almost certainly a 
general feature of nucleic acid biosynthesis in S. poa. 
PREFILLED AIZNINE POOLS 
Sines the adenine pool in S. poe is expandable, the influences it 
might have upon the adenine data can be eliminated by prefilling it with 
unlabelled adenine before synchronizing the cells and beginning the 
labelling experiments. A log phase culture was therefore grown in the 
presence of adenine (20 mg/al) for 4 hr prior to harvesting. During 
and after synchronizing all media used also contained adenine. Aliquots 
of the culture were labelled for 19 min with 14C-adenine (2 pCi/mi) and 
the rate of its incorporation was determined. In cultures of cells with 
pre filled adenine pools the rate of adenine incorporation had the same 
pattern (Fig. 4/2a) as it did in cultures which first experienced e-
gsnous adenine at the time of labelling (Fig. 4/lb). This result and 
the small, non-expandable uridine pool (Chapter 3) make it unlikely that 
an expandable pool causes major changes in the rate of precursor incor-
poration into Rt. 
ii 
Figure 4/2. 
Effects of precursor concentration upon the pattern of the 
rates of total 1A synthesis during the cell cycle. 
14C-adenine (2 pCi/mi) incorporation after pre filling the 
adenine pool by growing the cells in the continuous presence 
of 20 pg adenine/ml of culture from 4 hr before synchronizing 
the cells; 
3E-uridine (20 pCi/mi) at a final concentration of 2 mM; 
3H-uridine (1 pCi/mi) at a final concentration of 0.03 UM. 
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THE EFFECT OF 2 x&4 URIDINE 
As shown in chapter 3, when S. poabe is labelled in the presence 
of low concentrations of uridine, uptake of this precursor appears to 
occur chiefly by way of facilitated diffusion or active transport. At 
concentrations of 2 z1 or greater, however, uridine enters the cells 
mainly by diffusion. If the rate of transport of the precursor into 
the cells were rate limiting it could impose its own pattern of rate 
changes on the rate of incorporation. For just such reasons Stasbrook 
and Sisken (1972a) were able to convert step-like increases in the rate 
of uridine incorporation during the cell cycle in chinese hamster cells 
into a linear pattern of increase by simply raising the uridine con-
centration in the labelling medium from 0.25 taM to 200 aM. For S. 
poabe we reported no change in the cell cycle pattern of incorporation 
in cultures labelled at external uridine concentrations ranging from 0.03 
M to 820 %IM in separate experiments (Wain & Staatz, 1973). But 
further considerations of the impermeability of this yeast to many drugs 
known to be effective in iwi1 ian cells led to the permeability exper-
iments at very high uridin. concentrations (Be. chapter 3). Following 
on from these experiments I remsasured the rats of un dine incorporation 
during the cell cycle. This time, however, to overcome the effects of 
any possthle uptake limiting factors, unlabelled unidin• was added to a 
final concentration of 2 nI. The pattern of change in rate of incorpor-
ation remains the same as in earlier experiments (Fig. 4/). But the 
midpoint of the rise in the doubling occurs at 0.175 of a call cycle as 
opposed to 0.04 cell cycle for the midpoint of the change in the mean 
rate of iaaorporation (Fig. 4/la). This delay in the doubling of the 
rate of incorporation may reflect the normal range over which these rates 
may double. It may equally well be an effect of the high uridine con-
centration upon RNA synthesis. 
Figure 4/3. 
Specific activity of extracted total RNA labelled by 19 mm 
pulses of 311-uridine started every 10 min throughout the cell cycle. 
total RNA extracted from 5 ml of cells, measured as the 0D 264 
of a hot PCA digest of acid-washed cells; 
radioactivity counted in 50 .al of the PCA digest, given as 
cpm x l0; 
specific activity of the PCA digest, presented as cpm x 
ug RNA in 5 ml culture. 












SPECIFIC ACTIVITY OF EXTRAD RNA 
A final method used to demonstrate the relationship between pre-
cursor incorporation and RNA synthesis was to measure the specific 
activity of MA extracted after pulse labelling cells with 3B-uridine 
at different times during the cell cycle. Although the total RNA/ml 
culture, measured as the 0D 264 of the hot 5% PCA-digest, increases ex-
ponentially (Fig. 4/3a), the rate of uridina incorporation into the 
PCA-extracted RNA clearly doubles with a step (Fig. 4/3b). By dividing 
the counts incorporated by the amount of ]RNA, we get the specific 
activity of the RNA (Fig. 4/3c). This corrects for RNA losses during 
the extraction procedure. The pattern is similar to that for the 
specific activities of the RNA in purified ribosoinea of S. powbe (Wain 
& Staatz, 1973), with minima about the time of cell division and a 
maximum at about mid-cycle. 
The experiments described so far indicate that for 19 sin pulses, 
variations in pool size and the rates of uptake are probably not major 
factors controlling or limiting the rates of precursor incorporation into 
RNA during the cell cycle of S. poobe. Changes in the relative contri-
butions of external and internal sources of precursors are also unlikely, 
as they would have to occur in identical fashion in both uridine and 
adenine pathways. In contrast to results from Chinese hamster cells 
(St rook & Sisken, 1972,a,b), in this yeast the rates of both uridine 
and adenine incorporation do reflect the rate of 1A synthesis. This 
rate of synthesis doubles at the time cells both divide and make their 
A. Whether these two parts of nucleic acid s"nthesia are directly 
Linked remains to be investigated. But gene dosage control of I1A syn-
thesis has been proposed for organisms ranging from bacteria (Dubnau, 
Smith a Maraur, 1965) to mammalian cells (Pfeiffer, 1968). 
Figure 4/4. 
The rates of 3H-uridine uptake, incorporation and soluble 
pool filling during the cell cycle. Cells were pulse labelled 
for 19 min. Data were normalized as described in the text and 
presented as means + 95% confidence limits. The difference 
between the uptake and the incorporation data is given as the 
rate of soluble pool filling. 
rate of uptake from 4 separate experiments; 
rate of soluble pool filling; 
rate of incorporation and the same data as given in Fig. 4/la; 
rate of pool filling per cell. The cell numbers used to 
calculate the per cell rate were the mean of those from 2 
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The rates of 3H-adenine uptake incorporation, and soluble pool 
filling during the cell cycle. The methods used were as reported 
for Fig. 4/4. Cultures were all labelled at 1.6 jig adenine/ml 
culture and 1 pCi/mi. 
rate of uptake from 2 experiments; 
rate of soluble pool filling; 
rate of incorporation and the same data as presented in Fig. 4/lb. 
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Figure 4/6. 
Cell cycle maps of the mid-points of the increases in the 
rates of 3H-uridine and 3R-adenine uptake and incorporation during 
the cell cycle. Triangles represent individual experiments and 
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RATES OF UPTAKE AND POOL FILLING 
The results above are only indirect measures of the rates of pr.-
cursor uptake and soluble pool filling. Like the rates of incorporation, 
the rate of uptake was directly measured using 19 min pulses of 
labelled precursors, but in this case the total amount of radioactivity 
in water-washed cells was measured. The difference between the rates 
of uptake and incorporation is presented as a measure of the rate of 
soluble pool filling and was determined as described in chapter 2 • The 
rates of uptake and soluble pool filling for 3H-uridine (Fig. 4/4) and 
3H-adenine (Fig. 4/5) double sharply during a short interval following 
cell division. The 3H-adsnine pool filling data, however, is open to 
a second interpretation represented by the dotted line in Fig. 4/5. The 
rate could rise until mid-cycle and then fall • Then, as uptake rate 
increases the pool again fills at an increased rate • Because of 
scatter in the adenine data, both of these interpretions fit within the 
95% confidence limits. No such doubts arise from the 311-uridine 
data (Fig. 4/4); a step-like rate doubling is the only pattern consis-
tent with the measured rates of uptake, incorporation and pool filling. 
A similar rapid increase in the rate of uridine uptake occurs in Tetra-
hymena at the start of MA synthesis (Wolf., J., 1975). In S. poube 
a possible step in the rate of adenine uptake has also been reported 
about half way through the cell cycle (Cummins a Mitchison, 1964). The 
present data, however, indicates that the rates of uptake of both un-
dine and adenine double about 0.1 cell cycle after the similar increases 
in the respective rates of incorporation. The range over which the 
mid-points of these rate doublings occur is shown on the cell cycle maps, 
Figure 4/6. These mid-points range over more than 0.1 cell, cycle for 
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each type of e3ç*rint. But all of the uptake steps occur after 
their r.sp.ctive rates of incorporation have deubl.d. Th aid-points 
for the noraaliicsd pooled data show a 0.1 call cycle delay from the 
tins of doubling of the incorporation rats until its respective uptake 
rate double.. This lag between the two aid-points reinforces the 
earlier conclusion that neither uptake nor pool filling are likely to 
cans. the observed oKenges in the rat, of incorporation. If this had 
been the case, the rates of uptake would have doubled either before or 
at the seas ttr as the rate of incorporation. 
The similarity between the rats patterns of uridine and adenine 
uptake and incorporation suggest that a feedback aschania.* similar to 
the one known to control adenine uptake (Caains & Mitchiscn, 1967) any 
be acting upon the rats of uridino uptake. This feedback hypothesis 
is further supported by the changes in the cellular rat. of 3H-uridims 
pool filling (Fig. 4/4d). Wh.n the rats of incorporation begins to 
double, the rate of uridine pool filling per cell decreases to a miniaue 
value. The rate of uridinim uptake then increases and the cellular rate 
of pool filling rises • The missing link is further evidence to show 
that the decrease in the rate of pool filling causes the rate of uptake 
to increase. 
SHOWY PDLS&S 
So far, all experiments described have been done using 19 sin pulses 
of labelled precursors. But the pattern of rate changes may not be the 
seas for rapidly- labelled, unstable RUA and for stable WA. 
The relative amounts of the different fractions labelled by pulse. 
of -uridine of 1 to 19 min in described in Chapter 3 (8.. Figs. 3/5 a 
3/6). Ccazsble rates of incorporation were determined using 
Figure 4/7. 
The rates of RNA synthesis during the cell cycle measured by 
3H-uridine pulses of 1, 5, 10 and 19 min, and the rate of 3H-uridine 
uptake measured by 1 min pulses. The data are from one of at least 
2 repeats of each experiment. The rates of RNA synthesis from 
(a) 1 min pulses at 10 iC.t/m1; (b) 5 min pulses at 2 iCi/mi; 
(c) 10 min pulses at 1 pCi/mi, and (d) 19 min pulses at 0.5 pCi/mi. 
The rate of 3H-uridine uptake (e) from 1 min pulses at 3.75 pCi/mi. 
All labelling was carried out with 1 jig/ml unlabelled uridine added 
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The rates of 3H-adonine uptake and incorporation during 
the cell cycle, meazured by 1 min pulses. Cultures were labelled 
with 2 pCi,'uii 3H-adsnine and 2 ig/ml unlabelled adenine was added 
with the radioactive tracer. 
rate of uptake; 
rate of incorporation. 
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The rates of 3H-aderiine uptake and incorporation from 1 mm 
pulses throughout the cell cycle of cells with pre-filled adenine 
pools. Adenine pools were pre-filled by growing the culture in 
20 pg adenine/ml from 3 hr before synchronization. Cultures 
were labelled with 20 pCi/mi. 
rate of uptake in cpm x 10"i1 1 cu!hr.; 
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Cell cycle map of the mid-points of the increases in the 
rates of 3H-Uridine and 3H-adenine uptake and incorporation measured 
under various condition. 	) pooled normalized data from 19 mm 
pulses (Figs. 4/4 & 4/5) 	() short pulses, numbers above the 
symbols give pulse lengths in minutes (Fig. 4/7): 	(4) other 
treatments: (PCA) specific activities of PCA-extracted RNA (Fig. 4/3): 
(2 mM) labelled in the presence of 2 mM uridine (Fig. 4/2b): 
(pf) prefilled adenine pools, numbers indicate pulse lengths (Figs. 
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311-urtdine pulses of 1, 5, and 10 sin in separate experiments and cc.-
pared to previously asasured rates of incorporation from 19 sin pulses 
and to rats of i-uridine uptake measured with 1 sin pulses (Pig. 4/7). 
Regardless of the length of uridine pulse used, the rates double 
rapidly at the tins of cell division and __ synthesis. Even with 1 
sin pulses, where the scatter of points is the greatest, both the rates 
of uptake and incorporation double in a step-like manner at this tins. 
Likewise, the rates of 3n-adenine uptake and incorporation, measured 
with 1 sin pulses have the sane pattern of rate doubling (Fig. 4/8), 
even when the cells' adenine pools have been profiled (Fig. 4/9). In 
this tatter case, the steps in both rates appear to have occurred at 
the same time (0.12 cell cycle). But the scatter in this data is too 
great to determine the precise timing of the rate increases. The 
important point is that the rates continue to double at about the time 
of cell division after the adsnine pools have been prefilled. In Pig. 
4/10 the aid-points of the rate increases for 3H-uridine and 3H-adenine 
uptake and incorporation measured by short pulses are compared with 
each other and with the corresponding aid-points for rates measured with 
19 sin pulses. No matter what the treatment, the rates continue to 
double at about the some tins. Those treatments which increase scatter 
in the data show rate-steps slightly later in the cell cycle, but the 
aid-points of these steps generally occur within the range of those from 
experiments using 19 sin pulse. (Pig. 4/6). Therefore, the relation-
ships between rats of precursor uptake and incorporation and between in-
corporation and stable RNA synthesis which were demonstrated using 19 sin 
pulses of labelled precursors appear to also hold for short pulses and 
the rate of rapddly labelled VJM synthesis. 
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DISCUSSION 
The rates of 35-uridine and 35-adsnine incorporation have been 
shown to double sharply at the and of the cell cycle and then remain 
constant until the and of the next cycle. Since both the purine, ade-
nine and the pyrirnidine, uxidine, are incorporated in this manner such 
step-like rate doublings may well be a general feature of nucleic acid 
synthesis in S. pcithe. Certainly, the exponential increase in the 
rate of sulphate incorporation in the same cultures eliminates the pos-
sibility of cell cycle stage specific losses of cells as a trivial ex-
planation for the patterns. Changes in the specific activities of the 
internal pools has also been eliminated as a possible cause of these 
rate patterns by several types of data. First, if the specific acti-
vities of such precursor pools were to change, both purine and pyri- 
midine pools would have to change in identical ways. Second, prefilling 
the expandable adenine pool prior to labelling does not alter the rate 
pattern of adenine incorporation. And third, when 3H-uridine labelling 
in carried out in the presence of 2 u4 unlabelled uridine, uptake is 
forced to occur primarily by diffusion but the pattern of incorporation 
___us unaltered. Furthermore, the rates of 3H-uridine and 3R-adenine 
uptake double in a step-like manner, but these rate doubling, are about 
0.1 cell cycle after the rate doublings for incorporation of the res-
pective precursors • Thus, changes in the rates of precursor uptake and 
the specific activities of the internal precursor pools do not appear to 
produce the step-like changes in the rates of un dine and adenine in-
corporation. That these rates of incorporation do reflect the rate of 
RNA synthesis is shown by the specificity of the 3H-unidirie label for 
RZ (Pig. 3/2) and by their similarity to the rate pattern of uridine 
incorporation into extractable RNA (Fig. 4/3). 
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Thus, the present results show that the rates of RWA synthesis 
appear to have the same cell cycle pattern, regardless of whether it 
is rapidly labelled RNA (from 1 min pulses) or stable RNA (from 19 mm 
pulses). This rate of synthesis doubles at the same time that cells 
both divide and make their IA (t4itchi.on & Creanor, 1971,b). And 
the rates of uptake of both 3B-uricUns and 3R-acienirta show similar 
step-like doubling. Which occur approximately 0.1 of a cell ode after 
that of PM synthesis. Prom autoradiographic evidence Cummins and 
Ml tcb,tson (1964) .wriested that the rats of adenine uptake might sharply 
double during the cell cycle of S. }pabe. Their results indicate that 
the rate of uptake may remain fairly constant until the second half of 
the cycle and than double sharply. Similar, but not as clear cut evi-
dence that the rate of RNA synthesis might also double discontinuously 
during the cell cycle can be found in two sources. First, an auto- 
radiographic study showed that the rate of 311-adenina incorporation in-
first 
creased during the/two-thirds of the cycle, and then remained constant 
(Mitchison & Lark, 1962). But cellular dry volume and mass was also 
found to have the same pattern (Mitchison, 1957), so the results were 
interpreted as reflecting these mass and volume changes (Mitchison, 1963). 
And second, the rate of 30-adenine incorporation in a synchronous culture 
appears to remain constant during the middle of the cell cycle (Fig. 4 
of Mitchison, at a)., 1969). But only six points were taken during one 
cell cycle so the pattern could be due to sampling error in one point. 
In this same paper, the rates of uptake and incorporation of uracil and 
adenine were also examined by autoradiography, as were thoae of gianine 
and cytosine and their nucl.osides. Log phase cultures were pulse 
labelled with the appropriate radioactively labelled precursor. After 
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grain counting, the cells were placed in the cell cycle according to 
their lengths. The general conclusions reached from these studies 
were that the rate of RNA synthesis increases in a roughly exponential 
pattern during the cell cycle, and that the rates of precursor uptake 
rise through the cell cycle following roughly the incorporation rates. 
One major drawback of all this previous work is the failure to 
examine rate changes in more than one successive cell cycle. Rate 
changes at the ends of the cycles may only became obvious if followed 
from one cycle to the next. But in the autoradiographic work this was, 
of course, not possible. In the only measurements made with synchronous 
cultures only the first cell cycle was used. Present data (Figs. 4/4 
& 4/5), however, suggests that the rates of uptake and incorporation of 
both uridine and adenine may be suppressed issediately after selection 
synchronizing. Such rate suppression has also been recently demonstrated 
by Fraser and Moreno (1976). A second important source of error in the 
autoradiographic studies may well be the lack of precision in placing 
cells in their correct cell cycle stage. The lengths of cells in any 
cycle stage appear to fit a fairly normal distribution (Mitchison & 
Wilbur, 1962). Furthermore, at least with 38-leucine labelled cells, 
there is a wide range of grain counts for cells of any given length. 
Both of these distributions should cause enough scatter of data points 
to obscure details of the rate patterns. The combined effects of the 
rates doubling at the ends of the cycle and the above obscuring of detail 
appears to have produced uptake and incorporation patterns which are 
easily interpreted as continuous rate increases throughout the cell cycle. 
The temporal coincidence between the S period and the time of 
doubling of the rate of RNA synthesis in S. poe suggests that the rate 
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of transcription may be proportional to the number of genes available. 
Such a gene dosage control of transcription has been proposed for a 
number of other organisms (Dubnau et al., 1969; Pfeiffer, 1968). 
In order to establish such a hypothesis for S. p1ombe, however, 
several other possibilities would have to be eliminated. The doubling 
in the rate of RNA synthesis might be associated with cell division. 
Or it might be the product of a perturbation the cells received during 
the gradient synchronization procedure. 
The rate of adenine uptake is known to be regulated by a feedback 
mechanism involving the amount of adenine in the internal adenine pool 
(Cummins & Mitchison, 1967). The similarity between the patterns of 
uridine and adenine uptake rates, therefore, implies that a similar 
feedback control may be acting upon the rate of uridine uptake. 
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CHAPTER V 
THE EFFECPS OF 2 • -!0XYAIENINE PULSES UPON SELECTION SYNCHRONIZED CULTURES 
In the last Chapter the rate of total RNA synthesis was shown to 
double sharply at the and of one cell cycie and the beginning of the next 
cycle. DNA synthesis also occurs at the same time in S. pce (Mitchison 
I Creanor, 1971,b). To determine if these two parts of nucleic acid bio-
synthesis were directly linked, it was decided to measure the rate of RNA 
synthesis under conditions which separated the time of DNA synthesis from 
that of cell division. Such a separation can be achieved by growing 
cultures in 2 N glucose (Duffus a Mitchell, 1970) or by inhibiting one of 
the events and allowing the other to proceed. 
A range of inhibitors of DNA synthesis in fission yeast have been re-
ported (Boetock, 1970,b, Mitchison & Creanor, 1971,a Herring, 1974). 
Mitchison and Creanor (1971,a) demonstrated that if a 3 hr pulse treatment 
of the DNA inhibitor, 2 9 -deozyad.nosine (AdR), is given during the first 
cell cycle of a selection synchronized culture of S. poe, cell division 
occurs at the normal time, but DNA synthesis is delayed until 2 hr after 
drug removal. Immediately following this round of DNA replication the 
cells divide synchronously, and this second cell division is accompanied by 
a normal round of DNA synthesis. But there is a further advantage in using 
AdR. Because the inhibitor is easily reversible, exponentially growing 
yeast cultures can be induced to divide synchronously by MR treatment 
(Mitchison I Creanor, 1971,a). In this Chapter I shall describe experi-
ments using selection synchronized cultures which were treated for 3 hr with 
2 mM MR. I shall put off until Chapter 6 a discussion of work done using 
induction synchronized cultures. 
7igure 5/1. 
The rates of 3a-uridino uptake, incorporation, and pool 
filling in a selection synchronized culture treated with 2 mM 
AM for the first 3 hr after synchronizing. Values are pre-
sented as means + 95% confidence limits of normalized data from 
2 uptake and 3 incorporation experiments. The rates were 
measured using 19 =in pulses of label and are given in arbitrary 
cpm. Rates of (a) uptake, (b) pool filling, and (c) incorpor-
ation per ml culture and (d) pool filling/cell. For reference 
(e) cell number/al x 106 and (f) cell plate index are also in- 
cluded, as is (g) the t1A/al from ?4itchiecn and Creanor (1971,a) . 
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RATES OF H-W.I DINE UPTAM AND INCORPORATION 
The rates of 3H-uridune uptake and incorporation were examined 
using 19 sin pulses, both during and after MR treatment (Fig. 5/1). 
Ydiat.ly after synchronizing, the cells were suspended in E14142 con-
taining 2 i4 MR. Samples were removed every 20 min and labelled as 
described previously. After 3 hr the culture was collected on a membrane 
filter (Oxoid), washed with warm EMM2, and resuspended in fresh, warm E)42. 
Sampling was then continued for another 4 hr. Because the timing of 
subsequent events is most closely related to the time of MR removal, the 
data are plotted using this time as 0-hr. As in Chapter 4, the results 
are presented as means ± 95% confidence limits of normalized data from 2 
uptake and 3 incorporation experiments. In every experiment, triplicate 
samples were taken at each sampling time. The mean of the plateau in 
the uptake experiments was normalized at 2.95, while that of the incorpor-
ation was not at 1.0. This was the ratio between these two means when 
corrections were made for cell number and specific activities. The in-
corporation curve (Fig. 4/1c) was then subtracted from the uptake curve 
(Fig. 4/la) to produce the curve for rate of soluble pool filling (Fig. 
5/lb). Culture density and cell plate index are included to show the 
timing of the rate changes in relation to these cell, cycle markers. The 
pattern of MA synthesis (Fig. 4/1g) is also included from Figure 4 of 
Nitchison and Creanor (1971,a). The repeatability of this type of experi-
ment is indicated both by the small differences in the cell numbers and 
CPI's of separate cultures and by the small size of the 95% confidence 
limits of the uptake and incorporation data. 
Two things should be noted about these results. Firstly, in the 
presence of A, the rates of both uptake and incorporation increase before 
90. 
the cells start to divide. Although the rate of incorporation readies 
a plateau after about 2 hr, the rates of both uptake and soluble pool 
filling continue to rise exponentially until the drug in removed. And 
secondly, 1 hr after removing the A, the rate of incorporation rises 
rapidly. This increase in the rate of 3E.uridine incorporation begins 
an hour before cells begin to divide. According to Mitchison and Creanor 
stops 
(1971,a) DNA synthesis /O to 40 min after removing the drug. Cells be- 
gin to divide synchronously 2 hr after drug removal, and this cell division 
is accompanied by a normal S period. Thus, by the time of the first cell 
plate peak, the DNA content of the culture is twice what it was at the 
and of MR treatment, and it in beginning to double a second time. The 
rate of 1A synthesis (undue incorporation) is also doubled during this 
time, but whether it doss so a second time is unknown. 
Theae results suggest two very different cellular reactionsi one 
in the presence, the other after the removal of MR. Both uptake and 
pool filling rates increase as long as the drug is present. The rate of 
incorporation also appears to be stimulated during the first 2 hr of MR 
treatment. Thereafter, the incorporation rate parallels the DNA content 
of the culture, and the rate of uptake follows suit, at least until the 
cells divide. 
'zm EFFECT OF MR ON THE KINETICS OF H-URXDINE USE. 
The relationship between the rates of uptake, incorporation and 
soluble pool filling in the presence of MR were examined by following 
the kinetics of 3H-uridin. use in a selection synchronized culture to 
which 2 d4 MR had been added (Fig. 5/2). As before, the inhibitor was 
added immediately after synchronization, and starting 10, 90 and 180 min 
after adding it, the labelling was begun (Fig. 5/2 inset). $ailes were 
Figure 5/2. 
The kinetics of 3R-uridine uptake, incorporation and Pool 
filling by a selection synchronized culture in the presence of 
2 M AdR. Insert shows the times at which parts a, b, and c 
were measured in relation to changes in cell number (4) and the 
cell plate index (A). Uptake (o), pool filling (A), and in-
corporation (.) are given as cpm/nil culture adjusted to 1.0 
0D595 and labelled at 5.7 ilCi/mi with 1.4 ug/mi non-radioactive 
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Figure 5/3. 
The kinetics of 3H-uridine incorporation during AdR 
treatment. The data is the same as in Fig. 5/2, but it is 
presented here plotted on semi-logarithmic axes instead of 
linear ones. Length of MR treatment before labelling: 
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Figure 5/4. 
The rates of 3B-uridins uptake and incorporation in a 
selection synchronized culture in the presence of 2 mM AdR. 
Rates were obtained from the slopes of the linear segments 
of the appropriate kinetic curves in Fig. 5/2. Uptake (0), 
incorporation from the first ((p), second (t) and third (ci) 
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taken on alternate minutes for uptake and incorporation measurements 
respectively. The general kinetic patterns are similar to those of the 
log phase cultures shown in Chapter 3. uptake of 3}l-uridine increases 
linearly for at least 30 win after adding the labelled precursor. 
During the 3 hr of MR treatment, the rate of uptake doubles, as it did 
in Fig. 5/la. Incorporation, on the other hand, increases in rate in a 
way much like the three sequential rate increases shown in Fig. 3/1. If 
these incorporation data are plotted on semi-log axes (Fig. 5/3), it be-
comes apparent that they do not increase exponentially until 20 win of 
labelling at the earliest. The filling of the soluble pools with 
uridine, likewise, appears to proceed via a series of discontinuous rate 
changes. In this case, though, the rates decrease with time. 
The changes in rate of incorporation and pool filling appear to 
take place at about 6 and 15 win after adding the label. After 3 hr of 
MR treatment a third rate change may also occur after 24 win of labelling. 
By comparing the changes in the rates of incorporation taken from the 
slopes of each segment of the incorporation curves, we see that the rates 
from the two initial segments double (Fig. 5/4). The first segment re-
quires 3 hr to do so, thus doubling at the same rate as uridine uptake. 
The second increases more rapidly during the first 90 win but still, needs 
3 hr to double in rat.. The third segment of the incorporation curve 
only increases in rate by about 65% during the first 90 win of labelling. 
Thereafter it remains constant. AdR, thus, appears to preferentially 
inhibit increases in the rate of 311-uridine incorporation into more stable 
BNA species. The overall picture from this set of experiments is an in-
crease in the soluble 3H-uridin. pool size during MR treatment. 
95. 
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The data from this Chapter suggest two vary different types of 
behaviour are being studi*dt one during, the other after MR trutnt. 
In the presence of AdR the rates of 3H-uridin. uptake, incorporation and 
pool filling appear to be stimulated to increase. Uptake and pool 
filling rates increase for the entire period of treatment, while the 
incorporation rate increases for the first two hours of it. In this 
lest case during the period of the first cell number doubling, free 80 
+14 CL bI 
to 140 em, the incorporation rate rises less rapidly/during the initial 
80 min of MR treatment. This might indicate that after an initial 
drug-induced stimulation the rate of incorporation is linked to call 
numbers rather than to ENA content, as previously suggested. On the 
other hand, about an hour after MR has been removed frost the culture, 
the rate of uridine incorporation begins to increase even though cell 
division in not reatd until just over 2 hr after drug removal. But 
JIA synthesis has been reported to occur at just that ties (Mitchiaon & 
Creanor, 1971,a). The rate of uridins uptake parallels the rate of in-
corporation at this ties. 	then uridins incorporation increases in rats, 
the rate of uptake speeds up within 20 sin. This part of the data sug-
gests a feedback control of the rate of uridine uptake. on a P.M-cell 
basis the rate of 3U-uridin. pool filling (Fig. 5/lb) say be the regulator 
of this control. In the presence of AM, this rate of filling increases 
during the first hour of exposure, then re'aains constant during cell 
division. Thereafter it again increases for the final hour of drug 
trsant. This initial increase in the cellular rate of pool filling 
is balanced by a similar sized decrease when the cells again start dividing, 
2.5 hr after MR resovel. MR night, therefore, cause the cells to reset 
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the rats at which material moves through their uridine pools. This, 
in turn, would cause the increase in the rate of uptake. 
From the time of removing the MR until the and of the experiment, 
the rats of uridine incorporation parallels the DNA content of similar 
cultures described by Mitch.tson and Creanor (1971,a). This parallel 
pattern again fits with the gene dosage model suggested in Chapter 4. 
But when the cells again start to divide, they readjust the size of their 
uridine pools to the level they were before adding MR. This readjust-
ment, In turn, may reduce the specific activity of the uridine pool and 
cause the rate of uridine incorporation to decrease in relation to the 
rate of RNA synthesis. Thus, unless corrections were made for such 
changes in pool specific activity, only for the first 2.5 hr after re-
moving the MR is the rats of 3H-uridine incorporation likely to accur-
ately reflect the rate of RNA synthesis. 
These changes in uridine pools noted here may also alter the con-
tribution of the internal supply of uracil products. Several of the 
enzymes of the uracil biosynthetic pathway show peculiar changes in 
activity during AdR induction synchrony (Sissons, Mitchison a Creanor, 
1973). In the light of these findings and those presented in this 
Chapter, I decided to examine the rates of uridine uptake and incorporation 
in induction synchronized cultures. This work along with the associated 
kinetic studies of uridine utilization during induction synchrony are 
presented in Chapter 6. 
97. 
CHAPTER VI 
MR INDUCTIOU SYNRCNY 
In the last two Chapters, cultures of synchronously dividing cells 
were produced by selecting from a log phase culture a small proportion 
of the cells which normally divide together. In this Chapter, synchron-
ously dividing cultures are produced by inducing all the cells of a log 
phase culture to divide at the same time. A good review of both types 
of synchrony is given by Mitchison (1971). Induction methods generally 
involve blocking either 1Th synthesis or cell, division in a log phase 
population of cells for about one generation. During this time, cells 
from all stages accumulate at the blocking point. When the block is 
then removed, the entire population proceeds towards division together. 
The ttrttg and even the pattern of synthesis of cell, products may be 
different in induction synchronized and in selection synchronized cultures 
and these differences have led Mitchiacn (1971, 1973) to suggest that 
the normal cell cycle consists of a growth cycle and a r2A-division cycle 
running in parallel. During induction synchrony, however, these cycles 
appear to become temporarily dissociated. By examining events in both 
types of synchronous culture one should, therefore, be able to assign 
the events to either the growth or the DNA-division cycle. 
As mentioned at the beginning of the last Chapter, S. poe was 
first induced to divide by treatment with 2' -dsoxyadenosin. (Mitchison & 
Creanor, 1971,a). This drug has been similarly used to synchronize 
bacteria (Lark, 1960) and mammalian cells (X.ro., 1962). When a log 
phase culture of S. ponbe is given a 3-3.5 hr pulse of 2 aM MR the cells 
divide synchronously 2.5 hr after the and of the inhibitor pulse. DNA 
synthesis is inhibited within 30-90 min of adding the MB, but res. 
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slowly after about 2.5 hr of inhibition (Sisacns at al., 1973). about 
an hour after removing the MR, there is a burst of 11A synthesis which 
is followed i'diat.1y by two synchronous divisions spaced 60 min apart. 
Each of these divisions is accompanied by an apparently normal S period. 
During the entire experiment, RM and protein content and the 0D595 of 
the culture increases exponentially, as they did prior to MR treatment 
(Mitchison & Creanor, 1971,a). The rate of RNA synthesis has not been 
previously examined during MR induction synchronization. 
RATES OF 3H-UR.I DINE UPTAICE AND INCORPORATION 
The rates of 3B-uridine uptake and incorporation were measured from 
the beginning of the induction period until the cells had completed a 
synchronous division about 7 hr later. As in previous Chapters, the 
rates were measured using 19 min pulses of Labelled precursor started 20 
min apart, and in each experiment 3 estimates of rate were made at every 
sanlhng time. The results (Fig. 6/1) show a marked similarity to the 
analogous results from selection synchronized cultures treated with MR 
(Chapter 5, Fig. 5/1). The rates of 3H-uridine uptake and radioactive 
pool filling increase exponentially during the first 2.5 hr of A& treat-
ment. But, unlike the results of Chapter 5, in the present experiment, 
the cell nters also increase during this initial 2.5 hr period. There-
after all three of these parameters remained constant until at least 40 
min after removing the inhibitor. The rate of incorporation also in-
creases exponentially after adding 2 i4 MR to the culture, but by about 
30 min before removing the AdR, the rate of increase has decayed and in-
corporation occurs at an approximately constant rate until 20-40 min after 
the drug is removed. Immediately after removing MR from the culture, 
the rates of 3H-uriduna uptake and incorporation drop for 20-40 mm. 
Figure 611. 
The rates of 3U-uridins uiss in Adi induction synchronized 
cultures. Cultures were treated with 2 W( AM for 3.5 hr, then 
resuspended in A- fre E1112. Labelling was done with 19 sin 
pulse. at I iaCi/al. 4 un unlabelled uridine was added at the 44 
of labelling. Data was normalized and pooled as described in the 
text and the results are presented as means + 95% C.L. of tripli-
cate data points from each of 2 uptake and 2 incorporation 
experiments. Rates per .1 culture: 
(a) 	uptake, as I d l'x Cptn/tn() 
(b) 	incorporation, cs (>3 cn' 
(c) pool filling, 
Also, 
(g) 	rate of pool filling per cell, cs 102x ptii/C1/1 
cell ners x 1076; 
CPX, 
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These temporary rate reductions are reflected by a similar drop in the 
rate of pool filling. These rate reductions may be caused by the 
handling necessary to remove the MR from the cultures. But other 
small rate reductions at this time cannot be ruled out. Further work 
bearing on the pattern of rates at this time of resuspension will be 
presented later in this Chapter. About 40 win after removing the AdR, 
the rate of 3E-uridine incorporation starts to slowly increase. An hour 
later it begins to increase much more rapidly and continues to do so 
until the and of the experiment. The rate of 3H-uridin. uptake also 
begins a slow, 2 hr increase approximately 40 win after removing the 
MR. But it does not increase as rapidly as the rate of incorporation 
and after the first synchronous division it remains constant. 
The cellular rate of pool filling has an interesting pattern during 
induction synchrony. For the first 2 hr of MR treatment it remains 
constant or rises only very slowly. Then it increases rapidly for 40 
win, only to become constant again at a higher rate. Except for the 40 
win immediately following resuspension, the rate of pool filling per cell 
reins at this constant level until the onset of the first synchronous 
division. At that time it decreases sharply and exponentially. And 
at the start of the second synchronous division this rate decreases even 
more rapidly, to a level at least 3 times lees than it was when MR was 
first added to the culture. 
In agreement with Siasons at el. (1973), the rA content of the 
culture remains fairly constant for the first 2.5  hr of AdR treatment. 
Then it increases slowly for another 2 hr. An hour before the first syn-
chronous burst of cell division the rats of DNA synthesis increases 
sharply, and a further increase in the rate of MIA synthesis accompanies 
101. 
this division. Between the ti ma DNA synthesis restarts and the begin-
ning of the synchronous division, the TVA content of the culture doubles. 
It doubles again during the division itself. These dolinga in DNA 
content are matched by increases in the rate of 3H-uridin. incorporation. 
But until 1 hr after removing the AdR, rtIA synthesis and the rate of in-
corporation do not parallel each other. This state of affairs is most 
likely caused by the AdR induced increase in the radioactive uridine 
pool size demonstrated in Chapter S. 
THE EFFECT OF ADDING AdR TO A LOG PHASE CULTURE 
To determine how rapidly AdR acts on the various aspects of growth 
and uridins metabolism, the rate of RNA synthesis was followed for 1.5 hr 
in a log phase culture, using 19 min pulses of 3H-uridine. Comparative 
data were collected every 20 min for the patterns of increase in cell 
nwiere and 14A content, and the CPI was also monitored. AdR was then 
added to the culture to a final concentration of 2 i4 and the measurements 
were continued for a further 3.5 hr. The rate of RNA synthesis, 1A con-
tent and cell numbers increase exponentially before the addition of MB, 
while the CPI ranged between 6 and 10% (Fig. 6/2). For some unknown 
reason the DIIA content of this culture increased much faster than either 
cell number or rate of RNA synthesis. Following the addition of the in-
h.thitor ,cells continued to divide at much the same rate for almost 3 hr. 
This is evident from both the continued steady increase in cell numbers 
and the CPI,which only began to decrease from the 7% level after about 2 
hr of treatment. MA accumulation, on the other hand, stopped within the 
first 20 min of treatment. Then, as described in the previous section, 
it began to increase again slowly about 1 hr after it had stopped. Th. 
Figure 6/2. 
The rate of g_uridine incorporation during the transition 
from log phase to inhibition of growth by 2 MM AdR. Cultures 
were labelled with 19 min pulses of precursor at 1 iiCi/ml, with 
4 pM unlabelled uridi.ne added at the start of labelling. 
rate of incorporation in cpm x lO3f  ct4ur 
ERA content/ml culture as 0D595 of the diphenylainine 
reaction, 
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rats of WA synthesis decelerated to a nearly constant rat. approximately 
45 sin after DNA synthesis was inhibited. 
Such rapid inhibition of Dm synthesis is not always the case with 
AdR: in Fig. 6/1 there was a lag of 110 sin, and in rig. 6/3 them was a 
lag of 45 sin between the tim. MR was added and when DNA synthesis 
ceased. Mitchison and Creanor (per.. come.) have also found that AdR  
can take anywhere from 30 sin to 2 hr to inhibit DNA synthesis. The 
reason for such variance is unknown, but perhaps the short lag found in 
this experiment is related to the unusually rapid rats of DNA synthesis. 
The tim. MR took to affect the rats of WA synthesis ranged from 40 to 
60 sin in different cultures. Thus, in most instances the rats of WA 
synthesis became constant between 20 and 60 sin after DNA synthesis 
stopped. In one instance, however, WA synthesis reached a constant 
rate 50 sin before DNA synthesis ceased (rig. 6/3). Fraser and L4orsno 
(176) found a variable delay of 20 to 40 sin between the time of inhibition 
of DNA synthesis by hydroxyur.a and the tim at which the rate of MA syn-
thesis becomes constant in log phase cultures of S. po. With hydro-
xyursa, however, WA synthesis always reached a constant rate after ILA 
synthesis had been blocked. the MR results suggest that the rate of 
F41M synthesis does not necessarily have to parallel, the DNA content of 
the culture • However, MR is known to alter the sst.boltsa of deoxy- 
nucleotides (Plagesann I Hrbe, 1974,b; Reichard, Canellakis I Cansliekis, 
1960), and it also appears to in'ea.e the size of the 30-uridine pool 
(Chapter 5). This increase may be independent of its effect on DNA syn-
thesis. Uydrozyurea, on the other hand, is known to act as a specific 
inhibitor of DNA synthesis (Fraser & Moreno, 1976). So, results obtained 
with it may reflect the tru* relationship between these two aspect. of 
104. 
nucleic acid metabolism. 
According to Simmons at *1. (1973), after 2 hr in AdR, S. Poffibe 
resumes ruk synthesis at a very slow rate. Mitchiacn and Creanor (1971) 
report that by 2-3 hr the OD of a culture treated continuously with MR 
increases at about half the rate of a normal culture. But this OD in- 
crease probably reflects çrowth without accorpanyin cell division Until after 
of 
7 hr /'dR trsatrent. The relationship between TYi synthesis and the rate 
of 3B-uridino incorporation was examined in such a culture during 6.5 hr 
of exposure to MR. This allowed examination, under constant culture 
conditions, of the period when cells are normally being tranaforred and 
adjusting to MR-free medium. 
During the first 3 hr of continuous MR treatment, cells continued 
to divide with a mean generation time of 2.5 to 3 hr (Fig. 6/3). DNA 
.ynthez is in this culture was found to fit the pattern described above. 
It was exponential for the first 110 mm, with a mean doubling time of 
approximately 90 min. It then increased very slowly until about 3-4 hr 
of MR treatment, at which time it remained constant. about 5.5 hr after 
adding A, DNA again began to be synthesized at an accelerating rate 
until the and of the experiment. 11A accumulated in an approximately 
exponential manner for the first 4 hr of this experiment (Fig. 6/3a). 	It 
then remained at nearly a constant level for 1.5 hr. 	At about the time 
when DNA began to increase, after 5.5 hr in MR, RNA began to accumulate  
rapidly again. The changes in the IA content of the culture were not 
reflected by obangss in the rate of 31!-uriduns incorporation. During 
the first hour of MR treatment, the rate of incorporation from 19 min 
pulses (Fig. 6/3c) increased exponentially with a mean generation time of 
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about 60 sin. Thereafter the rate of increase slowed until the mean 
doubling time was around 7.5 hr. There was no further increase in the 
rate of incorporation when both LilA and RNA accumulation rates increased 
sharply at the and of the experiment. 
If the rate of RNA synthesis at any given time is assumed to be 
the slop, of the accumulation curve at that time, then it should increase 
slowly and exponentially for the first 4 hr of AdR treatment. Thereafter 
it should decrease slightly to a r, almost constant rate until LilA syn-
thesis begins after 5.5 hr of treatment. At this time the rate should 
again increase. The rate changes at both 4 hr and 5.5 hr should be rapid 
and step-like. 
The rate of 3K-uridine incorporation coincides with this derived 
pattern of the rate of 1A synthesis only during the period from 1 to 4 
hr of AM treatment. This coincidence suggests that during this 3 hr 
period the rate of incorporation can be used as a measure of the rate of 
RNA synthesis. Furthermore, during this period the rate of incorporation 
does not decrease if the cells are not resuspended. The slight re-
duction in the rate of incorporation following resuspension (Fig. 6/1) 
may, therefore, be induced by the resuspension. 
RAS OF 3H-UI1IDXNE IN(RPORATICU FROM 1 IWI PULSES 
To get an estimate of how AdR affects the rate of rapidly-labelled 
RNA synthesis, cells were pulse labelled with H-uridin. for 1 sin at 20 
min intervals during induction synchrony. The rate of incorporation 
(Fig. 6/4) increases for the first 1.5 -2 hr in A, then remains more or 
less constant until about 1 hr after removing the MR. Thereafter it 
increases in an approximately exponential fashion, perhaps increasing its 
rate of increase again when the cells divide synchronously about 2.5  hr 
Figure 6/3. 
Effect of continuous 2 mM MR treatment on the rate of 
3H-uridine incorporation. Cultures were labelled with 19 mm 
pulses at 1 Ci/m1 with 4 iM unlabelled uridine added at the 
start of labelling. 
]RNA content/ml culture as 0D260 of PCA extracts xi 
I1A content/ml culture as 00595 of dipeny1amine reaction, 
rate of 3R-uridine incorporation as cpm x 	rn / cure 
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Figure 6/4. 
The initial rate of 
3 
 H-uridine incorporation during AiI. 
induction synchrony, as measured with 1 min pulses. Cultures 
were labelled at 10 Ci/ml o.* 0 .3,uM. 
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after removing the drug. The similarity between these results and the 
rates of incorporation measured with 19 min pulses (Fig. 6/1), suggest 
that changes in the specific activity of the uridine pool between the 
first and the 19th sin of labelling play a minor role in determining 
the pattern of rates of incorporation. But AdR may well have longer 
term effects on the kinetics of uridine utilization, as suggested by re-
sults in Chapter S. 
KINETICS OF 3H-URIDINE UTILIZATION DURING AdR TPEMNT 
In Chapter 5 the kinetics of 3fl-uridina utilization were described 
for selection synchronized cultures exposed to AdR. Similar kinetic 
experiments have also been carried out using log phase cultures treated 
with 2 Z94 AdR. The data from these latter experiments do not contain 
cell cycle specific and selection procedure induced effects. As in 
previous chapters, uptake remained linear and incorporation increased in 
rate for at least 30 sin after adding 3fl-uridine (Fig. 6/5). Both up-
take and incorporation continued to increase during the entire 3.5 hr of 
AdR treatment. When the incorporation data from Fig. 6/5 are plotted 
on semi-logarithmic axes (Fig. 6/6) it becomes apparent that cultures 
treated with AdR for either 1 sin or 1.5 hr incorporated 35-uridine ex-
ponentially only after 20-22 sin of labelling. Before this time, and 
during the entire 30 sin labelling period of the culture treated for 3 hr,  
the patterns of incorporation consist of a series of arch-like increase., 
characteristic of linearly increasing segments plotted on semi-logarithmic 
axes. The control data points from 15 to 25 sin are, unfortunately, too 
scattered to deduce any specific pattern. They do not, however, increase 
exponentially during this period. 




R-uridine use during 2 eM AdR treatment of 
log phase cultures. Cultures were labelled at 1 Ci/inl in the 
presence of 4 pM uridine. Length of AdR treatment: (a) control; 





























Effect of 2 aM AdR on the kinetics of 3H-uridine incor-
poration in log phase cultures. This data is the same as in 
Fig. 6/5, but here it is presented on semi-logarithmic axes 



























Rates of 3H-uridine uptake and incorporation from the slopes 
of the kinetic curves presented in Fig. 6/5. 	(a) Rate of uptake. 
Rates of incorporation derived from the slopes of: (d) let segment; 
2nd segment; (b) 3rd segment of the incorporation curves as 
described in the text. Dotted lines from rates measured by pulse 
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indicate that 3R-uridine incorporation proceeds linearly for at least 
50 sin after adding the labelled precursor. The rate of incorporation 
in these sitreated, log phase cultures appears to change at 8 sin and 
again aroisid 26 sin after adding the label. The present results from 
AdR treated cultures also indicate a change in the rate of incorporation 
between 4 and 8 sin after adding 3H-uridine. But the second rate change 
appears to occur between 14 and 20 sin in these cultures. The time 
difference for the second rate change between the untreated cultures and 
the treated ones may be caused by the AdR. But it may equally well re-
flect the normal time range over which this rate change can take place. 
That the control incorporation in Fig. 6/5 appears to change its rate of 
increase between 16 and 20 sin argues in favour of the latter interpre-
tation. 
The rates of 3H-uridine uptake and incorporation were determined 
by measuring the slopes of the curves in Fig. 6/5. They were then plotted 
as a function of the duration of MR treatment (Fig. 6/7. The lines con-
necting the experimental points are taken from the rats measurements made 
by pulse labelling cells (Figs. 6/1 & 6/4). The close agreement bet-
ween the two independent rate measurements serves as an internal check on 
the reliability of the methods and demonstrates that the kinetic and the 
pulse experiments are measuring the same system. The lack of fit between 
the 19 sin pulse rate and the rate measured from the slope of the second 
segment of the incorporation curve for 1.5 hr MR treatment is to be ex-
pected since this second segment lasted from 6 to 14 sin and the rate 
measured from its slope was an average rate for that period. 
An important effect of MR noted in these experiments is the expansion 
of the pool (a) of 3B-uridine and its TCA-.oluble derivatives. This 
Figure 6/8. 
Kinetics of 3H-uridina pool filling and incorporation per 
cell during 2 mM AdR treatment of a log phase culture. Labelling 
is the same as for Fig. 6/5. Top 3 curves, kinetics of pool 
filling/cell following AdR treatments of (o) 3 hr; () 1.5 hr; 
(A) 1 mm; (.) control. Bottom curve, kinetics of incorporation 
bell symbols as above. 
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expansion in shown most unambiguously when the kinetics of pool filling 
are presented on a per-cell basis (Pig. 6/8). Brief exposure to hdR 
had no noticeable effect on pool size. But after a 1.5 hr exposure, 
the pool has expanded by 14% compared to the control when measured after 
20 min of labelling. And after a 3 hr exposure, the pool is just over 
40% larger than the control. This pool expansion can be linked to a 
comparable increase in uptake during MR treatment (Fig. 6/8), but which 
is the cause and which the effect is not known. In either case, incor-
poration of 3H-uridine per cell remains constant throughout the drug 
treatment. 
DISCUSSII 
The rates of 3H-uridine uptake, incorporation and radioactive pool 
filling were followed in AdR induction synchronized cultures of 
schizosaccharoinyces 2e. The rate patterns obtained using 19 mm 
precursor pulses (Fig. 6/1) show a marked similarity to the analogous 
patterns from selection synchronized cultures of S. poithe which had been 
treated with MR (Fig. 5/1). During the first 3 hr of MR treatment, 
the rates of both uptake and pool filling increase exponentially. There-
after they remain approximately constant until 50-60 min after the in-
hibitor has been removed. Uptake then increases exponentially in rate 
until the start of the second synchronous wave of cell division, after 
which it remains constant. Although the rate of 3H-uridine pool filling 
also starts to increase at the same time as uptake, the rate of increase 
decays rapidly, so that when the rate of uptake becomes constant the 
rate of pool filling is decreasing. The rate of 3B-uridine incorporation 
also increases at the start of MR treatment, but it becomes constant 
after only 2 hr of treatment. After the MR is removed, the rate of 
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incorporation increases slowly for 40-50 mm. It then increases 
rapidly and exponentially, paralleling the Z1iA content of the culture 
from at least 20-40 min before removing the inhibitor until the and of 
the experiment. This same pattern was also found for the initial rate 
of uridine incorporation measured with 1 min pulses. 
Before the rate of incorporation can be equated with the rate of 
RNA synthesis, the effect of MR treatment on this rate must be examined. 
As mentioned in Chapter 5, this inhibitor appears to altar the size of 
the 3B-uridine pool. in S. pse. But on a per-cell basis the kinetics 
of uridine incorporation are unchanged by up to 3 hr of drug treatment, 
even though the uridine pool has nearly doubled (Fig. 6/8). The rate 
of 3B-uridine pool filling/cell increases sharply for 40-60 min following 
the first 2 hr of MR treatment. This rate of increase appears to be 
analogous to a similar one in selection synchronized cultures treated 
with MR (Fig. 5/1). Similarly, both types of MR culture show a de- 
crease in the cellular rates of uridine pool filling during the synchronous 
cell divisions which occur after the inhibitor has been removed. These 
data suggest that MR causes an expansion of the 3H-uridine pool and 
that this expanded pool requires a higher rate of filling to maintain 
its level. The initial expansion appears to occur mainly after about 
2 hr of MR treatment and the cells recover from this expanded pool state 
with the onset of normal call divisions. The increase in the rate of 
pool filling/cell noted during the first hour of MR treatment in 
selection synchronized cultures (Fig. 5/1), was not noted in log phase 
cells treated in the same way. It may, therefore, be caused by either 
the gradient selection technique, or by the coubined action of that 
technique and the AdR, rather than by the MR alone. At the other and 
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of the experiment, the cellular rate of uridina pool filling in in-
duction synchronized cultures decreased to about a third of its initial 
value. The most likely explanation of this is that after the first 
synchronous division, cells were at a high enough density to begin entry 
into stationary phase. In doing so, they may reduce the size of their 
metabolic pools to a level far below that required for log phase growth. 
Except during these periods of adjustment, the radioactive pools appear 
to remain relatively constant. Thus, from about 60 min before, until 
00 min after removing the AdR, the rate of 3B-uridthe incorporation 
most likely reflects the rate of RNA synthesis. Indeed, the lack of 
change in the cellular kinetics of 3R-uridine incorporation in the face 
of increasing rates of soluble pool filling during AdR treatment suggests 
that the rate of incorporation may reflect the rate of RNA synthesis 
during the entire experiment. If this is the case, then the parallel 
changes in the rate of RNA synthesis and the IA content of the culture 
lend further support to the gene dosage model suggested in Chapter 4. 
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cRAPTER VII 
THE RTFRCTS OF 1- PH YLETHANOL 
The second inhibitor of DNA synthesis used in this study was 1-
phenylethanol (1-PR). BOStOCk (1970,b) reported the inhibitory action 
of its isomer, 2-phenylethanol (2-PR or ph.n.thyl alcohol), on DNA syn-
thesis in S. poube. At a concentration of 0.3%, 2-PR blocks the 
initiation of DNA synthesis. In 0.2% 2-PR, on the other hand, cells 
grow with a generation time of 4.5 hr, due to a 2 hr G1 being inserted 
into an otherwise apparently undisturbed cell cycle. Thus, cells grown 
in 2-PE have their S period in the middle of the cell cycle. If 0.2% 
2-PR is added to a log phase culture, the DNA content of that culture 
remains constant for the first two hours and then increases with a mean 
doubling time of 4-5 hr. Cell numbers and dry mass (OD 5) of such 
cultures change within 20-30 min to the new rate of increase, without 
an intervening constant period. With such an inhibitor there are, 
therefore, two separate types of situation in which cell division can 
be separated from DNA synthesis. The rate of RNA synthesis was measured 
in selection synchronized cultures of cell, maintained in PE and in log 
phase cultures to which PR was added at the start of the experiment. 
The experiments presented here were, in fact, planned to be carried 
out using 2-PE. But since the results of several preliminary studies 
done with 1-PE left behind in the laboratory by Boctock agreed with his 
earlier work using the 2-isomer, 1-PE was used for the remainder of 
these experiments. Tho change in the site of attachment of the aro-
matic ring to the ethanol backbone makes 1-PE slightly l..e polar and 
less dense than 2-PE (W.ast, Selby a Hodgeman, 1964). Allowing for that, 
the two isomers should have very similar chemical properties. 
! 1re 2/1. 
The affects of several concentrations of 1-phenylethanol upon 
exponential growth of S. poa. 01) 595 measurements of cells 
growing in 0.1% (Ei), 0.2% (i3), 0.3 1h (A), and 0.4% (.) ].-PE added 
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Figure 7/2. 
sow effects of adding 0.2% 1-ph.nylethanol to an exponentially 
growing culture. 
I/al as 0D 95 of dipeny1amine assay x (a; 
3 	
10crrl/r4L c44..te, 
rate of fl-uridins incorporation as/ 	from a 19 mLin pulse 
of 1 CL/a1, 
(c)MA/ml as OD 	xtaT'i 
(d) cellular dry mass as 0D595 : 
(a) cell nuer x 
(f) cell plate index. 














To check that 0.2% was the optimal concentration of 1-RE, as 
Boetock (1970,b) reported for the 2-isomer, a log phase culture was 
divided into 5 part.. Each part was grown with a different concent- 
ration of 1-RE and the rates of growth were monitored by 595 (Fig. 7/1). 
Concentrations of 0.3% or higher produced generation times in •xosas of 
8 hr, while cells treated with 0.1% 1-PE grew at the same rate as the 
control culture • Cells growing in the intermediate concentration of 
0.2% had a generation time of about 4-4.5 hr. Cultures appeared to 
adjust to this new rate of growth within 20 mm, and they grew expon-
entially at this new rate for at least six hours. All further experi-
ments vere, therefore, carried out using 0.2% of the inhibitor. 
SOME EFFECTS OF ADDING 0.2% 1-PE TO A LOG PHASE CULTURE 
Parallel log phase cultures were not up to monitor a selection of 
growth parameters both before and after adding 0.2%  1-PB to each culture. 
The rate of growth changed to the new 4 hr generation time within 20-30 
min of adding the 1-PE, as seen in the cell number and OD 595curves 
(Fig. 7/2d,e). This change in growth rate is also reflected in the 
cell plate index (Fig. 7/2f) which decreases from about 8% to 4%. 
About 1-1.5 hr after adding the inhibitor, however, the CPI returns 
briefly to its original 8% level. Such a temporary increase in the CPI 
has been noted on all four separate occasions when it was determined. 
It most likely represents the small proportion of cells which were in a 
PS-insensitive stage of the cell cycle when the inhibitor was added. 
Since their cell cycles were therefore not extended like those of all 
other cells, they all divided at their normal time. DNA synthesis in 
these cells was delayed 1-1.5 hr (Fig. 7/2a) rather than the 2-5.5 hr 
Figure 7L. 
The effect of different lengths of 1-phenyl ethanol treatment 
on the kinetics of 3H-uridine use by exponentially growing cultures 
of S. poe. Cultures were labelled with 2 UCi/ml 3H-uridine at 
a final concentration of 8.2 uM. Labelling started (a) 1 mm; 
(b) 105 min,- (c) 270 min after adding 0.2% 1-PE. 	Results are 


























delay reported for the 2-isomer (Boetock, 1970,b), and this accounts 
for the cell cycle of 1-PB treated calls being up to an hour shorter 
than those of Bostock 's cells. The accumulation of RNA (Fig. 7/2c) 
paralleled changes in cell we and cell number, and changed to the 
new growth rate without an intervening constant period. The rate of 
3H-uridine incorporation from 19 min pulses, on the other hand, decreased 
when the 1-PE was first added, then paralleled the DNA content of the 
celLs • The rate remained constant until 80-90 min after the inhibitor 
was added to the culture. It then began to increase with a mean doub-
ling time of about 4-4.5 hr • This pattern suggests that 1-PE causes 
an initial decrease in the rate of incorporation, after which a gene 
dosage control may take over. If, as is the case with 2-PE (P1ageiann, 
1970), 1-PE causes a reduction in the rate of metabolite uptake, the 
reduced rate of incorporation may not reflect an actual reduction in the 
rate of RNA synthesis. 
EFFECTS OF 1-PE ON THE KINETICS OF H-URIDINE USE. 
The kinetics of 3H-uridine uptake, incorporation and radioactive 
pool filling were followed at 1 mm, 1.75 hr and 3 hr after adding 0.2% 
1-PR to a log phase culture • These times correspond to the periods of 
decrease, plateau and recovery of the rate of uridine incorporation in 
Fig. 7/2. The overall patterns of un dine use appear much the same as 
in untreated cultures described in Chapter 3 (Fig. 7/3). The one ex-
ception is that, although uptake proceeds linearly, 5-7 min after adding 
the drug, the rate of uptake sharply decreases. Thereafter it appears 
to continue at a constant rate, but the rate may, in fact, continue to 
decrease very slowly. After 100 sin of 1-PH treatment, the rate of up-
take is indeed less than that between 7 and 40 sin of treatment, but it 
Figure 7/4. 
Kinetics of 3H-uridine incorporation in the presence of 0.2% 
1-PR. Data is the same as in Fig. 7/3, but here it is presented 
on semi-logarithmic axes instead of linear ones. Length of 1-PR 








































The effect of different lengths of 1-phenyl ethanol treatment 
upon the percentage of 3E-uridine taken up by cells which they in-
corporate into TCA-insoluble material. Labelling conditions are 
the same as for Fig. 7/3. Length of treatment: 1 min (.), 
105 min (o), 270 min O). 




now remains constant during the entire 40 sin labelling period. After 
3 hr of labelling, the rate of uptake has again increased to almost the 
same level as during the first 5-7 sin of drug exposure. 
The kinetics of 3H-uridin. pool filling were followed by subtracting 
the incorporation data from the uptake data in Fig. 7/3. As these 
pools filled, their rates of filling decayed. But as in the case of 
incorporation, it is not possible to definitely establish the pattern 
of this decay. However, after 6 sin of 1-PR treatment and again after 
3 hr 10 sin of treatment, the evidence strongly suggests sharp decreases 
in the rates of uridine pool filling. 
Incorporation of 3E-uridine in these cultures increases in rate, but 
the data is insufficiently precis* to determine whether the rates in-
crease continuously or discontinuously. Only in Fig. 7/3c does the 
data strongly suggest at least two constant rates with a sharp rate 
change after approximately 10 sin of labelling. In either case, incor-
poration does not increase exponentially during the first 20-25 sin of 
labelling (Pig. 7/4). The most likely pattern for these incorporation 
kinetics to follow may be the segmental pattern seen in untreated cells 
(Fig. 3/1). But 1-PE sight alter the kinetic patterns as well as the 
rates. 
The overall depression of the rates of use may be simply due to 
the reduced rate of radioactive precursor uptake, which in turn presents 
the cell with less radioactivity to incorporate. In support of such an 
hypothesis, the percentage of the precursor taken up by cells which is 
incorporated into RNA, appears to be virtually independent of the length 
of 1-PR treatment (Fig. 7/5). After 3 hr of 1-PR treatment, however, 
relative incorporation may be slightly reduced. In no case is it more 
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than 4% less than the other data in Fig. 7/5. Furthermore, 1-PE 
treatment does not lower the percentage of precursor incorporated from 
the level in untreated cells shown in Fig. 3/4. The means by which 
0.2%  1-PB reduces the rate of 3H-uridine incorporation in S. pçche is, 
therefore, most likely to be by reducing the amount of precursor taken 
into the cells. Similar inhibitory effects on RNA precursor uptake 
have been noted for 2-PE acting on mammalian cells (Crif, Borzi, Mondovl 
& Strom, 19731 Bruchoveky a Till, 1967,a). And there is evidence that 
at least this 2-isomer causes cells to leak nucleic acid precursors back 
into the medium (Richards & McBride, 1973). Such leakage could further 
lower the apparent rats of uptake. 
EFFECT C* SYNTHESIS OF VARIOUS RNA FRACTIONS. 
If, as suggested above, 30-uridins incorporation decreases because 
of a reduction in the amount of labelled precursor taken up, then the 
distribution of label in the various RNA species should remain unaltered. 
But, on the other hand, RNA synthesis may be inhibited separately and 
all RNA species may not be affected equally. Log phase cultures were 
therefore labelled for 19 min with 3H-uridins after 45 and 180 min of 
1-PE treatment. An untreated control culture was similarly labelled 
and the RNA from all three cultures was then extracted and separated 
electrophoretically on 2.2% polyacrylaniids gels. The amount of radio-
activity incorporated into each species of RNA was then determined. 
The patterns of distribution all appeared very similar to each other, ex-
cept in the relative amounts of the ribosomal RNA species labelled. 
Table 7/1 presents the ratios of the label in each peak to the other 
peaks. During 3 hr of drug treatment there is a 30% relative increase 
in the ribosomal precursor and a 70% increase in the 18-S RNA labelling 
in relation to the Level of label in 25-S r-RNA. A such greater 
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Table 7/1: Ratios of 3H-uridine incorporated into ribosomal RNA 
fractions during 1-PE treatment. Cultures labelled 
at 1 MCi/mi for 19 mm. MM separated electro-
phoretically on 2.2% polyacrylamide gels. Data 
presented as ratio, of counts in ribosoma]. RNA peaks 
determined as in Chapter 3. 
pre-r- 25-S 18-S 
control 0.456 1.0 0.425 
45 min 0.555 1.0 0.544 
190 min 0.593 1.0 0.725 
proportion of the nuclear label also appears to accsnu1ate in the 
smaller species of r-RNA in BeLa cells grown under "step-down" conditions 
(Bramwell s Bandmaker, 1975). These results suggest that two things 
are possibly happening: First, since both 25-S and 18-S r-RNA are de-
rived from the ribosomal precursor RNA molecule, there can be no differ-
ential synthesis occurring. Instead, the 25-S species seems to be d.-
graded more rapidly than 18-S. This degradation could also increase 
the relative radioactivity in the precursor peak. Second, a decrease 
in the stability of the 25-S r-RNA sufficient to produce a 704 relative 
increase in the label found in the 18-S fraction would also cause a 
similar proportional increase in the radioactivity in the precursor peak 
unless its breakdown were also speeded up. A similar selective degrad-
ation of selected RNA species can be induced in Novikoff hepatoaia cells 
by 2-PE (Plagemann, 1968,b), and in this case it was suggested that 
protected sequsnees may be bound to nmzbranes. Such protection may well 
be acting in both BeLa and S. poabe, since the smaller ribosomal subunit 
is thought to attach to both messenger IA and to membranes before joining 
the larger subunit (McLaughlin, 1974). 
Figure 7/6. 
The affect of 0.2% 1-plienylethanol upon the rates of 
uridine uptake and incorporation in exponentially growing cultures 
of B. pcebe. Rates of uridine incorporation during (a) 19 min 
pulses, labelling with iliCi/mi at 28.7 nIl to 5 Ci/m]. at 820 pM; 
(b) 19 min pulses, labelling with 20 iCi/ml at 2 mM; (c) 1 zntn 
pulses, labelling with 10 uCi/mi at 287 nIl; rates of uridina up-
take during (d) 19 min pulses labelling with 2 pCi/mi at 8.2 )àl, 
and C.) rate of soluble pool filling, obtained by subtracting (a) 
from (d). Data from at least 2 of each type of experiment were 
pooled, presented as means + 95% confidence limits, and expressed 
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zr CM RATES OF 311-URIDINE USE IN LOG PHASE CULTURES 
in order to help clarify the relationships between the rates of 
RNA synthesis and uridine uptake on the one hand, and DNA synthesis and 
cell division on the other, a series of pulse labelling experiments were 
carried out • The rates of 
3
H-uridine uptake, incorporation and soluble 
pool filling were followed in log phase cultures to which 0.20 1-PE was 
added. The initial decrease in the rate of incorporation lasted 20-40 
min and was followed by a plateau of about 100 sin. Thereafter the 
rate of uridine incorporation began to increase with a mean doubling 
time of 4-4.5 hr. 
The initial drop in rates showed wide variations not only between 
cultures, as reflected in the very wide 95% confidence limits of the 
initial points in Fig. 7/5a, but also between counts on replicate filters 
taken from the initial samples of any given culture • Much of this 
scatter was almost certainly due to the insolubility of 1-PE, so that 
in initial samples the drug was probably not evenly dispersed. This, 
plus several other factors, including slight differences in 1-PH con-
centration, density of the culture and experimental errors produced 
plateaux in the rate of incorporation which ranged from 1.5 hr to just 
over 2 hr in individual experiments. In all cases where DNA was measured 
however, this plateau continued only as long as there was no increase in 
the amount of DNA in the culture • Once DNA synthesis resumed, the rats 
of uridine incorporation began to increase in parallel. This same 
pattern was also found when cells were labelled either in the presence 
of 2 aM uridine or by 1 sin pulses, although in these last two cases the 
initial rats decreases were noticeably less (Fig. 7/6b,c). Since 2 mM 
uridine in the labelling medium should make the rate of incorporation 
130. 
independent of any active transport mechanisms (See Chapter 3), this 
result suggests that, as does 2-PE in budding yeast (Burns, 1968), 1-PR 
partially inhibits WA synthesis as well as uridine uptake. 
Both the rate of 3H-uridins uptake and that of radioactive pool 
filling per cell decreased for the first 70-80 min of 1-FE treatment 
(Fig. 7/6d,.). Thereafter they both began imeediate].y to increase. 
By 130 min of treatment, the rate of uptake had stabilized at an expon-
ential rate of increase with a mean doubling time of 4-4 .5 hr. The 
cellular rats of pool filling increased for only an hour. It then re-
mained constant until the and of the experiment. Thus, the rate of 
urid.tne uptake again appears to increase following a decrease in both 
the cellular rate of pool filling (Fig. 7/6.) and the size of the radio-
active uridine pool (Fig. 7/3). 
EFFECTS OF 1-PE ON SELECTION SYNC1RCt1IZED CULTES 
Boetock (1970,b) reported that if S. poe cultures maintained in 
0.2% 2-FE for several generations were selection synchronized, the S 
period occurred 2-2.5 hr after cell division. Cultures, were therefore 
grown over night in the presence of 0.2% 1-PE, then selection synchronized 
and resuspended in fresh 1-PH containing EMM2. The LA content and the 
rates of 3H-uridin. uptake and incorporation were followed for up to 2.S  
generations. Cell numbers and the CPI were also monitored. Under 
these conditions the cultures usually had a mean generation time of about 
3.5 hr. EllA appeared to he made over a period of 1-1.5 hr with the mid-
point of the increase about 0.29 of a cell cycle after cell division 
(Fig. 7/7). The lilA data show a lot of scatter and do not cover an 
entire cell cycle because of thedifficulty in getting a culture of 1-PE 
grown cells which was at the same time large enough to take sufficient 
Figure 7/7. 
Rates of 3H-uridine uptake and incorporation in selection 
synchronized cultures of cells growing in 0.2% 1-phenylethanol. 
Data from 2 of each type of experiment were normelized, pooled 
and presented as means + 95% confidence limits. 
(a) rate of uptake from 19 min pulses, 1 i.iCi/ml at 4.1 pM, 
(b) rate of incorporation during 19 min pulses, 2 pCi/mi. at 8.2. pM; 
cell number increase from a typical experiment, 
rate of soluble pool filling per cell 
(c) LVA/ml as 0D595 of the diphenylamine reaction. 



















samples for a 1A assay and synchronous enough to relate the data to 
cell cycle changes. The rates of 3H-uridine uptake and incorporation 
suffered from some of the an problems, since the longer cell cycle 
of PB grown cells meant that much more asynchrony arose during a cell 
cycle than in untreated synchronous cultures. In spite of this difficulty, 
the rates of both uptake and incorporation double sharply in the middle 
of the cell cycle. Furthermore, the rate of uptake clearly doubles 
after the rate of incorporation. From the beginning of the experiment 
until 0.6 of the first cell cycle, the rate of urid.tne uptake increases. 
It then decreases slightly before remaining nearly constant until the end 
of that cell cycle. At 1.2  cell cycle uridine uptake increases sharply 
to nearly double its rate • There is a similar, but more marked decrease 
in the rate of uridins incorporation between 0.6 and 0.8 cell cycle. But 
if a previous rate increase occurred, it did so before 0.5 of the first 
cell cycle. 
From the timing of the initial rise in the rate of uptake, it must 
be the tail and of the rate doubling which, by comparison with the one 
in the next cycle, started about 0.2 cell cycle. The decrease in rates 
was not thoroughly investigated but it could have been produced by in- 
creased cell, death around the time of cell plate formation. At this time 
there is an increase in the number of cells which have a much higher re-
fractive index than normal cells in the drops of culture used to count 
the cell plates. According to Creanor (pers. coma.) these cells are 
dead. In an exponentially growing culture, the percentage of these dead 
cells rose from under 0.5% before 1-PH was added to a peak of 4.5% at 
170 mm after starting drug treatment. Thereafter the percentage de-
creased to a fairly constant level of 2% • Decreases in rates of uptake 
and incorporation are probably not seen in the later cell cycles because 
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the increasing asynchrony of the cultures obscures them. 
The results from theme cultures are very similar to those reported 
in Chapter 4 for selection synchronized cultures of untreated cells. 
In this present data, however, the doubling in the rate of MA synthesis 
is clearly associated at least taioraiiy with changes in the J1A con-
tent of the culture rather than with cell division. Such a distinction 
was not possible in Chapter 4. Likewise, although the rate of uridine 
uptake doubles 0.2  of a cell cycle after the similar rats doubling in 
RNA synthesis, the same basic relationship appears to remain between them 
as in the untreated cultures. 
DISCUSSIC1I 
The initial experiments involving growth of cells in medium con- 
as 
taming 1-PE show that S. povbe responds to this compound/much as it 
responds to its isomer, 2-PE (Bostock, 1970,b). Both sensitivity to 
various inhibitor concentrations (Fig. 7/1) and the response of several 
growth parameters to 0.2% 1-PE (Fig. 7/2) show this similarity. The 2-
isomer does, however, appear to prolong the generation time more than 
the 1-isomer. Thus, at a final concentration of 0.2%, 1-PE extends 
the cell cycle of this yeast by 1-1.5 hr whereas 2-PE extends it 1.5- 
2 hr. Cells are very sensitive to both isomers, however, and increasing 
the PE concentration in the medium from either 0.1%  to 0.20  or from 0.2* 
to 0.3% roughly doubles the generation time of the culture • The basis 
for the increased generation time caused by 2-PE has been shown to be an 
insertion of a prolonged G 1 period into an otherwise unaltered DNA-
division cycle (Bostock, 1970,b). The 2-isomer of PE is known to in-
hibit the initiation, but not the continuation of DM synthesis in 
bacteria (Treick & Xoneteka, 1964), mammalian cells (Bruchovaky, Make & 
!!9urs 7/8. 
Cell cycle map of the mid-points of the doilings in rates 
of 3H-uridine uptake and incorporation of synchronous cultures 
growing in 0.2% 1-phenylethanol. Uptake, open symbols; incor-
poration, solid symbols; individual experiments, triangles; 
normalized pooled data, stars. Relative contributions to the 
cycle: (G1) 0.39; (S) 0.08, (G2) 0.50; (M) 0.03. 




Till, 1967) and fission yeast (c.tod, 1970db). The 1-1er may 
well do the same in S. pTto. In selection .ynchroniaed cultures of 
but 
I-PE treated cells, the beginning of the S period is delayed,/by about 
1.0 hr only (Fig. 7/7). This delay produces an altered DM-division 
cycle in QtLdh the B, C2 and N periods are not altered in actual time, 
but, because of the added 01, the relative contributions of G, 8,  02 
and M to the cycle are altered from 0.2, 0.1, 0.65 and 0.05 to 0.4, 0.08, 
0.3 and 0.2 respectively (Pig. 7/9). The 1-1.5 hr plateau in the pat-
tern of DNA accumulation following the addition of 1-P? to a. Log p hase 
culture (Fig. 7/2*) is very likely also to be caused by the insertion of 
such a C into the cell cycle. Thus, those cells about to Initiate DNA 
synthesis when the compound is added, postpone entry into S for 1-1.5 hr 
and the lilA content of thise cultures remains constant for the initial 
part of drug treatment. 
When S. Rq!mbe was treated with l-P, a rapid decrease in the rate 
of 35-uridine uptake was noted (Fig. 7/6). But after 1-1.5 hr of drug 
treatment the rate of uptake recovered and increased at a rats comparable 
to that of culture growth. This decrease in the rate of uptake was also 
reflected in the kinetics of precursor use during the initial hours of 
1-fl treatment (Figs. 7/3 $ 7/4). These kinetic experiments suggest 
that the decreases in the rates of 3U-uridine incorporation and pool 
filling are the direct result of the reduced rate of precursor uptake, 
since the length of 1-fl treatment appears to have littie effect on the 
percentage of the label taken up by the cells which was finally incor-
porated into FM (Fig. 7/5). Bruthovaky and Till (1967) demonstrated 
a similar decrease, followed by recovery, in the rates of uridins and 
l.ucine uptake by mouse L cells treated with 2-PE. This latter, 2-FE-
induced reduction in the rate of uridino uptake in also reflected in a 
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lower rate of uridins incorporation into RNA 	gins, Shaw, Tillman 
a Leach, 1969). 
Unlike the rate of 3H-uridine uptake, the rate of uridine incorpor-
ation in S. pe decreases for only the first 30-60 min of 1-PS treat-
ment (Figs. 7/2,7/6). After this initial decrease, the rate of incor-
poration again parallels the I21A content of the culture and appears to 
reflect the rat. of }JA synthesis. In doing so, both DUA content and 
rate of RN?. synthesis remain constant until about 2 hr after the 1-PS was 
added, after which they increase with mean doubling times of about 4 hr. 
Support for the claim that the rate of 3H-uridin. incorporation reflects 
the rate of RN?. synthesis after 60 min of 1-PE treatment comes from 
several sources. First, RNase digestion of cells labelled after 30, 90 
or 240 min of 1-FE treatment reduced the incorporated radioactivity to 
the background level. Second, the rate of 3H-uridine incorporation in 
the presence of 2 mM uridine (Fig. 7/6b) has the same pattern of decrease, 
plateau, slow increase, even though precursor uptake under these condi-
tions occurs primarily by diffusion (Chapter 3). And third, after the 
first hour of 1-PH treatment, the cellular rate of 33-uridine pool 
filling remains fairly constant (Fig. 7/6e). From a low point of 1.1 
after 90 win of treatment it increases for an hour and then becomes 
roughly constant at about 1.4. Such variation in the rate of pool fil-
ling does not appear to affect the pattern of incorporation. From 
these three points it appears that in the presence of 0.2% 1-PS, 35_ 
uridine is incorporated specifically into RN?. and, at least after the 
first hour of treatment, changes in the rate of 35-uridine uptake and 
cellular rate of pool filling do not noticeably alter the rate of in-
corporation. However, 1-PH does appear to affect the rate of RN?. 
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synthesis directly, since the rate of 30-uridina incorporation de-
creases during the first 40 min of treatment, even in the presence of 
2 m4 uridine (Fig. 7/6b). Part of this initial decrease in the rate 
of incorporation might be caused by a more rapid turnover of the 25-S 
ribosomal 31Th (Table 7 11/1). This possibility is supported by the 
smaller initial decrease in the rate of rapidly labelled RNA synthesis 
(Fig. 7/60 than in that of stable RNA synthesis (Fig. 7/6a,b). 
In budding yeast, 2-PE has been shown to act at two levels; one 
solely at the cell membrane and the other at both the membrane and 
some internal site (Burns, 1968). In these cells, metabolite uptake 
shows a linear response to changes in inhibitor concentration while !14A 
and RNA synthesis show sigmxid responses • Since the 1- and 2-isomers 
of PH have similar chemical and physical properties (Weast et al., 1964) 
and appear to affect growth and t*A synthesis in S. poobe in the same 
way, the two isomers probably affect many biological systems in the 
same way. The similarity between the separate effects of 1-PE upon 
uridine uptake and incorporation demonstrated above and those of 2-PE 
upon glucose uptake and RNA synthesis in S. cerevisiae (Burns, 1968) 
seem to bear this out. In other cell types, 2-PE also appears to pro-
duce similar groupings of effects associated with memthranes (Knutsen, 
1966, Nunn & Tropp, 1972; Crifo et al., 1973) and with membranes plus 
internal non-membrane sites (Bruchoveky, Mak 5 Till, 19671 Plagemann, 
1968,a,b). From his work with rat hepatoma cells, Plagemann (1968,a) 
suggested that the inhibitor acts on a regulatory site, since it induces 
treated log phase cells to behave like untreated cells entering 
stationary phase. In support of this suggestion, Wright, Cori and 
Lewis (1973) denstrat.d that 2-PE can induce changes in the morphology 
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of hater cells similar to those caused by dibuteryl cyclic NW, a 
known growth regulating agent. 
By growing cultures overnight in the presence of I-PE before 
labelling them, the cells should be equilibrated with their drug-con-
taining environment. The effects of changes in the rate of uptake and 
possible changes in the specific activities of radioactive pools should 
no longer pose the problems they did in the experiments described above. 
ithen such cultures are selection synchronized, the rate of RNA synthesis 
doubles at the time of MA synthesis with a mid-point at about 0.24 of 
a cycle (Fig. 7/7). This pattern, along with the similar patterns of 
r.I'IA synthesis and the rate of RNA synthesis following l-PP addition to 
log phase cultures, further supports the gene dosage control model des-
cribed in previous Chapters. The rate of 3H-uridine uptake also 
doubles sharply in mid-cycle, but does so 0.2 of a cell cycle after the 
rate of MA synthesis doubles. This produces an oscillating pattern 
of increase and decrease in the rate of filling the cellular pool of 
uridine (Fig. 7/7d). As described in Chapter 4, a decrease in the rate 
of pool filling could cause the pool to empty and when the pool emptied 
sufficiently, the rate of precursor uptake could be induced to increase. 
Further support for such a feedback control of 3H-uridine uptake can be 
found in the pattern of the cellular rate of uridine uptake following 
the addition of 1-Ps to log phase cultures (Fig. 7/6.). After an 
initial 1.5  hr decrease, this rate increases for about an hour and then 
becomes constant. During this same 1.5 liz, the rate of uridine uptake 
recovers and begins to increase • And when the rate of uptake becomes 
equilibrated at its new rate of exponential increase the rate of pool 
filling per cell becomes constant. 
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Therefore, after the initial adjustments to the presence of 1-PE 
in the culture, S. pce appears to continue to control its rate of 1A 
synthesis and 311-uridin. uptake by the same mechanisms that it uses in 
untreated culture.. Furthermore, the isomer. 1- and 2-PE appear to 
have very similar effects on cultures of S. poe, although the 2-isomer 




In the 1960's several workers reported that selective synthesis of 
"messengerTM RNA could be induced by rapidly transferring exponentially 
graving cells from a rich medium to a minimal medium in which the cells 
had a much slower growth-rate. Such step-down procedures were developed 
for bacteria (Hayashi a Spiegelman, 1961) and for yeast (Gross and 
l4itchison, 1962; Xitaz, Ycas a Vincent, 1962). For a short period 
immediately after stepping a culture down, ribosomal RNA did not appear 
to be mad.. The RNA that was mad. by S. pcs during the first 15-30 
min after step-down was shown to be unstable and to have base ratios 
closer to LEA than to r- or t-RNA (Gross a Mitchison, 1962). Because 
of these characteristics and the h.terodisperse sedimentation properties 
this RNA had on sucrose gradients, it was considered to be messenger RNA 
(Mitchison a Gross, 1965). In an autoradiographic study (Mitdiiaon at 
al, 1969), the rates of uptake and incorporation of a number of bases 
were examined in stepped-down cultures of S. pon*e. Cells were related 
to their position in the cell cycle according to their length. Two 
important observations were made about the step-down JA: about half 
the silver grains were found over the cytoplasm after a 10 min pulse, 
and the base ratios vary during the cell cycle. It was concluded that 
step-dawnRNA may be a mixture of different types of m- and Ed- eJAa. 
Since stepping-down a culture appears to inhibit r-RNA synthesis, 
the step-down situation might provide a method of examining the rate of 
synthesis of heterogeneous nuclear and other types of heterodisp.rs. RNA 
during the cell cycle with little ribosomal contamination. A series of 
experiments was therefore carried out to see what sort of RNA was 
labelled with 3H-uridine following step-down. 
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Figure 8/1. 
The effects of step-down upon growth and the amount of DNA 
per cell. Cultures were stepped-down at 0 mm. 
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EYYECI ON GROWM AND DNA SYNTHESIS 
An exponentially growing culture of S. pçe was rapidly trans-
ferred from 2% malt extract broth (NEB) to low phosphate minimal medium 
(EPO11) which contained 4.75% ethanol (Gross & Mitchison, 1962). As ex-
pected, the cell mass (0D595) of the culture remained constant for the 
first 30 min after step,-down; thereafter it increased with a doubling 
time of 14-16 hr (Fig. 8/1). During the first hour after step-down, 
cell rnsth.rs were found to increase at an appreciably greater rate than 
did cell mass. Microscopic observations also gave the general impression 
that cells got smaller following step-down. The DNA content per cell 
decreased during this same period and the rate of decrease was greater 
when, 30 min after step-down, cell mass began to increase. Although 
DNA was followed for only 60 mm, it presumably continued to decrease 
to a level near the IC value, because of a very long (presumed) G 1 being 
inserted into the cell cycle. Likewise, the size of the cells must 
reach a stable moan size some time after 60 mm. Thereafter cell numbers 
and 0D595 should increase in parallel. 
1CNETICS OF li-URIDINE USE 
The kinetics of 3B-uridine uptake and incorporation after step-down 
(Fig. 8/2a) are very different from those in normal culture. 	Although 
Linear for the first 10 min after step-,n, the rate of 3H-uridune up- 
take then decreases until it is nearly the same as the rate of incorpor- 
ation. In untreated cultures, uptake remains linear and the incorpor- 
ation increases until it is parallel to uptake (Fig. 8/2b). After 
step-down, the uridine pool fills within the first 15-20 min of labelling 
and the slow increase in the 30-uridune pool label after 20 min most 
likely reflects growth of the culture. These results are again in marked 
Figure 8/2. 
The effects of step-down upon the kinetics of 3H-uridine 
use in log phase cultures of S. poithe. 
Step-down culture labelled with 20 pCi/mi 3H-uridine at a 
final concentration of 8.2 pM. 
control culture and the same data as presented in Fig. 3/la. 
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Figure 8/3. 
The effect of step-down upon the percentage of 3H-uridine 
taken up by cells which was incorporated into TCA-insoluble 
material. Labeling sane as for Fig. 8/2. 	(c) control; 
(ad) step-down. 
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contrast to those from the untreated cultures, in which the cells re-
quire at least 30 min to fill their pools. If uridine incorporation 
is rate limiting, a feedback control mechanism like the one proposed 
in Chapter 4 could well control the rate of uxidir ,  uptakduring step-
down. This assumption gains support from the low l.6v1 of uridine 
incorporation after step-down (Fig. 8/2). EI1th.r support comes from 
a comparison of the p.roentqs1,t he label taken up which is also in-
corporated. (Fig. 8/3). Clearly, RNA synthesis during the first 10 mm 
after at.p-down remains at a very low level compared to that in the 
control culture. Thereafter, the two curves are parallel. So, as 
reported earlier (Gross & Mitchiscn, 1962; Mitchison & Gross, 1965), 
?NA synthesis is inhibited during the plateau in 0D595 following step-
down. Furthermore, this reduced use of uridine probably allows the 
uridine pool to fill much faster than usual. 
RNA LABELLING PATTERNS 
Mitchison and Gross (1965) puzzled over sucrose gradients and base 
ration which showed that the RNA made following step-down was neither 
r- nor t-RNA, but did littie to explain what it was. Mitchison at el. 
(1969) suggested it could be a mixture of m-RNA and unstable, hetero-
disperse RNAs of various classes. A partial answer to this question 
was obtained by pulse labelling a culture with 3H-uridine (20 Ci/ml) 
during the second 5 mine following step-down, and separating the RNA 
extracted from these cells by .lectrophoresis on 2.4% polyacrylamide 
gels. The only distinct peak of label in the step-down-IM (SD-RNA) 
corresponds to the heavier of the two ribosomal precursor peaks seen in 
the control RNA (Fig. 8/4). This is presumably the 38-S precursor re-
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Figure 8/4. 
The effect of step-down upon the distribution of 3H-uridine 
in var:.ous fractions of RNA separated by polyacrylamide gel 
electrophoresis. Cultures labelled for 5 min at 8 pCi/mi. RNA 
fractionated on 2.4% gel run for 2.5  hr at 8V/cm. Step-down 
(histogram)i control C-..). 
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SD-JA has about the same size distribution as the RNA belay the peaks 
of the control aan1e. This suggests that during step-down, cells 
transcribe but do not process ribosomal gen. products. As initial 
transcripts accumulate further synthesis of them may be inhThit.d by 
feed-back. Only at the very bottom of the gel is the situation un-
certain. The control RNA contains a distinct peek of 4- and 5-8 fiNk, 
but the SD--IM has only a broad region of slightly increased counts in 
the corresponding part of the gel. This could reflect either loss of 
definition because of a poor gel or a real hetarodisp.r.ity of fiNk, 
perhaps caused by inhibition of processing in this region as well as in 
the ribosomal region. 
To put these observations on a more quantitative basis, the per-
centage of the total label found in various RNA fractions was calculated 
for both SD- and control-fiNk (Table 8/1). The minor difference in the 
relative aunts of ribosomal precursor and the complete lack of mature 
ribosomal species in the SD-MA confirm that ribosomal fiNk processing, 
but not its transcription, is inhibited. The relative increases in all 
the SD-fiNk fractions over the same fractions in the control RNA can be 
accounted for by the accumulation of 18- and 25-S r-RNA in the control. 
If the SD-RNA data are adjusted to account for 28.4% stable r-RNA, then 
there is a 3.5% loss in pr.-r-MA and the other species differ 1,5% or 
lees from the control • These differences are well within the limits of 
experimental error. 
SYNCRNOUS CULTURES 
The step-down was the only condition which, when examined in a 
selection synchronized culture, did not produce a discrete step-like 
doubling in rate of RNA synthesis at the time of !A synthesis. 
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Table 8/1. Percentage Total Label in Various Gel Fractions 
Slices Content Control Step-down Change (C-SD) 
1 - 115 Total 100% 100% - 
5 - 17 Pre-r 15.9 17.3 	(12.4) 1.4 	(-3.5) 
18- 32 258 21.5 - 	(21.5) -21.5 	(0) 
36- 46 18-9 6.9 - 	(6.9) - 6.9 	(0) 
1 - 46 Ed- 34.6 48.6 	(34.8) 14.0 	(0.2) 
47- 101 sffd- 2 16.2 26.1 	(18.7) 9.9 	(1.5) 
102-112 4 & 5-S 4.1 6.2 	(4.4) 2.1 	(0.4) 
1 Hd-1A; refers to counts below the bases of the peaks and at least 
as large as the leading edge of the 18-S r-RNA peak in the 
control as described in Chapter 3. 
2 sIid-RNA: refers to counts intermediate in size between 18-S and 
Hd-RNA, on the one hand, and 5-S RNA on the other as described 
in Chapter 3. Numbers in () refer to a step-down culture cor-
rected for the 28.4% stable r-RNA accumulated in the control 
culture. 
Figure 8/5 
The rate at which 30-uridine is incorporated by selection 
synchronized cells stepped-dawn at various times during the cell 
cycle. Cells were labelled for 5 min with 5 Ci/ml 	1.S M.  
rate of incorporation, 	
2 cpni/m! cdre; 
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At various time during the cell cycle, samples from a election syn-
chronized culture in PB were stepped down. During the second 5 mm 
of step-down, these samples were pulsed with 5 pci/al 3 H_uridLne. The 
rate of incorporation increases linearly, but short plateaux occur 
appr oximately once per cell cycle, (Pig. 8/5). These plateaux do not, 
however, occur at the same time in each successive cycle: 0.95 in the 
first cycle, 1.61 in the second cycle, and 2.23 in the third. Such 
irregular spacing corresponds to no known cell cycle event. Similar 
data has, however, been obtained for the uptake and incorporation of 
14C-adenine and 14C-uracil by 8. poche following step-down (Mitchison, 
mpublisied). Furthermore, mA is synthesized at an extremely low 
level after step-down. A control culture of 3 x 1o6 cells/al incorpor-
ates 5 x 10 cpa when pulsed for 5 min with 1 pCi/mi 3H-uridine in the 
presence of 8.2 pM uridine. 	After step-down, on the other hand, a 
similar culture incorporates only 5 x 102  cpa in 5 min when labelled 
with 10 pCi/al in the presence of 0.03 pM uridine. 
DISCUSSION  
We now have some idea of the size distribution of the R)As made, 
but very little idea about their function. Until the functions of a 
major proportion of these RNs are known, the cell cycle data presented 
here will probably remain muntarprstab1e. From earlier work (Gross * 
Mitchison, 19621 Mitchison & Gross, 1965, Mitchison at a]., 1969) we 
know SD-RNA is rapidly turned over, hybridizes with a large part of the 
genoms, and has a base composition more akin to MA than to r- or t-RNA. 
It also has no appreciable amounts of any single RNA species, apart 
from 38-S ribosomal precursor, and it is made in much smaller quantities 
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than RMA in control cultures. One point of interest is that, although 
cells stop processing RNA after step-down, there is no appreciable ac-
cumulation of Hn-1A similar to that "on in mammalian cells • Taber 
and Vincent (1969) reported a similar accumulation of 38-8 fiNk in S. 
poe when they inhibited the processing of ribosomal 1A with cyolo-
heximids. They showed that this 38-S W(k is probably the primary 
transcription product of the ribosomal genes in this yeast. 
It is much more difficult to assess the extent of inhibition of 
synthesis of non-ribosomal gene products than it is to do the same for 
the ribosomal FWA. The reduction in the rate of RNA synthesis by 
several orders of magnitude indicates that many genes other than just 
the ribosomal ones are no longer transcribed after step-down. Further- 
more, when HeLa cells undergo a stepdown from growth medium to a balanced 
salt solution, they decrease their rates of precursor uptake into their 
amino acid and nucleotide pools and the rate of uridine posphorylation. 
At the same time, they increase their RNA polymerase activity (Bramwell 
& Uandeak.r, 1975). Thus, labelling experiments with step-down cells 
do not appear to yield results which are directly comparable with those 
from control cultures. 
Much more work needs to be done to properly characterize the types 
of 14A made after step-down. Even then, because of the massive per-
turbations the step-down procedure is likely to produce in cells, the 
results may have little importance to cell cycle events in normal culture.. 
This line of investigation was, therefore, abandonned in favour of the 
work presented in earlier Chapters. 
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GENERAL DISCUSSION 
In the previous Chapters I have presented data on the uptake and 
incorporation of 3R-uridine by Schizosaccharomyces poche in both log 
phase and in synchronous cultures. In each of these chapters I have 
discussed the relationships between the various results presented in 
that Chapter and tried to establish the pattern of the rate of RNA syn-
thesis under the conditions peculiar to that set of experiments. In 
doing so, I have attempted to account for sources of error or possible 
misinterpretation and have tried to explain contradictions between these 
results and those published by others. 
In this Chapter I, therefore, wish to correlate the data from all 
of the previous Chapters and to describe any general cell cycle patterns 
which merge. In doing so I shall discuss possible mechanism by which 
S. pe may control its rates of RNA synthesis and precursor uptake. 
CONTROL OF FGA SYNThESIS 
One of the coon correlations that rims throughout the experiments 
presented above in that RNA synthesis occurs at a rate proportional to 
the DNA content of the culture. This holds regardless of whether the 
rates of synthesis are measured with 1 or 19 min pulses of a-uridune 
or 3H-adenune. In those instances in which the rate of precursor in-
corporation did not parallel the DNA content of the culture, the data 
suggests that, due to changes in the specific activity of the precursor 
pools, the rate of incorporation did not accurately reflect the rate of 
4A synthesis. 
The correlation between DNA content and the rate of RNA synthesis 
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also appears to hold for a wide variety of other cell types. In 
several species of Bacillus., the rates of both r-RNA and t-RNA increase 
in proportion to DM content and these rate increases occur in both log 
phase cultures and in cultures of germinating spores (Donnellan at *1. 
1965; Dubnau et al, 1965). Bluegre.n algae maintain constant ratios 
of ribosomal and transfer RNAs to rt4A over a range of different growth 
rates (Mann & Carr, 1974). These reports from prokaryotes suggest that 
changes in the rates of ERA and RNA synthesis are linked. But they are 
all based upon the average ratios of RNA to tIA in log phase cultures. 
As such, they are indicative of a general P)AA/EtiA control. They do not, 
however, specify any control which regulates the rate of synthesis within 
one cell cycle. In moving from prokaryotes to protozoa, several early 
reports suggest that the rate of cytoplasmic PNA synthesis in Paramecium 
aura lie increases sharply at the beginning of macronuclear EVA synthesis 
(Woodward, Gelber & Swift, 1961; Kimball & Perdue, 1962). But the rate 
of synthesis in these cells appears to continue to increase exponentially 
until the end of the cell cycle so its exact relationship to DNA content 
remains unclear. 
In sea urchin embryos, on the other hand, there seems to be a 
direct relationship between the amount of DNA and the rate of RNA synthesis 
as shown by the work of von Ledebur-Villiger (1972). She measured the 
rat. of RNA synthesis in blastulas derived from parthenogenetically 
activated eggs and found it to be half the rate found in normal embryos 
from fertilized eggs. A variety of mammalian cell types also increase 
their rates of IMA synthesis in proportion to their MA content. 
Zetterb.rg and Killander (1965) demonstrated that MM accumulates con-
tinuously throughout the cell cycle of mouse fibroblasts. But the rate 
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of accumulation appear, to double about the middle of the S period. 
Direct measurement of the rate of r-RNA synthesis in piasmacytoma cells 
also shied a rapid increase during the S period, with relatively constant 
rates in both G and G2 (Eikhom, Abraham & Dowbn, 1975). In these 
cells as in many others which condense their chromosome during mitosis, 
the rate of synthesis decreased markedly during cell division (See 
Mitchison, 1971, p. 116 for 16 further references). In prokaryotes 
and simple eukaryotea, such as S. pombo, the chromosomes do not appear 
to condense, and the rate of RNA synthesis does not decreaae during 
division. 
In BeLa cells not only does the rate of total MM synthesis double 
at the time of 1IA synthesis (Pfeiffer I Toimach, 1968), but the rates 
of synthesis of a number of different RNA fractions do so as well 
(Pfeiffer, 1968). To explain his data Pfeiffer proposed that the rate 
of synthesis is regulated by the number of active cistrons available 
for replication. Under constant culture conditions the number of such 
genes should double during the S period. Furthermore, major changes 
in the growth rate would then simply involve changes in the number of 
genes which are active. Thu* ,the condensation of chromosomes during 
mitosis noted above would be considered to be a temporary deactivation 
of the entire gen. 
Such a gene dosage control of the rate of transcription was first 
proposed for S. poube based upon the observations of stable RNA synthesis 
presented in Chapter 4 (Wain & Staatz, 1973), and this suggestion has 
been supported by data in the later Chapters of this thesis • In 
selection synchronized cultures, the rates of both stable- and rapidly 
Labelled 1*A synthesis double within about 0.1 of a cell cycle after the 
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time of cell division (Figs. 4/1, 7/7). And as cells adapt to growth 
in 1-PE, the rate of MA synthesis starts to increase only when t*TA syn-
thesis begins to recover (Fig. 7/2, 7/6). In these experiments other 
culture parameters, such as rate of precursor uptake and number of cells/ 
ml, do not consistently change their patterns in parallel with such 
changes in EM content as does the rats of I4A synthesis. They there-
fore are less likely to be the basis for the control of the rate of 
1A synthesis. 
On the other hand, when log phase cultures are treated with MB, 
the rats of RNA synthesis becomes constant anywhere from 20 to 120 mm 
after IA synthesis is inhibited (Pigs. 6/1 & 6/2). The length and 
variability of this delay suggest that the rats of RNA synthesis may 
become constant because of a general decrease in the rats of growth, 
rather than as the result of a gene dosage control • But the inhibition 
of DNA synthesis by AdR can also take anywhere up to 120 min to be in-
hibited. And this inhibition is thought to involve alterations of the 
nucleoside triphosphate pools (Reichard at al., 1960). Alterations in 
the rate of RNA synthesis might also be affected by these pool changes, 
as suggested in Figure 6/1. For this reason, MR may not be the best 
inhibitor to use in studying alterations in the rate of BHA synthesis 
in log phase cultures • A compound which reacts more directly might 
give a more clear cut answer. 
Recently a study of the rates of synthesis of polyadenylated 
messenger PNA and ribosomal RNA during the cell cycle has been carried 
out in S. po. by Fraser and Moreno (1976). They found that the rates 
of symth.sis of both of these 101A species double during the S period. 
They then went on to show that when 1IA synthesis is inhibited in log 
phase cultures by adding hydroxyurea, the rate of total 101A synthesis 
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becomes constant about 20 min later. They concluded that ribosomal 
and messenger R)Aa are synthesized at rates proportional to the number 
of genes available for transcription. 
The transcription of sea urchin chromatin in vitro occurs at a 
much higher rate on template material which 1s capable of Z1A synthesis 
than on material in which X*A synthesis has been inhibited before iso-
lation (Flickinger & Humphrey., 1974). This suggests that gene acti-
vation is squally as important as IA content for controlling the rate 
of PNA synthesis. The importance of gene activation in also illustrated 
by the autoradiographic studies of nucleolar formation in Drosophila 
carried out by Xrider and Plant (1972). They demonstrated that regard-
less of the number of nucleolar organizers present in a cell, only two 
were ever active at any one time • Further-ore, if a cell only possessed 
one organizing centre it still made about as much r-MM as normal cells 
with two centres • Their conclusions mirror those of Pfeiffer (1968) 
above: r-RNA synthesis is controlled at two separate levels. An on-off 
control sets the general level of synthesis by activating the required 
gene., while a modulator adjusts the rate of synthesis at that level. 
If such a two tier control regulates the rate of RNA synthesis, 
then the modulatory control appears to act by gene dosage in S. poe. 
The gene activation control might then be affected by such things as 
nutrient supply, hormones, c-AMP and at least some inhibitors. The 
activities of such agents would then be expected to alter the amounts or 
types of gene product synthesized. But unless they completely inhibited 
synthesis, they should not alter the overall pattern of rate changes in 
relation to changes in the DNA content. Evidence for gene activation 
control of RNA synthesis in S. poste comes from several sources. First, 
when spores are first suspended in nutrient medium, they begin to make 
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protein and IA almost idiate1y, although DNA synthesis only starts 
after 2.5 hr of incubation (Padilla, Creanor & Fraser, 1974). And 
second, the synthesis of FWA in log phase cultures can be stimulated in 
glucose-starved cells by the addition of c-AMP to the medium (Foury & 
Goffeau, 1973, 1975). This stimulation appears to be independent of a 
similar, but greater, simultaneous stimulation of the rate of uridine 
uptake. But the type of RNA synthesized and the cell, cycle patterns 
have yet to be examined, so it is not known whether the normal rate pat-
tern is altered by c-AMP. 
The general sensitivity of the on-off component of the control of 
JA synthesis to compounds such as c-AMP and hormones which act at the 
cell membrane suggests that at least one component of this control in 
either located in or closely associated with this membrane. Certainly, 
the hydrophobic inhibitor, 1-PE, does not appear to alter the relation-
ship between DNA content and the rate of RNA synthesis, although it 
clearly alters the time of LtA synthesis within the cell cycle (Pig. 7/7). 
Plagemann (1968,a) also suggested that 2-PE acts on a regulatory site in 
mammalian cells, since 2-PE treated log phase cultures behaved Like un-
treated cultures entering stationary phase. In fission yeast, more 
work appears to be needed on the exact nature and location of this part 
of the overall control of IA synthesis. But from what information 
there is available, it appears to be a part of larger control of the 
general level of metabolism. 
WNTROL OF PRECURSOR UP'ThXE 
In the previous Chapters, the rate of precursor uptake by R. 2o. 
has often, but not always paralleled the rate of its incorporation. 
Under the relatively constant conditions in log phase and in selection 
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synchronized culture., the uptake increases in rate at the same time as, 
or shortly after the incorporation rate increases (Figs. 3/17, 4/4 & 4/5). 
Only when inhibitors were used to alter the size of the intracellular 
pool of precursors did this relationship break down. With the addition 
of AdR, the pool expanded (Pigs. 5/1 & 6/1), while with 1-PS it con-
tracted (Fig. 7/5). Thus, models for the control of precursor uptake 
rate must be able to account for both partial linkage to, and partial 
independence frce the rate of incorporation. 
In synchronous cultures of E. coli Sir the rate of potassium uptake 
doubles sharply once per cell cycle (Kubitechek, Freedean & Silver, 1971). 
The tim. of this rate doubling depends upon the degree to which the cells 
have been perturbed during synchronization. In relitively undisturbed 
cultures the rate doubles at the time of cell division. In more per-
turbed cultures they double in the second half of the cell cycle, but be-
fore division. Superficially, the rate of 35-uridine uptake by S. pombe 
behaves similarly. In selection synchronized cultures, uridine uptake 
doubles just after cell division (Fig. 4/4). But if selection syn-
chronized cultures are perturbed either by the presence of 1-PS (Fig. 7/7) 
or by a pulse treatment of AdR (Fig. 5/1) the rate of uridine uptake 
dottles in the second half of the cell cycle. Kubitechek et al., (1971) 
advanced three possible explanations for their results: 
assuming that only active uptake ,it.s are made, the number 
of uptake sites may double at a given point in the cell, cycle; 
new uptake sites may be made continuously throughout the cell 
cycle but remain inactive until they are switched on at a 
given point in the cycle; 
active uptake .it.s may be synthesized throughout the cell 
cycle and their activity then regulated by a feed-back mechanism. 
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In all three of those models the trigger for the increase in the nuther 
of fully active sites must be d.tssociabls from eel], division. But 
only the third model specifies the nature of the trigger, and in doing 
so it requires an extra control system which must itself change abruptly 
during the cycle. 
Changes in the rate of 3H-uridine uptake during the cell cycle of 
S.yoube might also be explained in terms of one of these models. But 
each model has distinctive and testable features which should allow us 
to choose between them. For example, the third model states that the 
activities of the individual uptake sites vary continuously during the 
cell cycle. In Chinese hamster ovary (CEO) cells synchronized by iso-
leucina deprivation Hopwood, Dewey and Hejny (1975) demonstrated a 
maximum in the rate of thymidine uptake during the period of 114A synthesis. 
As the third model predicts, the rate increase that provides this maximum 
appears to be due to increases in both the number of functional uptake 
cites and the activity of individual sites. But this pattern is not 
universally observed. When Sander and Pardee (1972) examined the rates 
of uptake of thymidine, -aminobutyric acid (AIB) and uridine in CR0 cells 
synchronized by mitotic wash off, they found that increases in the rates 
of uptake did not involve changes in the K of any of the transport 
reactions. Thus, in the.e latter cultures the activities of individual 
permsaae molecules apparently rail-n constant and the increases in 
are produced by increasing the number of active molecules. In Novikoff 
rat hepatoma cells, increases in the rates of uptake of uridine, thymi-
dine, hypoxanthine, choline and 2-deoxyg].ucose were also shown to occur 
without changes in the K's of the respective transport reactions 
(Plageaann at al., 1975). And similar results have been obtained from 
S. pothe by Foury and Goffeau (1975). When they examined c-AMP stimulated 
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increases in the rates of uptake of 6 amino acids, 3 nucleosides in-
cliiM-ng uridine, AID, sucrose and 2-deozy-D-glucose, they found that 
the K of each uptake reaction remained unchanged from the control 
level. Their work effectively eliminate, the third model of Kubitachak 
et al. (1971) as a likely method by which S. poe controls its rates of 
active metabolite uptake. 
In theory, it should be relatively simple to distinguish between 
the induction or derepression of existing uptake sites, as proposed in 
the second model, and the synthesis of fully active, new sites, as in the 
first model. All that is necessary is to correlate the amount of per-
mane protein in cells at different stages of the cell cycle with the 
rates of uptake at the same stages of the cycle. In practice, the task 
may prove very difficult. The fraction of protein involved directly in 
permease activity in most cells is likely to be minute, and thus all but 
impossible to detect. However, in a variety of cells which make 
measurable quantities of single enzyme proteins, changes in enzyme act-
ivities are reflected by comparable changes in the amounts of enzyme 
proteins (Harland, Jackson & Yeoman, 1973; McCullough & John, 1972; 
Watson, 1970). Furthermore, in several types of "'lian cells, cyclo-
h.ximide appears to rapidly inhibit increases in the rate of metabolite 
uptake (Sander & Pardee, 1972). And in suspension cultures of Novikoff 
rat hepatoma cells, Plagemann at a]. (1975) demonstrated that maintenance 
of existing uptake activity is sensitive to inhibitors of either RNA or 
protein synthesis. They interpreted their results as an indication 
that transport sites in theee cells are continually turning over • Thus, 
more by analogy than by direct evidence, it appears that increased rates 
of uptake may, indeed, reflect synthesis of peraae molecules. But 
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supporting evidence for this being the case in actively metabolizing 
fission yeast has yet to be obtained. 
As mentioned above, only the third poasibie model of Kubitschek at 
al. (1971) specifies a control element which would trigger the rapid in-
crease in uptake activity. In discussing the step-like increase, in 
the rates of uptake of several amino acids, Carter and Halvorson (1973.a) 
point out that increases in cell volume, cell mass and the total cellular 
content of RNA are unlikely to supply the basis for regulation of such 
periodic events since they all increase continuously throughout the cell 
cycle of budding yeast (Gorman, Tauro, Laherg. S Halvorson, 1964; 
)tttchiscm, 1958; Scopes a Williamson, 1964). Carter and Halvorson 
(1973,&) suggest that the discontinuous increases in uptake activity 
are analogous to those of step enzymes, some 30 of which they previously 
described in budding yeast (Halvorscn, Carter & Tauro, 1971). Differ-
ences in the timing between steps in the rates of uptake of different 
amino acids would then be attributed to differences in the time of repli-
cation of the various p.rmeaae genes during the S period (Gorman et al. 
1964). 
A second possible method of controlling uptake rates could be 
through their energy supply. The energy for active transport reactions 
can be supplied directly from high energy compounds like ATP, as is the 
amino acid transport in frog oocytae (Merriam S Pollack, 1969). But 
it can also be supplied by harnessing the free energy of an electro-
chemical gradient of some other ion or molecule (Stein, 1967). The 
gradient of this second species would itself, however, have to be main-
tained by an energy producing reaction. Such energy coupling appears 
to supply the energy requirements for the transport of many amino acids 
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by the budding yeast, Saccharomyces car labergens is (Eddy & Nowacki, 
1971). They found that in cells treated with antisycin and 2-deoxy-
glucose to inhibit energy metabolism, the uptake of amino acids was 
coupled to the uptake of hydrogen ions and the concomitant loss of 
potassium ions. The stimulation, by cyclohextmide, of uridine uptake 
in metabolically starved cultures of S. poe and of S. cereviaiae 
(Pouzy & Goffesu, 1973) suggests that the energy for this transport 
reaction may also be derived only indirectly from A. And further 
experiments with c-AMP and the Aase inhibitor, Dio-9, suggest that 
active uridine transport is coupled to proton transport (Foury & Goffeau, 
1975). Edmunds and Cirillo (1974) suggest that fluctuations in such 
coupled electrochemical gradients could produce not only cell cycle 
fluctuations, but may be involved in the generation of ultraradian and 
circadian cycles as well. 
By far the most commonly described form of control over metabolic 
processes found in the literature is a negative feedback loop. Such  
feedback controls have been proposed as parts of models for gene regula-
tion in both prokaryotes (Jacob & Monod, 1961) and in eukaryotes (Britten 
• Cohen, 1969) and deinstrated for a number of enzyme activities. 
A well-known, analogous mechanical-hydrodynamic 
system has been in use for some considerable time (Ea.rington, 1596). 
There is no a priori reason why permeases and kinases should not also 
be regulated by feedback. Indeed, feedback controls have been implicated 
in the regulation of the rates of valine uptake by sea urchin embryos 
(Mitchison a Cummins, 1966) and of several other amino acids by budding 
yeast (Carter & Halvorson, 1973,a; Crabeel a Grenson, 1970). The up-
take and phosphorylation of thymidine by Tetrahymena (Stone at .1., 1965) 
and by nounst L cells (ideme, 1969) have also been shown to be inhibited 
by feedback from the 'i'rP pools at the end of 13t(A synthesis. In syn- 
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chronous cultures of thiorella fusca the rate of uracil uptake closely 
follows its rate of use for either FM synthesis or for energy 
(Xnutaen, 1972), which suggests that a similar control may be in 
operation there • In a study involving a number of uracil and uridine 
uptake deficient mutants of S. cerevisias, Greneon (1969) demonstrated 
that when the use of either metabolite was decreased, the rate of uptake 
was tttmfnished by feedback inhibition of internal pyrimidines on the 
appropriate p.rTaeas.. Cummins and Mitchison (1967) demonstrated that 
adenine uptake by this organism was at least partially regulated by the 
accumulation of the precursor and its metabolites in the soluble pool. 
This feedback control is reflected in the timing of the step-like 
doubling in the rate of 3H-adenine uptake in selection synchronized 
cultures (Fig. 4/5). The mid-point of the increase in the rate of ads-
nine uptake occurs about 0.1 of a cell cycle after that of adenine in- 
corporation. The rate of 3H-uridine uptake also doubles sharply 0.1 
of a cell cycle after its corresponding rate of incorporation doubles 
(Fig. 4/4). This similarity suggests that both of these uptake rates 
may be under similar types of control • The rates of 3H-uridine uptake 
and incorporation in selection synchronized cultures of PB grown cells 
also double sharply at a point in the cell cycle. In these cultures, 
however, the difference between the mid-points of the rate doublings is 
0.2 cell cycle. In both PE-treated and untreated selection synchronized 
cultures the rate of 3R-uridine pool filling per cell, increases and de-
creases in a cyclic manner (Figs. 7f7 & 4/4). The minimum rate of 
filling occurs between the time the rate of incorporation starts to 
double and when the uptake rate begins to increase. 
By taking the above rate changes into account a feedback model for 
Figure '2 
Feed-back control model for the control of the rate of 
uridine uptake (a) rates/ml culture; (u) uptake; (P) Pool 
filling, (i) incorporation; (b) rate of soluble pool filling! 
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the control of uridine uptake can be constructed (Fig. 9/1) which is 
analogous to that proposed for the control of adenine uptake in S. po. 
(Cummins & Mitchison, 1967). The timing of the various events in this 
model are the same as that in selection synchronized cultures of non-
treated cells (Figs. 4/4 a 4/10). The rates of RNA synthesis and 
uridine uptake, therefore, double at 1.04 and 1.15 respectively, while 
cells divide at 1.0 and 2.0 cell cycle. As in the adenine model men-
tioned earlier, the link between changes in the rates of uridine uptake 
and incorporation appears to be at least one component of the soluble 
uridine pool. When the rate of incorporation increases, the cellular 
rate of pool filling decreases and the amount of uridine in the pool de-
creases • At a critical level the reduced content of the pool triggers 
a compensatory increase in the rate of uridine utpake. The model pre-
dicts that the rate of pool filling per cell should remain constant ex-
cept from the time the rate of incorporation begins to double in rate 
until uptake has completely doubled in rate. During this interval the 
cellular rate of pool filling should decrease in two steps of 0.4 and 
0.6 cell cycle respectively. In practice (Fig. 4/4d) this rate does 
decrease at the same time as the rate of incorporation begins to increase, 
but scatter in the experimental data is too great to establish the de-
tails of the pattern of decrease • The cellular rate of uridine pool 
filling does decrease in two steps in selection synchronized cultures 
of PE-grown cells (Fig. 7/6). The slow decreases and increases in the 
cellular rates of pool filling are most likely caused by the asynchrony 
of the cultures • But they may represent a part of the real control 
system not accounted for by the model system. 
Data obtained from log phase cultures to which PE was added supports 
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this feedback model. When the drug is added to the culture it causes 
a very marked decrease in the rate of uridine uptake for the first 1-1.5 
hr of treatment. The cellular rate of pool filling and the rats of in-
corporation also decrease initially although the rate of incorporation 
becomes constant after about 40 min of treatment. The rate of pool 
filling per cell and presumably the 3B-uridine content of the pool reach 
their minima about 40 min after the rate of incorporation becomes con-
stant. The rate of 3R-uxidunus uptake thin begins to increase more or 
less exponentially. The cellular rate of pool filling, on the other 
hand, increases for about an hour and then remains constant for the re-
mainder of the experiment. 
The results from the AdR treated cultures also generally agree with 
the model. The rate of 3B-uridine incorporation increases after the in-
hibitor has been removed. This causes a decrease in the cellular rate 
of uridine pool filling, which in turn stimulates the rate of undue up- 
take to increase • The AdR results do, however, differ from the predicted 
response in several ways. During the third hour of treatment, the 
cellular rate of undue pool filling increases and during the synchronous 
cell divisions after AdR removal this rate decreases again. As discussed 
in Chapter 6, these changes appear to be produced by the AdR treatment 
but they imply that either the sire of the undue pool or its steady 
state rate of filling can be regulated independently of the feedback 
control. But if either this feedback control or any other control reg -
ulates the rate of undue uptake in S. 	the system must still 
allow for some regulation from other sources • For example, c-AMP has 
a demonstrated stimulatory effect on the rate of uridine uptake in both 
fission yeast and in budding yeast (Foury a Goffeau, 1973). The rate of 
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uridine uptake in S. pce is also stimulated to increase by the presence 
of AdR in the culture medium (Figs. 5/1 & 6/1). This latter increase 
continues after the rate of uridine incorporation has become relatively 
constant. Similar increases in the rates of JA precursor uptake can 
be induced in a variety of cell types (e.g. Hutchison & Porter, 1972) 
but in many instances they may be caused by a concomitant stimulation of 
RNA synthesis (e.g. Luck & Hamilton, 1972). In AdR treated cultures of 
S. pou±e, after the first cell division following the removal of the 
inhibitor, the cells also decrease their rates of uridine uptake at a 
time when the rate of uridine use is increasing exponentially (Figs. 5/1 
& 6/1). Membrane affective agents such as phenylethanol in S. poche and 
many other organisms (See Chapter 7) and certain colicins in bacteria 
(Luria, 1975) can also produce marked decreases in the rates of uptake 
of many coinpounde. Decreases in the overall rate of cell growth as 
caused by step-down (Fig. 8/2 , also see: Bramwell & Randmaker, 1975) 
and other forms of nutrient depletion (e.g. Lien & Knutsen, 1973) are 
also known to decrease the rates of metabolite uptake. Thus, by analogy 
with the two-level model of the control of PNA synthesis (Xrider & 
Plant, 1972; Pfeiffer, 1968) cells probably have one mechanism which 
sets the overall level of uptake. A second one then modulates the 
pattern of uptake at that level. If such a bi- or multi-level control 
does indeed regulate the rate of uridine uptake in S. po!rbe, then I have 
only been examining the modulating control level • The existence and 
nature of any higher level controls might be the topic of further in-
vestigations. 
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EFFECTS OF GRADIENT SELTIC1 
Up to this point I have been discussing situations in which the 
rates of 35-uridine uptake and incorporation have been relatively un-
perturbed. I would now like to consider instances in which either one 
or both of these rates appears to be disturbed. 
There has been a growing body of evidence from many laboratories 
that the different methods of synchronization produce different cell 
cycle patterns in the same or similar types of cells • For example, if 
CHO cells are treated with hydroxyurea they are prevented from ini-
tiation of lilA synthesis, but if they are treated with a high concent-
ration of thymidine many cells make a portion of their lilA before being 
arrested (Meyn at *1., 1973). And in the ciliate, Tetrahymena, temper-
ature shocks, hypoxia and deprivation of nutrients all cause rapid and 
reversible inhibition of the initiation of protein synthesis (Klemperer 
a Rose, 1974). The selection procedure of Wolfe (1973,a,b), on the 
other hand, does not appear to cause such change.. 
In work on S. pombe, the gradient selection procedure of Mitchison 
and Vincent (1965) has been used extensively to provide synchronous 
culture. • In this method cells are subjected to a temperature shift 
from 32° to about 22-250, accompanied by manifold concentration. These 
are followed by the dual stresses of centrifugation and increasing os-
motic pressure as they move down the sucrose gradient. And finally, 
they are suddenly returned to 32° upon dilution in fresh medium. It 
might be expected that such treatment would perturb cellular metabolism 
in some way, since at least in a more severe fore each of these treat-
ments can do so individually. In his thesis, Polanshek (1973) was able 
to synchronize log phase cultures of S. pce by shifting them from 320 
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to 41° for 15-30 min and then returning them to 32°. But perturb-
ations of csll growth have also been shown to occur when cells .xper-
janee telperature shifts much Closer to the range of those experienced 
during the gradient synchronizing procedure. The original heat shock 
technique for synchronizing T.traymena involved a series of shifts 
between 28° or 29.5° and 330 (Scherbaum S Zeuthen, 1954). And recently 
Nurse (1975) demonstrated that if strain 971 of S. 	is shifted 
from growth at 250  to 35°, the length of cells undergoing division in-
creases significantly. The increase in cell size involved parallel 
increases in the RNA and protein content of the cells • In several 
papers Harvey (1932, 1936) demonstrated the ability of centrifugation 
to differentially sediment suboellular fractions within the cytoplasm 
of sea urchin eggs. Upon prolonged or more vigorous centrifugation 
parts of the cytoplasm can actually be pulled from the main body of the 
cell. But at the much lower levels of force used in the gradient 
selection method the actual centrifugation appears to have very little 
effect (Mitchison, per. • cam.). The effects of concentration and re- 
suspension can be considered to be at least partially linked, since upon 
concentration cells may find themselves running out of a particular 
nutrient which is resupplied to them upon resuspension. Nutrient 
starvation followed by refeadung has been used to synchronize a variety 
of cell types (Tch.y & Chrissman, 19721 Rudnick a Cameron, 1972). A 
single burst of synchronous cell division can also be produced by r.-
inoculating late log phase S. p.be (Mitchison a Creanor, 1971,a). To 
produce such a synchronous division, however, how close cells are to 
stationary phase appears to be critical. But sme disturbance of meta-
bolism may still occur after even short periods of metabolite limitation. 
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Finally, Duifue & Mitchell (1970) demonstrated the disturbing effects 
that high osmotic pressure can have on S. posibe. They found that 
cells grown in 1 14 glucose or sothitol had longer generation tiia than 
calls in ordinary E14142. The increase appeared to be caused by an ex-
tension of the G phase with little alteration to the other phases of 
the cycle. After centrifugation, cells undergoing gradient selection 
are removed from the middle region of the sucrose gradient where they 
were suspended in 0.7-0.9 14 sucrose. 
Whether or not any one of the above possible perturbations of 
cellular metabolism occurs, there is a visible gradient centrifugation 
effect oz nucleic acid metabolism. If, after cells are separated on a 
gradient, the gradient is thoroughly mixed before cells are reinoculated, 
the rates of both uptake and incorporation of 311-ad.nine are depressed 
for about 30 rain after reinoculation (Fraser & Moreno, 1976). A 
similar effect can also be seen in the rates of uptake and incorporation 
of 3ff-uridine in the first ce.. cycle of synchronous cultures (Figs. 4/1 
& 4/4). In each of theee oases the rate increases more rapidly before 
the first cell division than between the first and the second divisions. 
The effect is even more marked in the rate of 311-adenine incorporation 
in synchronous cultures (Fig. 4/1). This rate appears to increase al-
most exponentially until the and of the first synchronous division. The 
rates of uptake and incorporation, thus, appear to increase their syn-
chrony as they pass from the first to the second cell cycle after syn-
chronization. During the same time, however, the cell number curve and 
the CPI are losing their synchrony. The adenine incorporation pattern 
for the first cell cycle in Fig. 4/1 is very similar to that for rates of 
14C-incorporation in synchronous cultures given by Mitchison at al (1969). 
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These authors used the pattern as support for conclusions drawn from 
autoradiographic evidence that the rats of I4A synthesis increased cx-
ponentially during the cell cycle. If their sampling had been con-
tinued during the second cell cycle, however, they most likely would 
have found a different pattern. 
Perhaps the clearest evidence that the selection technique per-
turbs uridine metabolism comes from its use in conjunction with A1. 
In a selection synchronized culture treated with AdR, the cellular rate 
of 3H-uridine pool filling increases for the first 80 min of treatment 
and then becomes constant (Fig. 5/1). In log phase cultures, the add-
ition of A. does not markedly alter the rate from the untreated control 
value (Fig. 6/1). Later changes in the rate of pool filling per cell 
are very similar in both types of AdR treated cultures. The selection 
procedure thus appears to produce an expansion of the uridine pool during 
the first 80 sin following resuspension. 
A third poesibl.e set of side-effects of the gradient selection pro-
cedure can be seen in synchronized cultures of cells grown in PE. The 
rates of 3H-uridine uptake and incorporation in these cultures decreases 
sharply just before the first synchronous division (Fig. 7/6). About 
the same time in the sales taken to count cell plates there is an in-
crease in the number of cells which have a much higher refractive index 
than normal cells • Thus, in dark field illumination they appear very 
bright compared to the rest of the cultUre • Such highly refractive 
cells are thought to be dead (Crsanor, pers • coa.) • The percentage 
of such "dead" cells rose to 4.5% just before the first division, then 
decreased slowly to 2% 3 hr later. From the coincidence of timing the 
decreases in the rates appear to be caused by a decrease in the number 
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of metabolizing cells. Certainly, under the microscope PE treated 
cells do not lock healthy. They have bulbous ends and many of th 
are either bent or branched. It is quite possible that the aids- 
effects of the synchronizing procedure could be fatal to such "unhappy 
cells. 
Prom the above considerations it appears likely that the gradient 
selection technique of Nitchison and Vincent (1965) disturbs the normal 
patterns of RNA precursor uptake and incorporation in S. poWbe. This 
disturbance taken the form of a temporary depression of the rates of 
uptake and incorporation following resuspension from the gradient. The 
method also seem to decrease the viability of cells already stressed 
by being maintained in 1-PE-containing medium. And if, upon resus-
pension, cells are treated with AdR, the combined action of this corn-
pound and the synchronizing technique appear to cause an expansion of 
the cellular uridine pool. Because these alterations are produced in 
one small part of total cellular metabolism, disturbances in other parts 
may also be expected. Therefore, where possible in the work reported 
above, patterns of change were followed for at least two cell cycles 
after selection synchronization. In the second cycle temporary per-
turbations, such as those in adenine uptake and incorporation (Fraser 
a Moreno, 1975), should no longer affect the observed patterns. However, 
long range perturbations cannot be ruled out. 
C1.T. DIVISION AND CHM(ZS IN THE PHYSIOLOGICAL STATH 
When S. p9mbe is recovering from an imposed physiological stress, 
cell division often appears to play an important role in the recovery 
process • For example, cells do not appear to recover from the gradient 
selection procedure until the onset of the first synchronous division. 
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This is true for the rates of RNA synthesis and precursor uptake in 
both AdR treated and in untreated synchronous cultures (Figs. 4/4, 4/5 
a 5/1). Furthermore, cultures recovering from MR treatment are 
suddenly "locked in" to an apparently normal relationship between the 
timing of DNA synthesis and cell division only after the first induced 
round of synchronous cell division (Pigs. 5/1 a 6/1). Similarly, if 
a culture of PE-grown cells is selection synchronized and then resus-
pended in fresh minimal medium without 1-PE the first synchronous cell 
division occurs after 3.5  hr, but the second after only 2.5  hr (Staatz, 
unpubl.). Thus, although culture conditions permit a 2 to 2.5  hr 
generation tins, the cells apparently need to divide before they can 
adjust their growth rates. A cell size control such as proposed by 
Nurse (1975) seem unlikely to explain these changes in growth rates 
since 1-FE does not appear to affect cell size • But since the size 
estimates were made subjectively while counting cell plates, a change 
in size at division cannot be ruled out. However, Rostock (1968) re-
ports that 2-FE also does not seem to alter the size at which S. pçthe 
divides • The cells which exhibited this prolonged generation time 
were the small cells of a log phase population and must have entered G 1 
in the presence of 1-FE just before being selected off the gradient. 
These results suggest that either at cell, division or shortly thereafter, 
early in C1, S. pombe may set the level of its overall rate of growth 
for the coming cell cycle. If circumstances change during that cycle 
it would modulate its growth and metabolism about the set level. But 
it would have to wait until the next cell division to alter the basic 
metabolic level. As such, the control would be analogous to the two 
level control of nucleolar transcription advanced by )rider and Plant 
(1972). Many types of —.-.1ian cells also appear to collect or be 
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delayed in a when subjected to stress (Froelich & Ratha.]er, 1974, 
Gautadi.t, Schindler & UUrnL, 1971; ?chsy & thriasman, 1972). Term-
inal differentiation of mammary opithelial cells also appears to 
occur only when several hormones act together on cells in mid-G 1 
(Vond.rhaar & Topper, 1974). It also appears that upon depleting 
the medium of any one of a wide range of nutrients, budding yeast enter 
stationary phase in early C1 (Pringle, pare • comm.). Furth.mre, the 
a mating factor in this yeast also arrests cells of the a mating type 
at the same point in the cell cycle (BUdUng-Thzota, Duntse, Hartwell & 
Ilanney, 1973). From the.e results and those from several cell cycle 
mutants, Hartwell, Culotti, Pringle and Reid (1974) have proposed that 
early in the cycle there is a point at which the cell must commit it-
self to a further division cycle or to differentiate. They call this 
commitment point "start" • Once the cell has passed through "start" 
it is unable to altar its developmental commitment until it divides. 
The above results from S. 	support the possibility that the fission 
yeast cell cycle also contains such a "start" region. Further support 
came from studies with the inhibitors of MA synthesis, mitocycin C 
and hydroxyurea. When tJA synthesis and cell division are inhibited 
in synchronous cultures, step like increases in enzyme activity continue 
to occur as they do in the untreated control cultures (Robinson, 1972). 
Thus, once the cell.s go through "start" their metabolic patterns may 
remain set until altered. Bostod (1968) examined the effect of cells 
entering stationary phase due to phosphate depletion. He found that 
upon exhausting the phosphate supply in the medium, B)SIl, S. powbe 
entered stationary phase in C1 , as would be consistent with the "start" 
hypothesis. But, if cultures were allowed to enter stationary phase 
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in the phosphate rich medium, EMM2, they remained in C 2 . Thus, the 
G1 block does not seem to be as absolute in fission yeast as it 
appears to be in budding yeast. It would be interesting to examine 
the effects on S. pe of limitation of other major metabolites, such 
as nitrogen and caon. Along this line, preliminary experiments 
suggest that in sulphate limited growth S. poe enters stationary 
phase as C1 cells (Wain, pars. comm.). Since cells store both phos-
phate and sulphate there may be a correlation between the presence of 
metabolite storage pools and the ability to stop in C 1 . 
From the above considorationA, I have concluded that curing undisturbed growth 
the rat, of RNA synthesis in j. Dombe appears to be under gene dosage control 
and that the rate of uridine uptake is controlled by feedback from the internal 
undue pool. However, much of the evidence was obtained when steady growth 
was disturbed by either AdR or 1-PI, which drugs were also found to have other 
effects. Therefore the evidence cannot be conclusive. The same control systems 
may continue to operate but the data presented in this thesis do not allow us to 
determine whether or not they do so. A. cells adapt to these inhibitors, sets 
of genes may be switched off or on independently of changes in gene number. 
One method of er*4ning the problem would be to compare the specific activities 
of various type. of RNA labelled under a given not of conditions • Differences 
In such specific activities would indicate gene dosag..4ndp.ndent regulation. 
Changes in the sise and specific activity of the 3H-unidine pool could also be 
directly measured end correlated with changes in rate of incorporation, especially 
during treatment with inhibitors. Another method would be a genetic approach, 
using mutants with lesions in the regulation of RIA synthesis may likewise provide 
information about how often cells rely solely upon gene dosage regulation of the 
rate of Rili synthesis. 
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SUMMARY 
The uptake and incorporation of 3R-uridine by the fission yeast, 
Schiaosaccharpyces p. has been examined under a variety of condi-
tions in both bc phase and in synchronous culture.. 
The active uptake of uridine appears to occur by a single step 
reaction with a Km of about 3 • 15 x 10 -5 N at moderate precursor oonc.nt-
ration. • If the concentration of uridins in the medium exceeds 
approximately 2 mm, the kinetics of uptake change markedly and uridine 
entry into the cell seems to be chiefly by diffusion. The intracellular 
uridine pool is not expandable, and the rate of uptake does not appear 
to limit the rate at which 35-uridin. is incorporated into RNA. In 
synchronous cultures, the rate of uridine uptake parallels the rate of 
incorporation, but changes in the uptake rate occur approximately 0 • 1 
of a cell cycle after those of the incorporation rate. The specific 
activity of the 3ff-uridin. pool in these cultures remains relatively 
constant. Inhibitors which altar the relationship between the rates 
of uptake and RNA synthesis have been shown to alter the alae of the 
uridine pool. 
The incorporation of 3H-uridine into the acid-precipitable fraction 
of the calls has been used to measure RNA synthesis in both synchronous 
and log phase culture.. The relationship between pulse length and the 
distribution of 3fl-uridine label in the various species of RNA was 
examined by gel electrophoresis. After 1 min of labelling all the 
radioactivity is in the ribosomal precursor-, heterodiepers.- and 4-5 S 
A fractions, whereas following pulses of 10 sin or longer the label 
is distributed in essentially the same pattern as during steady state 
labelling. 
177. 
In synchronous cultures the rate of RNA synthesis doubles at 
the time of E!1A synthesis. When cultures are treated with the in-
hibitors of DLIA synthesis, 2 '-deoxyadenosine and 1-enylathano1, 
they go through a period of adjustment during which the rats of RNA 
synthesis no longer appears to proceed at a rate directly proportional 
to the EQ content of the cell • Once the cells have adjusted to the 
inhibitors, how.ver, the relationship between DM and FM synthesis 
is re-established. 
A step down in culture conditions was used in an atta?t to 
identify a nonriboaome.1 species of PNA which might be preferentially 
labelled. Under such conditions the various species of RNA appear 
to be transcribed in approximately the same proportions as in control 
cultures. However, the total rate of synthesis is depressed and the 
Processing of ribosomal precursor RNA is inhibited. 
The results are discussed and raechanisme by which the cells may 
control their rates of RNA synthesis and uridine uptake are considered. 
Some possible perturbing affects the gradient selection procedure might 
have upon the cell cycle ,and the role of cell division or a 0 in the 
recovery from such perturbations ,are contemplated. 
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RATES OF SYNTHESIS OF RIBOSOMAL. PROTEIN AND TOTAL 
RIBONUCLEIC ACID THROUGH THE CELL CYCLE OF THE FISSION 
YEAST SCHJZOSACCHAROMyCES POMBE 
W. H. WAIN' and W. D. STAATZ 
Department of Zoology, University of Edinburgh, Edinburgh EH9 3JT, Scotland 
SUMMARY 
The rates of synthesis of ribosomal proteins through the cell cycle of the fission yeast Sc/,fzo-
saccharornyces pomnbe have been examined by spec. act, estimations of isolated 80S ribosomes 
pulse-labelled with 35S-sulphate. The spec. act, have minimum values at the beginning (0.0) and 
maxima between 0.6 and 0.9 of the cell cycle. This pattern in spec. act. is also shown by isolated 
80S ribosomes pulse-labelled with 3 14-uridine during synchronous cultures and is in marked 
contrast to the small, random variations in the spec. act. of isolated 80S ribosomes from control, 
asynchronous cultures pulse-labelled with 35S-sulphate or 3H-uridine. 
A detailed examination of the rates of synthesis of total RNA through the cell cycle measured 
by the rates of incorporation of 3H-uridine and 3 H-adenine shows a step in the rates of incorpora-
tion at the time of DNA synthesis. This step has further been shown to be independent both of 
the uridine concentration, over a range from 0.03 1iM to 820pM, and of pre-filling the adenine 
pool. This step thus appears to be independent of variations in rates of uptake of both purines 
and pyrimidines, or fluctuations in the pool size of the precursors and may be explained as a 
gene-dosage effect. 
The step in the pattern of synthesis of total RNA has been shown to yield a cyclic pattern in 
the spec. act. of the total RNA through the cell cycle. This pattern is similar to that of the spec. 
act. of RNA and of protein recovered from ribosomes. The variation exhibited by the ribosomal 
proteins is believed to be a consequence of the step in the pattern of RNA synthesis, with a 
concomitant fluctuation in the pool of ribosomal proteins synthesised continuously through the 
cell cycle. 
In the fission yeast, Schizosaccharomyces 
po,nbe, both total protein and also individual 
groups of soluble proteins similar in charge 
and molecular weight are synthesized conti-
nuously during the cell cycle [22]. As in other 
cells, however, a number of enzymes in S. 
potnbe show discontinuous rises in their 
activities [19], possibly due to discontinuous 
synthesis of the enzymes involved. 
In contrast to the small amounts of individ- 
Present address: Department of Oral Medicine and 
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ual enzymes and to the non-specific associa-
tion between the different soluble proteins, 
ribosomal proteins constitute a significant 
proportion of the total protein in S. poinbe 
and have a specific association in the ribo-
somes. There are about 70 ribosomal proteins 
in Saecharomvces cerevisiae [24] and it can 
be assumed that there is a similar number in 
S. pombe. Warner [24] has shown that the 
50 proteins on the large ribosomal subunit 
may be separated by one-dimensional gel 
electrophoresis to permit the detection of at 
least 2 single proteins as individual bands. 
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However, in view of the complexity of the 
rest of the electrophoretic pattern and of the 
number of proteins involved, it was decided 
to examine the synthesis of ribosomal 
proteins in toto during the cell cycle of S. 
ponibe. This was carried out by pulse-labelling 
synchronous cultures of S. pombe with radio-
active sulphate and using a spec. act. mea-
surement (cpm,ug RNA) as an estimate of 
the rate of synthesis of the proteins recovered 
with 80S ribosomes. 
The close relationship between the synthesis 
of ribosomal RNA and of ribosomal protein 
[1, 25] suggests that ribosomal protein might 
be synthesised in a pattern similar to that of 
ribosomal RNA. Mitchison et al. [ii] have 
reported that the synthesis of total RNA 
during the cell cycle of S. pombe is continuous 
and approximately exponential. A similar 
pattern (apart from mitosis) has been demon-
strated in a number of eukaryotes [4, 16]. In 
other eukaryotes, however, although RNA 
synthesis is continuous, a sharp step in the 
rate of total RNA synthesis occurs at the 
time of DNA synthesis [6. 15]. In Physaruni 
[14] and in mouse leukaemic cells [7] cyclic 
patterns were observed which were consistent 
with neither a smooth increase nor a step-
like patterns of rates of RNA synthesis 
through the cell cycle. In his review. Mitchi-
son [9] suggested that the observed pattern of 
RNA synthesis may vary with both medium 
and cell type. This view is supported by the 
experiments of Stambrook & Sisken [20], who 
were able to convert a step-like pattern in 
rates of total RNA synthesis in mammalian 
cells into a smooth, continuous pattern by 
raising the uridine concentration in the medi-
um. 
In view of these variations in the pattern 
of RNA synthesis, we have re-examined the 
rates of total RNA synthesis during the cell 
cycle of S. poinbe using both purine and 
pyrimidine precursors. In addition, we have 
Expil Cell Res 81 (1973)  
examined the rates of uridine incorporation 
into 80S ribosomes. 
METHODS 
Cell culture and synchronization 
Schizosaccharomvces pombe (N.C.Y.C. 132) was 
maintained in Edinburgh Minimal Medium (EMM2), 
[8]. Synchronous cultures were prepared using the 
sucrose density gradient technique of Mitchison & 
Vincent [13], and monitored for cell number and cell 
plate index as previously described [22]. Asynchron-
ous cultures were prepared by suspending concentrated 
cells in 5 ml 25 % (w/v) sucrose solution (equivalent of 
halfway down at 10 to 40°c sucrose gradient) for 5 
min and then inoculating into fresh EMM2 at 32C 
at a cell density of 2-3 10 1 cells/ml. The cultures 
were usually grown for 6 h to include 2 cell cycles in 
the synchronous cultures, with pulse-labelling experi-
ments starting 30 to 40 min after re-inoculation from 
the sucrose suspension. 
Radioisotopes 
Radioactive tracers from the Radiochemical Centre, 
Amersham, were used at the following spec. act, and 
activities/nil of culture: 35S as sulphate (carrier-free) 
2 Cirnl; 3 H-5-uridine (29 Ci/mmol) and 3 H-8-ade-
nine (20 Ci!mmol), 1 iCi!ml and ' 4C-2-uridine (56 
mCi/mI) and 14C-8-adenine (27.7 mCi/mi), 2 pCi/mI 
of cell culture. 
Isolation of labelled ribosomes 
Fifty ml aliquots of the culture were added to the 
isotope ( 3 S and 3H-uridine) in a 250 ml flask and 
shaken at 32 C. Na0SO, is present in EMM2 at a 
conc. of 10 jig/ml, and uridine was added to yield 
final conc. of 7 ng/ml or I pg / mI. Consecutive pulses 
were 21 mm apart and each was stopped after 20 mm 
by addition of 50 ml of I 00  Na2SO.1 solution contain-
ing IOU jig/ml uridinc at 0 - C. The flask was placed 
on ice for 5 min and the cells were then collected on a 
2.1 cm Whatman GF/A glass fibre filter (pre-washed 
with 10 ml of the 1 0 0 Na2SO1-uridinc solution), 
washed with a further 10 ml of the Na0SO-uridine 
solution and finally with 10 nil TKM buffer (10 mM 
Tris, 10 mM Mg-acetate, 50 mM KCI, pH adjusted 
to 7.4 with I N HCI). The GF/A filter, frozen and 
stored at —20 C until completion of the experiment, 
was covered with 5 ml TKM buffer, refrozen and 
crushed by passage through an Eaton press [3].  The 
broken cells and GF/A filter were transferred to a 
capped tube and stored at 20C until all samples 
had been crushed. The samples were allowed to thaw 
at OC. 0.25 ml of 20 Triton X-lOO were added to 
each tube and the contents were thoroughly mixed 
and then centrifuged for 10 rnin at I 000 gat 0 C. The 
supernatants were clarified by further centrifugation 
(10 min at 25000 g O:C) and were then layered on to 
I to 2 ml of 34 1 sucrose (1 Ml in TKM buffer, 
centrifuged for 120 min at 125 000 g at 0 C. The 
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transparent ribosomal pellets were drained, resuspend-
ed in 100 p1 0.1 % Triton X-100 in TKM buffer, 
layered on to a 5 ml gradient of 10 to 3400 sucrose, 
in TKM buffer and centrifuged for 60 min at 173 000 
g. The gradients were analysed by upward displace-
ment with 40% sucrose through a 2 mm light-path 
flow cell in an ISCO UV analyser. The region of each 
gradient corresponding to the 80S ribosome peak was 
collected as 20 three-drop fractions of about 50 141 
each, which were then diluted with 100 il TKM 
buffer. After pre-soaking GFjA filters in 5 '. trichloro-
acetic acid (TCA) containing I ". Na0SO 4 and 100 
pg uridine/mI and drying overnight, 50 p1 of each 
diluted fraction was spotted on to one of the pre-
treated filters, dried and washed thrice with 5 TCA 
containing I 1. Na 2SO 1 and 100 pg uridine/mI (5 mm 
each) once each with ethanol buffered with acetate 
(5 mm), with diethyl ether96 ° ethanol (31I mixture, 
5 mm) and finally with diethyl ether. After drying 
overnight the filters were counted for 10 min in 
scintillation vials with 6 ml of scintillator (5 g butyl-
PBD (Ciba Ltd) per litre in toluene). The optical den-
sity of the remaining 100 RI  of each fraction was 
measured at 260 nm in a Beckman DB spectrophoto-
meter. The isotope crossover and spec. act. (cpm of 
50 Pl/ODo 6onm) were calculated for each fraction. 
Spec. act, measurements were used to take into account 
differential losses from the sample during preparation. 
The mean and standard error of the 7 to 10 fractions 
at the 80S peak were calculated and this value was 
used as the estimate of the spec. act, of the ribosomes 
synthesized at that particular time in the cell cycle. 
The final selection of 7 to 10 from the 20 fractions 
taken from each gradient was necessary in order to 
eliminate a "tail" of non-spec. radioact. associated 
with the 35S-labelled ribosome preparations which 
interfered with the 40S and 60S regions of the 
gradients. These sub-units comprised from 1 to 5 1 1, 
of the total free ribosomes. 
High-voltage electrophoresis 
Ribosomes labelled with Na 235SO 1 were isolated in 
larger yields, dialysed to remove the sucrose and 
evaporated to dryness under vacuum. The dry ribo-
somes were dissolved in 6 N l-ICl, sealed in vacuo and 
hydrolysed at 105C for 24 h. High voltage paper 
electrophoresis at pH 2.1 [23] showed that more than 
60% of the 35S was present as methionine and cysteine, 
and that the remainder was SO, and oxidation pro-
ducts of methionine. This indicated that the 31S 
label of the ribosomes was incorporated into amino 
acid residues of ribosomal proteins. 
Total RNA specific activities 
Total RNA estimations were made using a modifica-
tion of the assay described by Hutchison & Munro 
[5]. Five ml of culture at a density of I to 8 106 
cells/ml were frozen in a capped 15 ml centrifuge tube 
and stored at 20 C. The sample was thawed at 0 C 
in the presence of 5 nil of 10% perchloric acid (PCA), 
extracted at 0_C for 30 min and centrifuged (10 mm 
at I 500 g, OC). The pellet was resuspended in 5 ml 
of S % PCA, left for 10 min at 0  and recentrifuged 
as before. The pellet was resuspended in 1.0 ml of 
5 % PCA and transferred to a water bath at 70C for 
20 min,with vigorous stirring every 90 sec. At the 
end of the hydrolysis the tube was cooled to 0_c 
and centrifuged for 10 min at I 500 g at 0C. The 
supernatant was scanned in a UV spectrophotometer 
(Unicam SP800) and the OD) max winm was used to 
estimate the conc. of total RNA using E01 - 10  .. 264 25. 
An aliquot of the supernatant, either 50 or 1001d, was 
then counted for radioactivity and the cpm used to 
calculate the spec. act. (cpm/ig RNA) of the total 
RNA. 
Rates of total RNA and protein synthesis 
Five ml aliquots of cells were shaken at 32C for 19 
min in the presence of 3H-uridine and Na 235SO4 or 
11C-uridine and 3 H-adenine. The pulse was stopped by 
adding 5 ml of ice-cold 10% TCA (containing 100 
pg of the appropriate non-radioactive precursors per 
ml) to the flask, which was then placed on ice to 
allow for the extraction of small molecules. Triplicate 
1.0 ml samples were collected on 11 cm Whatnian 
GF/A glass fibre filter discs which had been pre-
washed with 5 ml of 50 TCA and precursors. The 
filtered cells were washed thrice with 10 ml 5 TCA 
and precursors, twice with 10 ml water and once 
with 5 nil 96% ethanol, and then placed in scintilla-
tion vials and dried in vacuo for 1 h before being 
counted as above. The rate of total RNA synthesis 
was followed for 1.5 to 4 generations. The 5 ml 
aliquots of culture were pulse-labelled at 10 mm 
intervals beginning 40 min after making the syn-
chronous cultures. To study the effect of external 
uridine concentrations upon the rate pattern, uridine 
concentrations in the labelling medium were varied 
from 7 ng!nil to 200 ,ig/ml. Adenine was used at 
1.5 pg/mI except during expts with a prefilled pool 
in which cells were maintained in 20 pg adenine/ml 
starting 4 h before synchronizing the cells. 
RESULTS 
The ribosomal protein synthesis rate during 
the cell cycle was examined in S. poinbe by 
pulse-labelling the cells with Na 2 SO 4 . The 
synthesis rate of sulphur-containing proteins 
associated with RNA in 80S ribosomes was 
measured as the spec. act. of ribosomes puri- 
fied by sucrose gradient centrifugation, 
expressed as cpm of 50 1tl/0D., 61,. Fig. I a 
shows the pattern of spec. act. from 4 syn- 
chronous cultures. The 4 cultures all show a 
minimum value for the spec. act. at the time 
of the cell plate index peak and with maxima 
between 0.6 and 0.9 of a cell cycle. By 
comparison with asynchronous control cul- 
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Fig. I. Abscissa: cell cycle time: ordinate: cpm/0D 260 . 
Spec. act. of protein and RNA from isolated 80S ribosomes. Data given as means and S.E., with no adjust-
ments for differences in cell numbers between repeat experiments. (a) 4 synchronous cultures labelled with 
Na23°SO4 ; (b) 3 asynchronous control cultures labelled with Na 23 SO: (c) I synchronous culture labelled with 
3H-5-uridine; (ci) 2 asynchronous control cultures labelled with 3F1-5-uridine. 
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tures (fig. I b) it is clear that the spec. act. of 
ribosomal proteins pulse-labelled with 3 S 
vary during the cell cycle and that this variation 
is much greater than the random variation 
shown by the asynchronous control cultures. 
There is a close similarity in pattern between 
the spec. act. of 80S ribosomes from syn-
chronous cultures pulse-labelled with 3 H-
uridine (fig. I c) and those of 35S-labelled 
ribosomes (fig. 1 a). The random variation in 
the asynchronous 3H-uridine-labelled cultures 
(fig. I d) is again much less than the pattern 
shown in the synchronous cultures. We have 
no explanation for the overall tendency of 
the spec. act. of 80S ribosomes pulse-labelled 
during synchronous cultures to rise during 
the course of the experiment (fig. I a, c) but 
it appears that as the expts progressed an 
increasing percentage of newly made ribo-
somes was isolated. This is shown in only one 
of the asynchronous. 33S-labelled experi-
ments (fig. I b). 
From their earlier work, Mitchison et al. 
[11] had concluded that the rate of total 
RNA synthesis during the cell cycle of S. 
pombe was continuous and approximately 
exponential. The uridine incorporation into 
the acid-insoluble fraction of S. pombe cells 
was investigated in order to confirm their 
findings. Fig. 2a shows the pattern of rates 
of total RNA synthesis measured by the 
amount of incorporation during 19 min pulses 
of 3H-uridine or 14C-uridine throughout the 
cell cycle of S. poinbe. The data from each of 
6 expts using uridine at conc. of 7 ng/ml, I 
ug/ml and 200 1ug/ml in EMM2 have been 
normalised to show a common mean level of 
incorporation during the plateau between the 
first and second peaks of cell plate index. This 
plateau was chosen as the baseline for norma-
lisation because all expts, irrespective of their 
duration, included the whole of this plateau. 
The data from all 6 expts were then pooled 
and the means and 95% confidence limits 
0.5 	tO 	1.5 	2.0 	2.5 	3.0 
Fig. 2. Abscissa: cell cycle time; ordinate: radioactivity 
in relative units. 
Rates of uridine, adenine and sulphate incorpora-
tion into the acid-insoluble fraction of whole cells 
during the cell cycle. Cells were pulse-labelled for 19 
mm. The mean value of the plateau between the 
first and second peaks in the cell plate index of each 
expt was normalized at 4.0. The data from repeat expts 
were then pooled and the means and 95% confidence 
limits were calculated for all points within each 0.1 
cell cycle. (a) from 6 synchronous cultures labelled 
with 14C-uridine or 2H-uridine, with uridine concentra-
tions in the labelling medium ranging from 7 ng/ml to 
200 igTml in separate expts; (b) from 2 synchronous 
cultures labelled with IH-adenine in the presence of an 
additional 1.5 jig adenine/ml of culture; (c) from 2 
synchronous cultures labelled with Na 235SO4 in the 
presence of 10 jig Na 2SO 1 /ml medium. 
calculated for all points in each tenth of the 
cell cycle. The pattern of increase in the rate 
of uridine incorporation into the TCA-
precipitable fraction of S. pombe (fig. 2a) is 
not exponential but has a sharp step in the 
rate coincident with the rise in cell number. 
In contrast, the pattern of rates of Na 235SO4 
incorporation into the TCA-precipitable frac- 
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4d 
0.5 	 1.0 	 1.5 	 2.0 
Fig. 3. Abscissa: cell cycle time; ordinate: (a) pg 
RNA/5 ml culture; (b) cpm x 10._ 0 ; (c) cpm/ig RNA; 
(d) cell number:< 10. 
Specific activity of extracted total RNA during the 
cell cycle. (a) total RNA extracted from 5 ml of cells, 
measured as the 013 264 of a hot PCA digest of acid-
washed cells; (b) radioactivity counted in 50 uI of the 
PCA digest; (c) spec. act. of the PCA digest; (d) cell 
number. 
tion of S. pombe was exponential throughout 
the cell cycle (fig. 2 c). The 35SO4 was used as a 
measure of total protein synthesis and al-
though ribosomal proteins are a large group 
within the total cell proteins in S. pombe, the 
contribution of a step in their synthesis rate 
to that of total protein synthesis is likely to 
be obscured by overlapping patterns of 
synthesis of many other proteins. 
Two approaches were used to provide at 
least partial confirmation that the incorpora-
tion of uridine pulses was a true measure of 
the rate of RNA synthesis. First, unlike 
Stambrook & Sisken [21], the pattern of 
adenine incorporation during the cell cycle 
of S. pombe (fig. 2b) was found to be similar 
Exptl Cell Res 81 (1973)  
to that of uridine (fig. 2a). (The 100-fold 
RNA excess over DNA in S. pombe [12] 
permits the use of adenine as a precursor for 
the estimation of RNA synthesis). The 
second approach involved the extraction of 
total RNA after pulse-labelling cells with 
3H-uridine. The increase in cell number, in 
total RNA, in the rate of uridine incorporation 
into RNA and the spec. act. of the extracted 
RNA, derived from the values for total RNA 
and incorporated counts, are shown in fig. 3. 
It is clear that the pattern of uridine incorpora-
tion into extracted total RNA (fig. 3b) is 
similar to that of uridine incorporation into 
the acid-insoluble fraction of S. pombe cells 
(fig. 2a). Although the total RNA conc., 
measured by 0D 264 of the hot PCA digest, 
appears to increase exponentially (fig. 3a), 
this is probably due to the imprecision in the 
method which prevents the detection of the 
difference between an exponential curve and 
a series of straight lines with a doubling in 
their slopes at the time of each successive 
cell division. By dividing the radioisotope 
incorporation (fig. 3b) by the total RNA 
conc. (fig. 3a) one obtains the spec. act. of 
the extracted RNA (fig. 3c) which shows a 
pattern of cyclic variation through the cell 
cycle which is similar to the pattern shown in 
fig. I c for ribosomal RNA. This correlation 
would be expected in view of the high propor-
tion of ribosomal RNA in total RNA. 
The rate of uridine incorporation into the 
acid precipitable fraction of S. pombe cells 
thus appears to be a reasonable estimate of 
the rate of RNA synthesis. Changes in the 
rates of synthesis estimated in this way bear 
a close correlation with the variation in the 
spec. act. of ribosomal RNA (fig. 1 e) and 
ribosomal protein (fig. 1 a), but since these 
methods are all based upon incorporation of 
labelled exogenous precursors given only 
during a relatively short pulse-time, they 
could be explained by changes in the spec. 
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act. of the internal pools on the immediate 
synthetic pathway, e.g. the nucleoside tn-
phosphate pools. Changes in these pools 
could be caused by (I) changes in the rate of 
uptake at a point during the cycle; (2) changes 
in the size of the pool proportional to the 
amount of precursor in the medium (expan-
dable pool); (3) changes in the size of the 
pool at some point in the cell cycle; (4) 
changes in the ratio between the contribution 
of the external and internal supplies of 
precursor to the synthesis at a point in the 
cell cycle. 
Stambrook & Sisken [20] have demon-
strated that the pattern of uridine incorpora-
tion into synchronised Chinese hamster lung 
cells can be altered by changing the uridine 
concentration in the medium. Indeed, by 
presenting the cells with a vast excess of 
precursor during the pulse-labelling, one 
would expect to flood all uptake mechanisms 
and obtain a measurement of the true rate 
of synthesis. They suggest that in their cells 
the rate of RNA synthesis can be limited or 
controlled by the rate of entry of uridine into 
the cells. The patterns of increase in the rates 
of uridine incorporation at two uridine con-
centrations (0.03 1iM and 820 4uM) were 
found to be identical in S. pombe (fig. 4a, b). 
This is a greater range than that used by 
Stambrook & Sisken [20] (0.25-200 taM). 
Synchrony induced by high uridine concentra-
tion, in a manner analogous to thymidine 
block, was described for Tetrahymena by 
Villadsen & Zeuthen [26]. Since there was no 
significant departure from the asynchronous 
level of 7 % cell plate index of asynchronous 
cultures of S. poinbe grown in the presence of 
820 4uM uridine for 5 h, the possibility of 
unidine-induced synchrony in S. pombe can 
therefore be disregarded. The data presented 
in fig. 4a, b suggest that, unlike the Chinese 
hamster cells used by Stambrook & Sisken 
[20], the rate of RNA synthesis in S. pombe  
hi 
0.5 	1.0 	1.5 	2.0 	2.5 
Fig. 4. Abscissa: cell cycle timc;ordinate: (a, c) 
cpm 102;  (b) cprn . lO. 
Effects of precursor concentration upon the pattern 
of the rates of total RNA synthesis during the cell 
cycle. (a) 3H-uridine at a final cone. of 0.03 M; (b) 
3H-uridine at a final concentration of 820 pM; (c) 
14C-adenine incorporation after pre-filling the ade-
nine pool by growing the cells in the continuous 
presence of 20 jig adenine/ml of culture from 4 It 
before synchronizing the cells. 
is probably not limited or controlled by the 
rate of entry of uridine. 
The role of pool size variation in controlling 
the rate of RNA synthesis may be studied by 
pre-filling the expandable adenine pool by 
growing an asynchronous population of S. 
pombe in the presence of 20 jig adenine/ml 
for more than one generation prior to 
synchronisation or to any pulse-labelling 
experiments [2]. Pre-filling the adenine pool 
did not, in fact, affect the step-like pattern of 
increase in rate of adenine incorporation 
during the cell cycle (fig. 4c). Variations in 
uptake and pool size of RNA precursors are, 
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thus, probably not factors controlling or 
limiting the rate of labelled adenine incorpora-
tion. 
DISCUSSION 
The synthesis of ribosomal proteins recovered 
on 80S ribosomes (fig. la) parallels the 
synthesis of ribosomal RNA (fig. l e) and 
total RNA (fig. 3c). These results are suppor-
ted by the experiments with SaccJ,aromi'ces 
cerei'isiae by Warner & Udem [25] in which 
temperature-sensitive mutants affecting ribo-
somal RNA synthesis also affected ribosomal 
protein synthesis. Craig & Perry [1] showed 
that synthesis of ribosomal proteins by L cells 
could continue when ribosomal RNA syn-
thesis was inhibited by actinonlycin D, but 
that such proteins were not incorporated into 
ribosomes formed after release of the actino-
mycin inhibition. 
The similarity in the patterns of synthesis 
shown by ribosornal proteins and ribosomal 
RNA (fig. 1 a, c) suggested that it was un-
likely that there could be either gross varia-
tion in the patterns of synthesis of major 
individual ribosomal proteins or that there 
would be large pools of these proteins. How-
ever. some minor ribosomal proteins could 
have very different patterns of synthesis 
without noticeably affecting the pattern of total 
ribosomal protein synthesis. Recent work by 
Shulman et al. [19] has shown that both total 
and several individual ribosomal proteins are 
synthesised at nearly equivalent rates to one 
another at four points in the cell cycle of 
Saccharomvces cerei'isiae and that there is no 
evidence of discontinuous synthesis of these 
proteins. Our results are in agreement with 
their work. They are more limited in being 
restricted to total ribosomal protein, but they 
have the advantage of a large number of 
samples over more than one cell cycle. They 
have, therefore, revealed discontinuities of 
rate within the pattern of continuous syn- 
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thesis. The work of Schleif [17] suggests that 
there are insignificantly small pools of ribo-
somal protein in Esc/zerichia coil although 
Sells & Davis [18] have shown that one class 
of 50S sub-unit ribosomal proteins may take 
II min to pass through a pool, a significant 
proportion of the generation time of E. co/i. 
However, the pattern of rates of uridine 
incorporation into fission yeast cells (figs 2, 
4) and into RNA (fig. 3b) imposes severe 
controls on the synthesis of ribosomal 
proteins if the possibility of ribosomal protein 
pools is excluded. The doubling in the rate of 
RNA synthesis shown by the step in the 
incorporation of uridine (figs 2. 4) accom-
panied by a doubling in the rate of ribosomal 
protein synthesis in the cytoplasm would 
imply some control of protein synthesis 
closely linked to the mechanism controlling 
the doubling in the rate of RNA synthesis. 
Alternatively, there may be pools of ribosomal 
proteins with a rapid turnover and which in 
synchronous cultures would have a maximum 
level at the beginning of the rise in the rate 
of uridine incorporation (0.8 of the cell 
cycle) and a minimum level, or possibly zero, 
at the start of the plateau in the rate of 
uridine incorporation (0.2 of the cell cycle). 
Consequently. RNA synthesised during the 
rise in the rate of uridine incorporation could 
be associated with pre-existing ribosomal 
proteins without requiring similar changes in 
the rates of synthesis of the ribosomal 
proteins. A continuous pattern for ribosomal 
protein synthesis would not require close 
temporal links between RNA synthesis in the 
nucleus and ribosomal synthesis in the cyto-
plasm. One consequence is that any attempts 
to measure pools of ribosomal proteins 
should be concentrated on specific parts of 
the cell cycle where the pools might be expected 
to be at a maximum (in S. ponibe about 0.8 
of the cell cycle.) 
Although the findings of Mitchison et al. 
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[11] appear to be in contrast to the experi-
ments presented in this paper, in fact, the 
bulk of their work was based on autoradjo-
graphic, single-cell estimations covering only 
one cell cycle with all the limitations of such 
analyses, especially the greater errors in the 
points at the ends of the cycle. Since the 
increase in rate of incorporation occurs 
between 0.8 of one cycle and 0.2 of the next 
cycle (figs 2, 3, 4). single-cycle estimations 
could only include parts of two increases, 
with a plateau in between. Such a pattern 
would be difficult to detect and would 
require the examination of many points in 
the cell cycle. The data of Mitchison et al. 
[I!] obtained from bulk measurements, at 5 
points in the cell cycle of a different strain of 
S. poinbe (fig. 4 of [11]) may be interpreted 
as showing this pattern: a rise, a plateau and 
a final rise in the rate of adenine incorpora-
tion). We feel that our data are not inconsist-
ent with the data of Mitchison et al. [11], 
although our more detailed information 
supports a different conclusion. 
We were unable to find the effects of 
external uridine concentrations on the incor-
poration pattern described by Stambrook & 
Sisken [20] for mammalian cells, although 
their maximum uridine conc. was increased 
by a factor of 4, to 820 uM (fig. 4h). The 
similarity of the pattern of adenine incorpora-
tion in cells with a pre-filled adenine pool 
(fig. 4c) to that of uridine at various conc. 
(figs 4a, b) is an indication that the rates of 
uptake and pool size fluctuations are un-
likely to be factors controlling the rate of 
incorporation of precursors into RNA. How-
ever, changes in the specific activity of the 
nucleoside triphosphate pools due to changes 
in the contribution from non-labelled internal 
pathways cannot be excluded. 
An alternative explanation for the stepwise 
pattern of increase in the rate of RNA syn-
thesis is a gene dosage effect, since the timing  
of the step coincides with the DNA synthesis 
of S. pombe [10]. A causal relationship 
between the steps in the rate of RNA syn-
thesis and the timing of DNA synthesis has 
been suggested by Klevecz & Stubblefield [6] 
and Pfeiffer & Tolmach [15]. 
Experiments are currently in progress to 
examine the relationship between DNA syn-
thesis and the changes in rate of RNA 
synthesis, rates of uridine uptake and changes 
in the spec. act. of the internal nucleotide 
pools. We hope to report on them in a 
subsequent paper. 
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APPENDIX II 
ESTIMV1'IW OF 121A BY THE DIPHENYLPJ1INE METBOD* 
Samples of 1-5 x 
10  cells were collected by filtration on Milli-
pore me rane filters. The pad of cells was washed on the filter with 
10 ml of 0.1% NaCl, and filters were then placed in plastic tubes (LP3, 
Luckham), and frozen before processing. Samples could be stored frozen 
for at least a week without any effect on estimated values of DNA/cell. 
Processing of the samples included the following operations in the 
order given. 
Incubation of samples in 1.5 ml of ice-cold 5% perchioric acid 
(PCA), with frequent mixing, for 30 minutes. The filter was 
removed from each tube at the end of this period. 
Samples were spun for 10 minutes at 2500 RPM, 4°C (MSE 4L 
centrifuge), and the supernatant was discarded. The pellets 
were washed with another 1.5 ml PCA, samples were respun, the 
supernatant was again discarded. 
The pellet was resuspended in 0.3 ml PCA, tubes were capped 
and incubated for 20 minutes at 700C, with frequent mixing. 
At the end of this extraction the samples were again centri-
fuged, and 0.25 ml of the supernatant was placed in a clean tube. 
To the 0.25 ml fraction was added 0.4 ml of diphenylainine re-
agent, consisting of 0.8 g dip&ienylamine (Sigma), 20 ml glacial 
acetic acid, and 0.05 ml of 16 mg/ml acetaldehyde in water. 
0.25 ml aliquots of deoxyadenosine standards (2,4,6,8,10,12 
Mg/ml in 5% PCA) were treated in the same way. 
* From Polanshek (1973). 
5. Standards and samples were incubated 12-16 hours at 32°C. 
All tubes were then centrifuged before reading optical 
densities at 595 nm and 720 nm in an Hitachi-Perkin spectro-
photometer. Readings at 720 mu were subtracted from those 
at 595 na to give a calibration curve going through the 
origin (Giles & Myers, 1965). Equivalents of deoxyadenosine/ 
sample were estimated from the calibration curve, and were 
converted to values of pg DNA/ml using the equivalence, • 1 jig 




POLYACRYLAMIDE GELS FOR RNA FRACTIONATION 
From: Loaning (1967 & Pers. Comm.) 
Stock Acrylamide Solution: 
* recrystallized acrylamide 
+ recrystallized bisacrylamide 
15 g 
0.75 g for 2.0-5% gels 
or 0.375 g for 5-8% gels 
water to 100 ml final volume 
* recrystallized from chloroform 
+ recrystallized from acetone 
Stock Electrophoresis Buffer (5 x E buffer): 
Tris 	 36 mm 
NaH2PO4 30 mM 
Na2-EIYrA 	 1 SUM 
p11 76 to 7.8 at room temperature 
Running Buffer (E-Buffer) is a 5 x dilution of 5 x E with 0.2% SDS 
(low UV absorbtion SDS, e.g. BDH Specially Purified). 
To make gels, 5 ml of stock acrylamide solution is mixed according 
to the Table below to give the desired stiffness of gel: 
Volume Gel Concentration1 
2.0% 2.21 2.4% 2.5% 2.6% 3.0% 5.0% 7.5% 
5xE,(ml). 7.5 6.8 6.25 6.0 5.8 5.0 3.0 2.0 
H 20 0 (ml). 24.7 22 19.7 18.7 17.3 14.7 6.7 2.7 
total vol. 
37.2 33.8 30.95 29.7 28.1 24.7 14.7 9.7 
1 
Gel Concentration refers to the final concentration of acrylamide in 
the gel. 
The solution is degassed under vacuum for 15 sec. 25 311 of 
N,N,N,N-tetramethylethylenediamine (Temed) and 250 p1 of freshly dis-
solved 10% ammonium persuiphate are added and mixed. The solution is 
immediately pipetted into gel tubes (09 cm x 11 cm diameter P.rapex), 
carefully overlayered with water and allowed to set for 2 hr. Gels 
were pre-run Z to 1 hr in E buffer at 5 mA per gel, 8 V per cm length. 
1A was then loaded in -strength running buffer containing 12-16% 
sucrose and the gels run for 211 to 6 hr depending upon pore size and 
the degree of separation desired. 
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Uridine uptake by Sohizppaccharonwces pombe is by a single step reaction 
with a Km of 3,15x10 5M. If the uridine concentration in the medium 
exceeds 2mM, uridine uptake appears to be chiefly by diffusion. The 
rate of uptake does not appear to limit the rate at which 3H-uridine is 
incorporated into RNA. In synchronous cultures, the rate of uridine 
uptake parallels the rate of its incorporation, but changes in the uptak 
rate occur 0.1 cell cycle after those in incorporation rate. The 
Specific activity of the 3H-uridine pool in such cultures remains 
constant. Inhibitors which alter the relationship between the rates of 
uptake and RNA synthesis alter the size of the uridine pool. 
The relationship between pulse length and the distribution of 3H-uridine 
in various species of RNA was examined electrophoretioally. After I mm 
of labelling, all radioactivity was in the ribosomal precursor, hetero-
disperse and 4-5 S RNA fractions. After pulses of 10 min or longer, 
label is distributed in essentially a steady-state labelling pattern. 
In synchronous cultures, the rate of RNA synthesis doubles at the time o 
DNA synthesis. When cultures are treated with the inhibitors of DNA 
synthesis, 2 1 -deoxyadenosine and 1-phenylethanol, they go through a 
period of adjustment during which the rate of RNA synthesis no longer 
is proportional to the DNA content of the cell. After cells have 
adjusted, however, the relationship between DNA and RNA synthesis is 
restored. 
Following a step-down in culture conditions the various RNA species are 
transcribed in approximately the same proportions as in control cultures 
But the total rate of RNA synthesis is depressed and the processing of 
ribosomal precursor RNA is inhibited. 
The results are discussed and possible control mechanisms are considered 
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